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 IN THECOURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

 IN AND FOR THE SECOND APPELLATE DISTRICT, DIVISION FOUR 
 

Children and Family Services,  )  

      ) Court of Appeal No.: B277764 

         Plaintiff and Respondent.  ) 
      ) Superior Court No.: CK89770 

 V.     ) 
      ) 
K.W. et al.     ) 
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 Defendant and Appellant. ) 
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______________________________) 
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WORDS 
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TO THE HONORABLE PRESIDING JUSTICE, AND THE HONORABLE 
ASSOCIATE JUSTICES OF THE COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA, SECOND APPELLATE DISTRICT, DIVISION FOUR. 
 
 Appellant, Roosevelt Williams, Jr, Pro-Se Appellant, respectfully requests 

this Court to grant permission to file an opening brief in the above-captioned 

action in excess of the page limit  specified in the California Rules of Court. 
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 The proposed Appellant’s Opening Brief on this appeal is oversized at 

51,000 words (175 pages). I am familiar with one reviewing court’s decision in In 

re S.C. (2006) 138 Cal.App.4th 396 [Third Appellate District], stating that Court 

will now take a “cautious approach” to allow oversized filings, and requiring 

counsel [or pro se litigant] “to demonstrate with specificity why it is necessary for 

their briefs to exceed the words limit established by the California Rules of 

Court.” This application establishes that need in this case. 

1. It is necessary because I am challenged with summarizing over Five 

years of Case History, a Case that is the longest Open Case in 

DCFS History and longest Children Court Case in America (Please 

see below for more information).  

2.  I am a Pro Se Litigant with no previous personal experience or 

knowledge of Superior Court and/or Appellate Court proceedings, 

nor do I know of a friend or family member who has had the same 

and/or similar experiences to assist and guide me to tell you what 

you want to know and what you don’t want to know briefly. I have 

read what is expected in the Brief online and have done my best to 

follow, however, the word limit, despite my newness to your Court, 

would not be able to be adhered to even by a seasoned Attorney 

due to the length of the Case History, which is the longest Case in 

the United States.  The length of this Case is the longest 

Dependency Court Case in the History of America based on Google 

Search of “what is the longest court case in history?” 

https://www.google.com/search?q=what+is+the+longest+court+case+in+hi

story&rlz=1C1AOHY_enUS731US732&oq=wha&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j69

i57j69i59j0l3.3587j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8  The Search 

https://www.google.com/search?q=what+is+the+longest+court+case+in+history&rlz=1C1AOHY_enUS731US732&oq=wha&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j69i57j69i59j0l3.3587j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.com/search?q=what+is+the+longest+court+case+in+history&rlz=1C1AOHY_enUS731US732&oq=wha&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j69i57j69i59j0l3.3587j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.com/search?q=what+is+the+longest+court+case+in+history&rlz=1C1AOHY_enUS731US732&oq=wha&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j69i57j69i59j0l3.3587j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
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produced results of cases that had  a different subject matter, for 

example, the Court Case between  the Sioux Nation of Indians and 

the United States have been fighting over Land that belongs to the 

Indians aka Native Americans for over 90 years (please see 

http://history.stackexchange.com/questions/15125/what-is-the-

longest-running-legal-case) and this case came up 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-

order/10898906/Family-court-case-spanning-13-years-is-longest-

case-in-history-judge-says.html, it was 13 years running, in the 

United Kingdom.   

3. This Case has over Five (5) years of Case History. The Case 

CK89770 was opened September 2011, of which the Children Court 

exercised illegal and wrongful Jurisdiction over my son, Minor 1. 

Then the same case number was extended to include illegal and 

wrongful Jurisdiction over my daughter Minor 2 born in august 2012, 

then the same case number was extended  to include wrongful and 

illegal Jurisdiction over my daughter Minor 3 when she was 9 

months old in May 2014.  Case CK89770 has seen three Court 

Officials-Referee Terry Truong, Judge Vasquez and  Judge Downing 

. Judge Downing Ordered a Final Judgment of Adoption for Minor 1 

and Minor 2  in August 2016, which did not close the case, but kept 

it running, since she chose to decide Adoption for two of my children 

and not Minor 3. This means Case CK89770 is still ongoing and now 

has Five Years and Five Months of Case History. This Case is as 

much about Minor 3 as it is about Minor 1 and Minor 2, especially in 

light of the fact that Judge Downing was brought to my attention 

http://history.stackexchange.com/questions/15125/what-is-the-longest-running-legal-case
http://history.stackexchange.com/questions/15125/what-is-the-longest-running-legal-case
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/10898906/Family-court-case-spanning-13-years-is-longest-case-in-history-judge-says.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/10898906/Family-court-case-spanning-13-years-is-longest-case-in-history-judge-says.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/10898906/Family-court-case-spanning-13-years-is-longest-case-in-history-judge-says.html
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when she took illegal Jurisdiction over Minor 3, had Minor 1 and 

Minor 2 case transferred to her Department, decided Minor 1 and 

Minor 2 case prior to deciding Minor 3 case with knowledge that 

deciding Minor 3 portion of the case would and could determine 

finality of the entire case. Judge Downing instead decided that the 

only option was termination of my parental rights to Minor 1 and 

Minor 2 and that Minor 1 and Minor 2 were Adoptable. 

4.  With the volume of Reporters Transcripts (RT), at a Record  total of 

11 Volumes, 2,849 Pages, Clerk Transcripts (CT) total of 872 Pages 

of which the RT is incomplete not including the Reporter Transcripts 

prior to Judge Downing receiving the Case (missing years 

September 2011-May 2014),  not even Johnny Cochran and Judge 

Thurgood Marshall (R.I.P.) could  break down this case briefly in 

14,000 words.  

5.  I briefed the case in a ratio of 1 to 21 (for every one of my pages 

there are 21 pages of transcripts, and likely would be more since the 

transcript is incomplete).  

6. I am a Pro Se Litigant that has been fighting to get his family home 

and together for over  five years. It took this long to even get to the 

Appellate Stage and I believe Writs were sent to you as well with 

regard to this case, so more than likely, I am going to need to 

Appeal again, and when I do, the Court of Appeals and Supreme 

Court, need to know that I did address the pertinent issues at the 

Appellate and Superior Court Level, but they were denied for 

whatever reason. Basically, I need to be given deference to write 

what I have experienced, briefly, to you, so that you can make a fair, 
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objective decision because you have the facts. You can’t make a 

valid decision on how to proceed or conclude without the facts and 

you need to pay attention to the facts and not just skim over this 

Brief. This is my Life, my children lives that has been dangling along 

as Case CK89770, a Case that seems to have no end. I am 

presenting how it started, what has happened since it started, and  

why it should stop immediately.  

7. As appellant, I have a duty to raise all viable issues before this court 

(in re Smith  3 Cal.3d.192 (1970).. 

I should have never been put in this predicament, but I’m in it with 

my children and for my children. So for our sakes, I simply request 

that you not turn this Brief away for extensive length due to the 

reasons stated above.  

 
 For these reasons,  I respectfully request this Court grant appellant leave 

to file an  Opening Brief in excess of 14,000 (Cal. Rules of Court, rule 

8.360(b)(5)). 

 

Dated:_______3/2/17_______       Respectfully submitted, 

 
Roosevelt Williams Jr 

3655 Oak Grove Road 
Monroeville, AL 36460 

williamsroosevelt@msn.com 
251-593-7198 

 
 

mailto:williamsroosevelt@msn.com
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COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
 

SECOND APPELLATE DISTRICT, DIVISION FOUR 
 
 
 

 

Children and Family Services,  )  
      ) Court of Appeal No.: B277764 
         Plaintiff and Respondent.  ) 
      ) Superior Court No.: CK89770 
 V.     ) 
      ) 
K.W. et al.     ) 
      ) 
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INTRODUCTION  

This Appelant Opening Brief  (AOB)is being submitted, by me, Roosevelt 

Williams Jr., on my own behalf and on behalf of the entire Williams Family which 

includes in my immediate family, my wife, Kanika Williams, and our children. Two 

children are the subject of this AOB, their names are Minor 1 and Minor 2 

Williams. My other daughter Minor 3 Williams, is also a part of the AOB, even 

though a final judgment has not been ascertained in her portion of Case 

CK89770 in the same manner as Minor 1 and Minor 2 portion of  Case CK89770. 

I am the Head of my Household, with all due respect to my partner and wife, 

Kanika Williams. As the Appellate in this Case, I demand Justice in the same 

manner as my ancestors before me demanded Freedom from Slavery, Freedom 

from Jim Crow, Freedom in abolishing ‘separate but equal’, Freedom from the 

Crack Epidemic of the 1980’s, Freedom from police brutality and Freedom to 

Parent.   

I seek Justice to be served swiftly upon the Plaintiff/Respondent, Children and 

Family Services, after  enduring more than 5 years of Being dragged in and out 

of Court, Monitored Visitation with my Children, Lack of Respect as my children 

Father, Lack of knowledge of my children whereabouts, school functions, medical 

appointments, Harassment, falsification of Records, favoritism, prejudice, racism, 

colorism, sexism and classism,  all maintained by my family without Justification 

or Cause. ALL INFORMATION SUBMITTED IS UNDER PROTEST AND IN 

CHALLENGE OF ANY CALIFORNIA COURT JURISDICTION OVER ME AND 

MY FAMILY.  

In compliance with (Cal Rules of Court  Rule 8.204(2)(A-C), please see below: 

A) State the nature of the action, the relief sought in the trial court, and 

the judgment or order appealed from;  
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The Nature of the Action is Juvenile Dependency of which I sought return 

of my children-Minor 1 and Minor 2 Williams to my care and custody, 

concluding in Judge Downing Ordering that my Children be Adopted. 

(B) State that the judgment appealed from is final, or explain why the 

order appealed from is appealable; and 

 The Judgment of Judge Downing on 8/16/16 was deemed a final 

Judgment  and appealable,  because it was a Permanent Placement 

Hearing conducted for the purpose of asserting on the Record and 

making Orders to terminate my parental rights regarding the care and 

custody of my children-Minor 1 and Minor 2 Williams. Language such 

as “termination” “adoptable” and mention of “appeal” are synonymous 

with final orders and appealability. 

I Provide a summary of the significant facts limited to matters in the 

record. 

Most significant fact is that I never abused, neglected, and/or  abandoned any of 

my children ever in any State, Country or Planet,   I was never alleged to have 

abused, neglected and/or abandoned  any of my children by any social worker 

and/or police officer in compliance with the Rules, Laws and Procedure of the 

State of California, of which the State of California has no Jurisdiction over me 

based on the fact that I am a Resident of the State of Alabama and have never 

been a Resident of the State of California,  I do not reside in the State of 

California and do not intend to have California as my residence. I am in the State 

of California for the sole purpose of dissolving Case CK89770, the case that has 

been a thorn in my side for over 5 years. As it is that I am not a Resident of the 
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State of California, neither is my wife and children.  My children, like me, were 

born in the State of California, but like the rest of the free country, my family 

moved and it is and has been my intention to raise my family in the Southern 

Region of the United States.  In Order for my family to move to the Southern 

Region of the United States, this Case CK89770 would have to be terminated in 

favor of my children coming home with their parents. Based upon my research, 

this case is the longest Open Dependency Case in the History of America, my 

children and I are not under the Jurisdiction  of the State of California as we are 

Residents of the State of Alabama, despite the lack of Jurisdiction, I completed 

all case plans in a effort to get my children home and should in no way be 

construed as a submission to Jurisdiction based on my numerous challenges to 

Jurisdiction and the Court refusal to comply with the Law, and return my children 

to my custody and care. 

My patience has run its course, as I have sought relief from the Superior Court 

for over 5 years, only  to be flat out denied in favor of bogus, erroneous rulings by 

all the Court Officials, ended  by Judge Marguerite Downing on August 16, 2016.  

Judge Downing ruled that the only outcome she can bring herself to, is to have 

my children adopted by their Grandparents, who are also my wife parents and 

my in-laws.  Their legal names are Willie and Katie Grant and they referred to as 

Grandparents gone rogue in the AOB.  

The Grandparents gone rogue, as the initiators of this Case, along with the Los 

Angeles County Department of Children and Family Services, hereinafter 

referred to as DCFS entered into a  conspiracy in or around June 2011 for the 

purpose  of Adopting my children-Minor 1 and Minor 2, illegally taking my 

parental rights and uploading them into the grandparents gone rogue. The 

lengths, widths and measures that the Grandparents gone rogue and DCFS went 
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through to carry out their sinister plan is unprecedented such that  not even the 

likes of Hollywood Movies could match the level of conniving, lies, disloyalty and 

hypocrisy these people have maneuvered over the more than 5 year case 

history. The  intention of Adopting my children away from me without justification 

or cause, is a mere preference, and not contrived in Law or Fact.   

DCFS never had  any intention of reunification of my family, the Grandparents 

gone rogue never supported reunification and the Court never Ordered 

reunification of my family. The Grandparents gone rogue set the wheels in 

motion to manipulate the System and have DCFS illegal and wrongful 

involvement in my family lives based on their knowledge of the DCFS Case 

against their daughter, Kanika, my wife. My wife did not know and I did not know 

DCFS had our children on their radar. DCFS bold tracking and grip on my family 

has changed the course of our lives, interfering with my children upbringing and 

rearing by their biological parents.  

The Grandparents gone rogue and DCFS worked I along with the Children Court 

without my wife and I  knowledge and consent, defying the Rules of Universal 

Law, Natural Law, the U.S. Constitution, State Laws, Logic and Reason.  

My Rights as a Father, predates the United Constitution and is as archaic, going 

back to the Beginning of Time, but in this time, date and age, disrespect of 

Father Rights is rampant and the Law is used to carry out perversions such as 

kidnapping of children from stable and loving homes.   

Below, Statutes, Laws, Cases, relevant quotes, and Articles will be cited in favor 

of Me, my children, my wife, my mother, my brothers, cousins, friends and all 

those that have supported me throughout this grave injustice of wrongful and 

illegal  separation of my family by the Court, DCFS and the Grandparents gone 

Rogue.  
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My demands are simple and justified.  They are as follows: 

“We are not fighting for integration, nor are we fighting for 

segregation, we are fighting for recognition as human beings, we are 

fighting for human rights” Malcolm X (1963)  

 

For only a lack of humanity , low self esteem and hatred could cause the 

Grandparents gone Rogue, DCFS and the Children Court, to open and 

continue an unjustified case for over 5 years, to only have that same case 

end in a Final Judgment Order for Adoption.  

I demand that you do what the Superior Court purposely failed to do which was 

act  Righteously by doing what is Fair and Just.  The Superior Court purposely 

failed to read the facts,  make appropriate rulings and findings based upon the 

facts and Law. All the facts are purposely not included in the Record, however, 

even with what is stated on the Record in the Clerk Transcripts and Reporters 

Transcripts, it shows the high level of bias and erroneous conclusions drawn by 

the Court. Below is insurmountable amounts of evidence showcasing my rights to 

parent my children are Supreme and deserve recognition and Respect. . My 

Rights to Parent without illegal and wrongful governmental interference, along 

with the fact that I never abused my children nor was even alleged to have 

abused my children shows that Judge Downing ruling to make my children 

adoptable is erroneous. 

. From the initiation to present, the facts tell the story and show that there was no 

reason to even open a case against me. I will present the facts, along with the 

Law and Procedure, to show you how wrong the Court is and how inhumane I 

have been treated by the Children Court for over 5 years. I encourage you to 

‘step into my shoes’, not in the same manner as the Grandparents gone rogue 
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did petitioning the Court to give them DeFacto Parent status to my children, but 

as a person who has been thrust into the vortex of controversy and has to figure 

a way out for the sake of their family and their own sanity.  

The Grandparents, nor any other entity has a natural, fundamental right to parent 

my children, whatever status granted is only given by the Court after correct and 

appropriate procedure is followed. Since there is no legal right to kidnap children 

or legally recognized Grandparents rights or legal right to violate my fundamental 

liberties, rights and freedoms, then this Case, can only be characterized as a 

form of treason, tyranny, anarchy and high level conspiracy to kidnap. 

. I encourage you to read what I am writing knowing that I am not asking for the 

Court to do me any favors, but instead I am demanding Justice be served for me 

and my family, that my rights as a parent be protected after they have been 

trampled upon for over 5 years, that my rights as a parent be acknowledged as 

supreme and superior to any right claimed by any entity or individual and that my 

rights as a parent prohibit any erroneous Order that my children be adopted by 

any person or entity.   

There has never been a reason to question my Love, my protection, my 

Leadership and Loyalty to my son and daughter. My children have me, always 

have, always will because my Love is unconditional and started from the moment 

I found out my wife was pregnant. No one has a Right to take time, special 

occasions, coming of age moments, daily routine, travel, amusement parks, 

dental appointments, and school functions away from me, but they did, and now 

they want to take that away permanently, illegally using the Court as a means to 

carry out what would otherwise be deemed, and is a kidnapping.  

 For clarity, they is any and every person who ever had knowledge of Case 

CK89770 and permitted it to come this far. My children deserve better than to be 
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belittled to a Case Number, they are my legacy, my blood, they have rights to me 

as I do to them and no Government has a Right to illegally and wrongfully 

interfere with that, but they did. 

Justice will be served, as soon as you serve it. In order for you to serve Justice, 

you have to decide to uphold your duties and responsibilities as Officers of the 

Court, which are as follows: 

1. Comply with the State of California Constitution which is a basic governing 

document that maintains Jurisdiction. The State of California Constitution 

has been construed as having many of the individual rights clauses in the 

state constitution, as protecting rights broader than the Bill of Rights in the 

federal constitution.[19] Two excellent examples include (1) the Pruneyard 

Shopping Center v. Robins case involving an implied right to free speech 

in private shopping centers, and (2) the first decision in America in 1972 

which found the death penalty unconstitutional, California v. Anderson, 6 

Cal. 3d 628. This noted that under California’s state constitution a stronger 

protection applies than under the U.S. Constitution’s 8th Amendment; the 

former prohibits punishments that are “cruel or unusual”, while the latter 

only prohibits punishments that are “cruel and unusual”. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitution_of_California. NOTE: The 

analogy between the 8th Amendment and California case law is mentioned 

because Case CK89770 involves violations of civil and criminal law. What 

the Superior Court has done to me and my family, permitting what is 

substantively a kidnapping of my children-Minor 1 and Minor 2 Williams, 

hereinafter referred to as Minor 1 and Minor 2 in compliance with Rules of 

Court.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_of_Rights
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Constitution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitution_of_California#cite_note-19
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pruneyard_Shopping_Center_v._Robins
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pruneyard_Shopping_Center_v._Robins
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_speech
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shopping_center
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/California_v._Anderson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitution_of_California
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A severe strain of abuse of power, corruption, conspiracy, dragging me 

and my wife back and forth to Court for over 5 years, traveling back and 

forth from Alabama to California, took place,  open court challenging 

Jurisdiction, written challenges to jurisdiction, consistently asserting my 

parental rights to my children, asserting my Right to Self-Representation, 

appropriate visitation that for practical purposes, should not have been 

since my kids should have never had Jurisdiction exercised over them, 

abuse of discretion, completion of the Case Plan and compliance with all 

Court Orders, only to decide the case after the 5 years the only logical 

outcome is Adoption.  

The actions of the Court can reasonably be deemed “cruel and unusual 

punishment or cruel or unusual punishment”, both violative of the 

California State Constitution and U.S. Constitution. Because it is cruel and 

/or unusual to keep children from their parents without any justification or 

cause.  

Therefore, We demand that you fully comply with your State of California 

Constitution, in which the Superior Court failed miserably to do; 

 

2. In construing statutes, your laws state the following: ‘we consider ― ‗the 

context of the statute as a whole and the overall statutory scheme . . . .‘ 

[Citation.] In other words, ―we do not construe statutes in isolation, but rather 

read every statute with reference to the entire scheme of law of which it is part so 

that the whole may be harmonized and retain effectiveness.‘ [Citation.]‖ ‘ 

[Citation.]‖ (Smith v. Superior Court (2006) 39 Cal.4th 77, 83;  

We demand that you construe the statutes in compliance with the Law, 

acknowledge the   case law cited  as authoritative on the issue of whether or not I 
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have a Right to Parent  my Children without illegal and  wrongful governmental 

interference. It is your duty and responsibility to maintain ‘effectiveness’, which is 

the opposite of what the Superior Court did.  

My case in whole  was illegal from the start and this Brief spells out with 

specificity what was and is wrong and illegal about this case. The Superior Court 

completely ignored the  Law and placed themselves above the Law, which is 

why this case is before you today. 

Below is information about my family for you to read.  Read is highlighted 

because Judge Downing did not read the history of this Case nor did she care 

what the history was. She made an arbitrary decision about me from the time I 

stepped in her Courtroom and never considered the consequences. She didn’t 

care about the effects this Case would have on my children or me. She just made 

a sweeping ruling without even respecting previous Orders and without 

acknowledging that this case had no merit ever. Judge Downing lacked 

objectivity, fairness, common sense, which is my Right.   

My family, by blood and marriage is myself, Roosevelt Williams, my wife, Kanika 

Williams and  my legacy and my children. 

My goal and fight has been  to be recognized as human being first, a American 

Citizen and a Resident of the State of Alabama. Thomas Jefferson, one of the 

universally recognized  founder of the United States of America stated, we are 

‘endowed with certain unalienable rights. ‘Thomas Jefferson-Declaration of 

Independence (1776). This quote by Thomas Jefferson is often cited without  

further look into the Man who made this quote because when he made this 

statement he only intended White Men to be recognized as having these rights. 

Thomas Jefferson, like DCFS, the Children Court and the Grandparents gone 

rogue, are contradictory because they only recognize one group as deserving of 
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Rights and not others, when all people, old, young, white and black, have rights 

from the moment they are born. The Court  said their actions are for the best 

interest of my children, but their actions have brought detriment to my children, 

by prohibiting them from their right to be parented by their biological parents. The 

Court actions have exposed my children to  the Court system and have 

attempted to mold them physiologically to accept their living arrangements which 

are contra to Nature, Logic and Reason. The Court  has caused my son to be in 

one of the egregious forms of counseling intended for children that have survived 

War and extreme forms of physical abuse when he never witnessed any abuse 

between my wife and I and there has not been any abuse between my wife and I. 

The Court actions have caused my daughter to be deemed slow to learn and in 

need of medical attention  without even a second opinion, without any respect to 

my wishes as her father and without any deference to my medical history , blood 

type, and background.  

Case Number CK89770 has the same DNA and prototype of  Lawsuits that came 

before it , in which People asserted their Rights to Equality in this Country, and 

were denied such as Dred Scott  v. John Sandford 60 US 393 (1857), which 

held ‘that a person of African descent cannot be, nor were ever intended to be 

citizens under the US Constitution. Plaintiff is without standing.” 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dred_Scott_v._Sandford , The decision of Dred 

Scott  was abolished by the Legislature when the Thirteenth Amendment  was 

passed into law on January 31, 1865, abolishing slavery and involuntary 

servitude, except as a punishment for crime 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thirteenth_Amendment   and the Fourteenth 

Amendment  passed on July 8, 1868, which overruled the decision of Dred 

Scott,  by stating explicitly that “All persons born or naturalized in the United 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dred_Scott_v._Sandford
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thirteenth_Amendment
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States , and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the Untied States 

and of the State wherein they reside.” The Fourteenth Amendment, went 

further by limiting the actions of all state and local officials providing  US Citizens 

with Citizenship, Privileges or Immunities, Due Process and Equal 

Protection under the Law.  

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourteenth_Amendment_to_the_United_States_C

onstitution .   

The unfortunate reality of Cases like mines and Dred Scott,  is that the violations 

of Rights are presented to each Court, from initial compliant on up the hierarchy 

to Supreme Court, and each level ignores the violation that is clear at the 

initiation of the Case.  In other words, the wheels of Justice grinds slow for 

people of color and people like myself  who are not afraid to assert their Rights 

and present their issues in the legal forum, petitioning for relief from the 

oppression of Government Officials violating  my fundamental civil rights.  

 This case is as much about social class, race and gender discrimination, as it is 

about violation of Rights, for without these social ills, this case would have never 

been opened, continued and adjudged after over 5 years of struggle and 

assertion of Rights that have been vehemently ignored by the Court and their 

counterparts.  

Dred Scott , myself, Judge Downing, Katie Grant, Willie Grant, Paula Lee, Lia 

Jones, Angelique Hawley Rawles, Dominique O Neil are all descendents of 

people stolen from various parts of Africa and brought to this Country that 

originally belonged to Native Americans whose land was stolen and named 

United States of America. Our ancestors  are collectively called slaves by 

Oppressive people,  but I call us Survivors. To date, the descendants of the 

Survivors of kidnapping from Africa, have taken certain routes. Some of us, like 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourteenth_Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourteenth_Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution
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me, still uphold the values and culture of Africa, practicing principles that are 

outlined in the Celebration of Kwanzaa, not only in December, but also 

throughout the year. Others, named above, everyone named above except me 

and Dred Scott, have adopted the values and culture of the Anglo-Saxon, 

practicing and teaching low self-esteem, hatred, ignorance, love of money, 

greed, selfishness, conspiracy, perversions of Law and Facts, and stealing.  

 James Baldwin stated “ The power of the white world is threatened whenever a 

black man refuses to accept the white world’s definitions.” 

http://www.azquotes.com/author/829-James_A_Baldwin?p=6. James Baldwin 

also stated “Please try to remember that what they believe, as well as what they 

do and cause you to endure does not testify to your inferiority but to their 

inhumanity.” James Baldwin, The Fire Next 

Time.http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/1129041-the-fire-next-time.  

James Baldwin, along with myself and Dred Scott, challenge the white-world 

definitions of Rights only for  a specific group of people and not others. I 

specifically challenge the notion that my Right to Parent is without merit and 

invaluable to the extent that the only result is Adoption of my children by any 

person or entity, especially in light of the facts stated below.  I directly challenge 

the definition of Black Men as Drug dealers and absentee fathers and any other 

stereotype that does not befit me as a Man and Father. 

The root is ignorance coupled with not God given, but manmade authority and 

limited power that have preyed on my family for over 5 years. The Williams 

 Family has survived, endured and fought the unjustified, unsolicited and 

unprovoked War that has been waged against us by the Plaintiff and 

Respondent, in the same manner that my Ancestors did with slavery, Jim Crow 

Era, Civil Rights Era and modern era of unarmed black men becoming victims of 

http://www.azquotes.com/author/829-James_A_Baldwin?p=6
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/1129041-the-fire-next-time
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police shootings- Black Lives Matter. We have endured with poise, pride and 

grace. The Williams Family has  fought for the right to be together, to right to talk 

to each other, and the right to be left alone by your State Agencies, Government 

and Residents. Even our children in their own way, in their young age, have 

fought by surviving and enduring unwarranted counseling and therapies, a forced 

upon helmet unto Minor 2 when she was a infant, excessive doctor visits without 

knowledge, background or history of both their parents which could lead to 

misdiagnosis, rumors and gossip about their parents and their whereabouts, 

sleepless nights wanting a hug and kiss from their parents, never knowing that 

physical force is being utilized to keep their family apart, coupled with abuse  

neglect and/or  abandonment that was reported to the social worker of which the 

social worker failed to put in her social worker report to the Court.  

In sum we, the Williams Family, have endured severe violations of human rights.  

You will only get the truth in this Brief and you are petition to redress our 

grievances by  doing what the lower court did not do, which is to respect me and 

my Rights as a man and a father. Do not be swayed to allow the Court, DCFS 

and the grandparents dislike of me to be turned into a illegal, unsubstantiated  

interference with my genuine, undisputed right to parent my children. Respect my 

unconditional love for my children which is not only being stated but shown by 

actions throughout the over 5 years of case history.  Respect that my Love for my 

children  prohibits and has prohibited me from ever being abusive, neglectful or 

abandoning any of them for any reason. Respect this Appellate Brief, Respect 

your State Constitution, respect the US Constitution, respect the Laws, Statutes, 

Case Law, Rules, Articles, Quotes, Information and Common knowledge.  

 When I state Respect, I mean the MINIMUM regard for someone or something. 

 Respect also means: 
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1. To feel or show deferential regard for; esteem or admire: All the other scholars 

respect her. 

2. A. To avoid interfering with or intruding upon: Please respect my privacy. 

   b. To avoid violating: I respected the speed limit throughout the trip. 

3. To relate or refer to; concern: As respects the rights of land owners, this law 

says nothing. 

http://www.thefreedictionary.com/respect 

Respect our over 5 year journey of Case CK89770, which has led us to you and 

be everything that the previous Judges have not been- fair, just, logical, 

reasonable, and full of integrity. 

 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

 

The case Number CK89770 is a Case founded on injustice, hatred, ignorance, 

racism, colorism, sexism and classism.  

 

Original Petition 

 

According to http://www.lacdcfs.org/ the authoritative webpage for all information 

pertaining to DCFS Los Angeles County:  “A  Petition, In the context of 

dependency court, is a legal document filed by DCFS in Dependency Court, 

which alleges that a child is described by Section 300 of the Welfare and 

Institutions Code (WIC). In filing this document, DCFS is asking the court for a 

ruling on the allegations stated in the document” 

 

http://www.thefreedictionary.com/respect
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The petition initiating case CK89770 was originally filed by Norma Jaquez and 

CSW Dominique O’ Neil, Officers and Representatives of DCFS at  the Juvenile 

Dependency Court in Monterey Park, California on 9/21/2011 (Please see CT Vol 

1 Pg 1-4). The Petition never alleged that my child , Minor 1, falls within the 

requirements of WIC Section 300  but doesn’t allege that I am the cause of my 

child falling within WIC Section 300.The Petition was NOT  filed in Procedure of 

initiating a Juvenile Dependency Case (Please see flowchart below for more 

details of timeline). Because the Petition was filed   OVER TWO (2) MONTHS 

after the 5-day referral from the child abuse line on 7/19/11 (Please see CT Vol. 

1 Pg 8),  . Most importantly, WIC SECTION 300 DOES NOT APPLY TO MY 

SON SINCE I NEVER ABUSED, ABANDONED OR NEGLECTED  MY SON 

AND THE ORIGINAL FILING  PETITION ASKING THE COURT FOR A 

RULING ON THE ALLEGATIONS STATED IN THE PETITION DOES NOT 

ALLEGE THAT I ABUSED, ABANDONED OR NEGLECTED MY SON IN ANY 

FORM, FASHION OR MANNER  (Please see CT Vol 1 Pg.3).   

Not until DCFS and this Case, have I ever been called the alleged father to my 

son or any of my children for that matter. I was Petition as his alleged father 

when I was present at his Birth, signed the Birth Certificate as his Father, and 

have acted as his father from inception to date.  

My son was sent to stay with his grandparents temporarily when the Petition was 

filed by DCFS to the Children Court. I made it clear to the Social worker at that 

time, Dominique O’Neal, and the grandparents’ gone rogue, that I am Minor 1 

father and that the only reason I was sending him to stay with his grandparents 

temporarily was for the sole and limited purpose of me  caring for his mother who 

had an adverse reaction to medication forced upon her.  I was not aware that 

Dominique O Neil was a social worker for DCFS at the time that I made it clear to 
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her why I was sending my son to stay with his grandparents. I thought Dominique 

O Neil was someone who cared about my wife and son, from what she was 

stating over the phone and that she was trying to help my wife during the tough 

time she was having getting back to herself as a result of having a adverse 

reaction to medication she was forced to take.  Dominique O Neil did not identify 

herself  over the phone as a social worker nor did she state that her intention was 

to petition the Court to initate Case CK89770. She called me and asked me 

questions about my son and stated information about my wife which made me 

believe she knew her personally since she was stating information about her 

medical condition. At this time, 2011, Kanika Williams was known as Kanika 

Grant and we were engaged to be married..   loved her same as I do now and did 

what I could to help her which included sending my son to stay with his 

grandparents temporarily in California until she got better  My mother, Annie Lee 

Kidd and I, specifically asked, pleaded and begged the grandparents gone rogue 

to see about their daughter, their only child and they never came to see about 

her when she was in the State of Alabama suffering from an adverse reaction to 

forced upon medication. Kanika was emotional, her behavior was that of 

someone or something else, all because of what she went through in California, 

and I did my best for her, when her own parents, who have the means to at least 

come and see her, did not and would not, even though they could. I didn’t wait to 

try to understand why they were doing what they were doing, the situation 

required quick thinking and action, so I sent my son to stay with his grandparents 

and I helped my wife get better. My thought was, she wouldn’t want him to see 

her in the condition she was in, she wasn’t abusive, she just wasn’t herself. I 

used to work at the hospital so I knew she needed to get to the hospital, and I got 

her there. As soon as I sent my son to stay with his grandparents,I found out r 
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what type of people Kanika Parents are. Wille and Katie Grant are they type of 

people who thrive off of appearances, and they appear to be together, they have 

a tidy house and money in the bank, but as far as the everlasting things such as 

character, integrity and care, they are lacking. I didn’t know this about them until 

the situation with their daughter arose and I sent my son to stay with them, but it 

was too late, he was already in the State of California, miles away from me and 

his mother.  

So it began, Case CK89770, was opened, Jurisdiction taken against my wife and 

limiting her rights and mine to be with our son as freely as we had always been. I 

wasn’t even given Notice that there was a Case CK89770 when the Case was 

initiated. I was Court Ordered to unmonitored visits with my son in California, 

prohibiting me from taking him to our home in Monroeville, Alabama.   I had NO 

knowledge that there was a Case being built against my wife, I had no 

knowledge that Kanika parents, grandparents gone rogue, had knowledge of the 

case and were welcoming of the Case against their own daughter and only child, 

which  I found out later was the reason why they encouraged me to have my son 

stay with them and never came to our home in Alabama to see about their 

daughter,  I had no knowledge that my parental rights were in jeopardy and I DID 

NOT consent to the opening of the Case as stated in the Jurisdictional/Detention 

Report (Please see CT Vol 1 Pg 56-85),(NOTE: no parent would ever consent to 

a DCFS case being open by Children Court, which makes that statement utterly 

ridiculous). 

I sent Dominique O Neil a letter with regard to my son since I  didn’t know what 

was going on with my wife,  how to fix what was going on with my wife or how 

long it would take to fix. The letter sent does not state I consent to Opening a 

DCFS Case, who in their right mind would consent to a DCFS case against them 
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or any case against them for that matter that just doesn’t make any sense.  I 

acted in my son best interest and consented to my son staying with his 

grandparents and  stated I should be informed what was going on with my son  

while he stayed temporarily with his grandparents. The letter I sent to Dominique 

O Neil is cited at  ( CT Vol 1 Pg 42), and nowhere does is State that I consent to 

 WIC Section 300 Jurisdiction by Dependency Court over my son.  The 

perversion of the DCFS Organization to turn my actions driven by my son best 

interest, into a Case, CK89770, driven by their self interest, money and greed.  If 

I was his mother, doing the same thing, sending her son to stay with the 

grandparents temporarily for the Summer, then that same action would not have 

been questioned, but as a Man and Father, I was discriminated against for doing 

the Right thing and acting in my son best interest. 

The Petition sought by DCFS was granted by the Dependency Court under the 

direction of Referee Terry Truoung.  Illegal and wrongful Jurisdiction over my 

son, Minor 1,  was Ordered citing Welfare and Institutions Code (WIC) Section 

300. Referee Truong Ordered me to unmonitored Visitation in the State of 

California, (Please see CT Vol 1 Pg 96, 104) despite the fact that I wasn’t present 

at the initial Detention Hearing, nor was I aware that a Petition had been filed.I 

had no knowledge and NO NOTICE of the proceedings against me.  I had no 

knowledge because I was in the State of Alabama and I had no notice because I 

never received anything in the mail notifying me of CK89770 and the 

grandparents gone rogue never stated that there was a case when I talked to 

them which was sparingly. When I did call their house, it was to talk to my son 

and see how he was doing, but I had no clue or idea what was taking place in 

California, and neither did my wife who was recovering from the adverse reaction 

she had to forced medication. Of all the times Dominique O’ Neil contacted me, 
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which wasn’t that much, she never said I am a social worker who petition 

Dependency Court to open or not open cases that affect your parental rights and 

since I decided to Open a case against you, you need to go to Court immediately 

(or some variation of this).  Like I said earlier, she presented herself to be 

someone that she is not and was not, she made me believe that she had my son 

and my wife best interest at heart  

Based on what I know now, even if I had known, I believe it is highly unlikely that 

I could have stopped the proceedings against me  because  there was a 

concerted effort from the onset to have my son Adopted by the grandparents 

gone rogue , by the grandparents, social workers and  the Court(Please see CT 

Vol 1 Pg 68).  They were so serious about building a case from the onset, they 

acted hastily and egregious toward my son Ordering Mental Health Services for 

my son who was only 3 years old at the time and never witnessed any abuse 

between his parents or by his parents toward him (Please see Vol 1 Pg 49). How 

could  Ordering a child to mental health services at the age of 3, who never 

witnessed abuse or experienced trauma, possibly  be in my son best interest 

when he was just a child?   

  

Jurisdiction & Allegations 

 

The State of California is not my residence and is therefore not my son 

residence, yet the State of California, Los Angeles County, Superior Court, 

Children Court division took Jurisdiction over my son without justification or 

cause. These facts attest  that California never had Jurisdiction over my son but 

took Jurisdiction in 2011, even though no abuse took place ever in any part of 

earth by me to my son. 
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I NEVER abused my son in California or Alabama or EVER,  the petition by 

Dominique O Neil, Detention Report and  Jurisdiction/Disposition Report NEVER 

alleged that I abuse my son (Please see CT Vol 1, Pg 1-5,  Pg 6-42, Pg 56-85), 

so why was I Ordered to Monitored Visits with my son in the State of California 

only with not even an allegation that I abused him? Please see Court Ordered 

Case Plan (CT Vol. 1 Pg 96)., The Initial WIC Section 300, petition by Dominique 

O Neil does not allege that I committed any wrongdoing toward my son, so why 

was Jurisdiction ever exercised over my son and me, since what happens to him 

as my offspring, namesake, and child happens to me?  The most the Original 

Petition WIC 300, Jurisdiction/Disposition Report and Detention Report states 

about me is that I am my son Father and that I live in the State of Alabama 

(Please see CT Vol 1 Pg 1, Pg 4, Pg 6).  The Detention Report is evident of 

admission and knowledge that DCFS and the Court knew from the initiation of 

the Petition that I am a Resident of Alabama, yet Jurisdiction was exercised citing 

WIC 300, which is limited to the State of California. The Court  not only Opened 

up a case against me, but also prohibited me from taking my son out of the State 

of California, all without me having any knowledge, no notice, of which I would 

have asserted, you have no Jurisdiction over me.   

How is the Court acting in my son or my best interest to prohibit my son and I 

from freely going and coming as we please in a Free Country? How is this Court  

doing this when they first have no Jurisdiction over us and  I never abused, 

neglected or abandoned my son and was NEVER alleged to have abused, 

neglected or abandoned my son. The Court arbitrarily took Jurisdiction sustained 

allegations without hearing my wife side and Ordered my son to mental health 

services. I wasn’t even there, so how could I possibly abuse my son when he 

was not with me in the State of Alabama at that time? My educational rights were 
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limited as well without my knowledge or consent and contrary to protocol (Please 

see CT Vol 1 Pg 97).  

 

388 Petition 

 

My first Official Action to this Case, when I found out there was a case and 

what was going on with the case, was on March 12, 2012.  At that time and to 

date I did not submit to the Court Jurisdiction, I just asserted my right to my son 

and petition the Court to Change their Court Order of Jurisdiction over my son by 

filing a  WIC388 Petition to Change the Court Order on Form JV-180 (Please see 

CT Vol 1 Pg 106). . WIC Section 388 states “ (a) (1) Any parent or other 

person having an interest in a child who is a dependent child of the juvenile 

court or a nonminor dependent as defined in subdivision (v) of Section 

11400, or the child himself or herself or the nonminor dependent through a 

properly appointed guardian may, upon grounds of change of 

circumstance or new evidence, petition the court in the same action in 

which the child was found to be a dependent child of the juvenile court or 

in which a guardianship was ordered pursuant to Section 360 for a hearing 

to change, modify, or set aside any order of court previously made or to 

terminate the jurisdiction of the court 

 http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?lawCode=

WIC&division=2.&title=&part=1.&chapter=2.&article=12.  According 

tohttps://www.advokids.org/legal-tools/information-for-caregivers/how-to-

request-to-change-a-court-order-jv-180-to-184/, : We suggest that you file a 

JV-180 Request to Change Court Order for important issues that need to be 

addressed immediately. Specifically, the JV-180 is appropriate when: 

http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?lawCode=WIC&division=2.&title=&part=1.&chapter=2.&article=12
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?lawCode=WIC&division=2.&title=&part=1.&chapter=2.&article=12
https://www.advokids.org/legal-tools/information-for-caregivers/how-to-request-to-change-a-court-order-jv-180-to-184/
https://www.advokids.org/legal-tools/information-for-caregivers/how-to-request-to-change-a-court-order-jv-180-to-184/
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1 . An immediate hearing is required- In my case a immediate hearing was 

required for my right to be heard to be addressed and to get the Court Ordered 

Jurisdiction over my son removed, but a hearing did not take place  immediately, 

the hearing didn’t take place until July 9, 2012 ,almost  four (4) months later 

(Please see CT Vol. 3 Pg 667); 

2. Circumstances have changed or there is new evidence-  The 

circumstances  had most definitely changed because I was aware of what was 

really going on in the State of California. I found out there was a Case against my 

son and that my rights to him were in jeopardy, I found out that the grandparents 

gone rogue and DCFS were plotting to have my son adopted, and I found out 

that my  ikipe’ was under duress of her father, who told her if she didn’t lie to the 

Court about me, that I would take Minor 1 and she would never see him again. I 

found all this out when I came to California and not a moment before, I presented 

the facts to the Court, but they wouldn’t listen to me or my appointed attorney;  

3. It is in the child’s best interests to modify a previous order- When I filed 

my 388 Petition, my son was away from me for 7 months, which is longest he 

had been away from me since he was born. It was in his best interest then as it is 

in his best interest now to modify a Order that should not have ever been 

Ordered. He didn’t do anything wrong, I didn’t do anything wrong, yet here I am 

fighting for my right to be with him and him with me. The Order prohibited my son 

from traveling home to Alabama and being with his immediate family- me, his 

mother, my parents, his sisters, nieces, nephews, aunts, uncles and friends. This 

Court took that away from my son and seeks to take what is owed to my son 

away permanently. He is owed his Father and his Mother, we are here, we aren’t 
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dead or incarcerated, we are free and he deserves to be free too which requires 

modification of the previous Order. 

4. You seek visits, placement, or contact with a dependent sibling in foster 

care, or on behalf of a child who has a sibling in foster care – At the time the 

first 388 Petition was filed, Minor 2 (and Minor 3, discussed below), were not 

born yet and I did not seek visitation with my son, I sought full custody, care and 

support of my son, just like any other Father who loves and supports their sons 

and daughters does.  

So that’s 4 months between the time I submitted my first action to the Court, 

Petitioning for my Son to be returned to my custody and the time that a Actual 

Hearing took place, which is violative of WIC Section 388.  

Then when the hearing did take place, the Court listened to testimony of Willie 

Grant along with DCFS gathering  false and misleading information against me 

for almost a year to use against me at the hearing. The falsehoods alleged about 

me never stated that I violated any California Law and in actuality, I didn’t violate 

any Law. Everything reported came from the State of Alabama because that is 

my residence and should have been deemed inadmissible for lack of Jurisdiction. 

Instead false information was reported by grandparent gone rogue, to the then 

social worker, Tim  iki, who placed  the false information in his social worker 

report and submitted to the court during the Review Hearings .The Court 

permitted  false information about me to be admitted as sufficient to keep my son 

away from me. None of the information reported had any relevance to me and 

my son and my treatment of my son, it was all information in a attempt to 

assainate my character, to make the Court believe I was a bad person or that I 

had a temper, which I don’t. The information was presented in a manner to sway 

the Court and make the Court believe that I wasn’t a good person and therefore 
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didn’t deserve to have my kids with me. When the fact is what was reported 

wasn’t even true and has no relevance on my rights to my children.  The Court 

still allowed the information to be submitted and considered the information  in 

the determination of continuing illegal and wrongful Jurisdiction over my son, 

even though the submitted information  was not truth, the information was 

submitted by the Defacto Parent/grandparent gone rogue who is not supposed to 

be adversarial (discussed in more detail under Defacto Parent Heading) , the 

information was not relevant  to my right to parent , information was not relevant 

to how I treat my son, and the information  WAS NOT IN THE COURT 

JURISDICTION TO CONSIDER AND SIGNIFICANTLY UNTIMELY. I HAVE NO 

CRIMINAL HISTORY OR CRIMINAL RECORD, I HAVE NEVER SMOKED OR 

DRANK ALCOHOL IN MY LIFE (Please see Release and Consent to 

Background Check CT Vol 4 Pg 979-980), please also notice how 

disrespectful the Court Clerk/Court is to not even have the decency to 

black out my personal and sensitive information, of which the Appellate 

Court has asked the same of me and I am addressing my own children, 

who have names and identity, as Minor 1 and Minor 2 in compliance with 

Law and Request.  So in all it was merely hearsay the Court considered. 

The Court decided not to grant my 388 Petition and instead chose to sustain 

Timothy Reeff Petition which is stated on (CT Vol 2 Pg 481). As stated earlier, I 

vehemently disagreed with the Court decision to include me in this Case at that 

time alleging subsequent Jurisdiction when the Court did not have Original 

Jurisdiction, so how could it have subsequent Jurisdiction?. All the allegations 

related to the subsequent petition that was sustained relate to matters that: 

1. took place in the State of Alabama; 

2. Were 10 months from the time the Court took Jurisdiction; 
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3. Did not and could not have involved my son who was in the State of California 

for approximately 11 months at that time and was nowhere in the vicinity of the 

State of Alabama; 

4. The language of the subsequent petition that was sustained  was written in a 

manner as if there is a history of violent altercations when there was and is no 

history of violent altercations, and there is no proof of any history of violent 

altercations, just a broad statement that had a lingering impact on my Life and 

my children lives. There is ONE occasion in the State of Alabama when my wife 

and I were at odds with each other and I explained to the Court what was going 

on at the time, which was the reason why I sent my son to stay with his 

grandparents. On this ONE occasion, my son was not in Alabama, and therefore 

witnessed nothing. The timeline proves my son was in Alabama and did not 

witness his mother coming off of misdiagnosed medication forced upon her.. 

Again, my son was nowhere in the vicinity and I explained to the Court what 

happened in the State of Alabama, of which I acted in her best interest and 

mines at that time, and no one has a right to Judge me or her for what transpired 

during that time. We both were under extreme stress and both of us did not know 

what was going on, we didn’t know she had medication in her that she was 

forced to take, we didn’t know what the medication was and we didn’t know the 

side effects, since there was too many unknowns, I took my son out the situation 

so he was certain not to be impacted by it, little did I know he would be impacted 

in a manner unintended by my acting in his best interest. My wife is grateful for 

what I did, she hates what her parents and Court has done, but she is glad that 

our son did not see her like that. She didn’t understand or appreciate it at the 

time, which is why we were at odds, all she saw was our son gone, but she didn’t 

understand why.  
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I did everything to help my wife and I did finally help her when  she was taken to 

the Hospital and the Doctor confirmed she was misdiagnosed and to not give her 

any medication, to let her rest , which I did. I do not consider the rough time my 

wife was going through history of violent altercations because that is not what it 

was at all. I know what she was going through because I was there, the only one 

there for her, supporting her through her difficult time, that was due to no fault of 

her own and  when her own parents refused to help their only child, adult or not, 

she is still their blood and they did nothing to help her, in fact, they did more to 

hurt her than help.  

It was a adverse reaction to medication she had, plain and simple, many people 

have adverse reactions to medication every day, and some people die from it. My 

wife didn’t die, I didn’t abuse her, abandon her or neglect her, just like I didn’t 

abuse, neglect or abandon my children. I did what was best for her and my son, 

and was welcomed with this case as a result of doing the right thing.  

Tim Reeff, grandparents gone rogue and the Court, took the worse time in my 

personal relationship with my wife, one incident in the State of Alabama, which 

no child was a part of and spinned that into this Case, of over 5 years, the 

longest DCFS Case in the history of America.  Despite the above reasons why 

the allegations should not have sustained Timothy Reef  Petition was sustained 

and I was Court Ordered a Case Plan.  I went from Court Ordered Case Plan of 

unmonitored visits in California to being Court Ordered Case Plan of Parenting, 

Individual Counseling to address domestic violence and other case issues and 

monitored visitation by any DCFS approved monitor at DCFS Office or if I had a 

approved monitor in Los Angeles County (Please see CT Vol 3 Pg 661.), all this 

by a Court that NEVER  had Jurisdiction over my son nor me in the first place, as 

the Original and subsequent Petitions never allege that I abandoned, 
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neglected and/or abused my son  (Please see CT Vol 1 Pg 1-4 and CT Vol 2 

Pg 481), and since there was no actual allegations against me, all my Parental 

rights that are endowed by my Creator are and were intact in the same manner 

as my rights were prior to the invasion of DCFS, the Children Court and the 

grandparents gone rogue into my son and my lives. 

This first 388 petition on March 12, 2012 is very significant to the Statement of 

Case, Case Summary, because this Case could and should have never started 

and since it did start, should have and could have ended right when I filed the 

388 Petition.  I was forthright, transparent and honest with the Court regarding 

everything I knew about the Case and that I had no knowledge of this Case and 

when I did gain knowledge about this Case, I asserted my Rights. I told the Court 

you can’t hold me liable for what I didn’t  know, I never received Notice, and the 

grandparents gone rogue never told me anything, I had no clue about their 

ulterior motives, they didn’t tell me about Court hearings because they knew I 

would be there for my son.  The minimal conversation I had with the 

grandparents gone wrong was me asking about my son and them stating that 

everything is fine. I asked them did they need anything, they said No, I took their 

word for it, but all the while, their telling the social workers I don’t take care of my 

son financially, I abandoned him and don’t want him when that is not true. It turns 

out everything was a Lie.  

Once I did gain knowledge of the case I was in Attendance, Petitioning and 

Fighting for my Right to my Children and their Right to not be under the 

Jurisdiction of the Children Court as a Residents of the State of Alabama, as 

Children who had never been abused and as my Right as their Father.  

The 388 Petition was filed via my appointed Attorney, Ama Kumi Thomas. It was 

the first of many JV-180 Request to Change Court Order also known as 388 
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Petitions, of which each one was denied  (Please see CT Vol 1 Pg 106 and 

Appeal Transcript Alphabetical Index Page 1).  

A hearing was granted, 4 months later, and although Court Ordered to provide 

services for the reunification of my son to my custody, the social worker, Timothy 

Reeff decided to do his own thing.  Although I knew the Court had no Jurisdiction 

over me and what was happening was wrong, my only recourse was to fight in 

Children Court. I already saw what the  State of California was capable of when 

they had my wife arrested while she was pregnant with our daughter, Minor 2, 

and when she came back to the State to get our son, at what she reasonably 

believed was her home, she was arrested.  She didn’t have knowledge of the 

case and that she couldn’t be with our son, but her parents pressed charges on 

her, knowing she was pregnant with my child and their grandchild,  they did that 

to their own child, their only child. They placed her in jail and filed a restraining 

order  when she never threatened them.. Kanika parents  even had a restraining 

order placed against their daughter on Minor 1 behalf when they  had no 

authority or right to get a restraining order for the protection of my son, but the 

Court allowed it. Kanika fought and got the restraining order taken off, but it still 

happened, her family really did that to her and they got the Court involved too, 

without a care or second thought.  

I knew then  if they don’t even care about their own daughter that they claim to 

Love, then, they really don’t care about me and I wondered how they were 

treating my son since he is a product of me and his mother.  

I learned from Kanika experience, that Kanika’s parents are really horrible people 

and that I made a huge mistake sending  my son to stay with his grandparents, I 

learned that the State of California is a police state and that I had to fight through 
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the legal system to get my son home,  I learned my battle would be uphill with 

roadblocks.  

So, I made the appropriate and timely challenges to Jurisdiction, challenges to 

allegations and for the Order to be changed, but the Court refused to reverse 

their erroneous Orders. 

Keep in mind the Case had been ongoing without my knowledge or consent up 

until my wife came to California, so from 9/21/11 to 2/16/12, my educational 

rights had been limited and I was Court Ordered to see my son unmonitored in 

the State of California, even though I never went to Court, didn’t know to go to 

Court and should not have even been petition to go to Court since I have NEVER 

abused my son, the Petition didn’t allege I abused my son and the Court did not 

have Jurisdiction. When I petition the Court to Change the Court Order, Timothy 

Reeff, social worker of DCFS, Pomona Office, with knowledge that  my son was 

already illegally and wrongfully detained, and the Court illegally and wrongfully 

exercised Jurisdiction. Timothy Reeff cited WIC Section 342  on 5/30/12 in 

response to my 388 Petition  as cause to petition the Court again, even though 

my son was already living with the Grandparents gone rogue for nearly 8 months 

and the Case already had a Plan for Disposition. Timothy Reeff, Ordered to 

reunify my family, instead chose to file a Amended Petition alleging lies about me 

that NEVER happened , the lying Petition alleged falsehoods about me and my 

wife relationship in the State of Alabama that allegedly happened almost a year 

prior to the Petition filed by Timothy Reeff, all these lies, and the Court still 

sustained his Petition. How was  a Los Angeles County Social Worker, ever 

allowed to Petition and have sustained lies that NEVER  happened in the State of 

California, Los Angeles County, which is the only place he is licensed to do social 

work? 
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According to http://www.lacdcfs.org/aboutus/dcfsglossary/pagep.htm,  the 

authority of Los Angeles County DCFS a Amended Petition is: 

When changes are made to the original WIC 300 petition. Amendments can 

include: 

1. changes to correct or clarify the petition that does not substantively alter 

the petition; 

2. changes, usually additions, made to the allegations prior to the 

adjudication; and 

3. “ ikipedia tions,” or changes made at court during the course of the 

adjudication in order to make the petition allegations conform to the proof 

presented in court. 

Amendments can add, delete or change information on a petition and may be 

done by DCFS with proper noticing or by the court. When the amended petition is 

submitted by DCFS, it must be accompanied by supporting documents, such as 

an application for petition.. 

Timothy Reeff cited WIC Section 342 which according to 

http://www.lacdcfs.org/aboutus/dcfsglossary/pagep.htm,   is a petition used to 

bring new allegations—or allegations under different subdivisions than were 

originally sustained—before the court on any sustained WIC 300 petition/case 

which is past the stage of adjudication.  Timothy Reeff first WIC Section 342 

petition  was DISMISSED (Please see CT Vol 1 Pg 236-241).However, THIS IS 

VERY IMPORTANT,  the dismissed Petition has been repeated in subsequent 

Petitions to detain my daughter , Minor 2 (Please see CT Vol 3 Pg 674-677) and 

to detain my daughter, Minor 3(Please see Vol 6 Pg 1537-1539).  Minor 3 is 

mentioned here, even though a final ruling has not been made for her, and this is 

Appeal is about Minor 1 and Minor 2, because, when the Court took wrongful and 

http://www.lacdcfs.org/aboutus/dcfsglossary/pagep.htm
http://www.lacdcfs.org/aboutus/dcfsglossary/pagep.htm
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illegal Jurisdiction over Minor 3, Judge Downing , the Judge that Ordered my 

parental rights be terminated for Minor 1 and Minor 2, was the presiding Judge 

who decided to Open a Case on Minor 3 when DCFS petitioned the Court to 

Open a Case and exercise Jurisdiction over Minor 3, without justification and/or 

cause since there was no abuse, neglect and/or abandonment and no allegation 

of abuse, neglect and/or abandonment to Minor 3. Yet, Judge Downing, decided 

to Open a Case for Minor 3 and have Minor 1 and Minor 2 case transferred to her 

Department. Judge Downing is the one who made the ruling to have my children, 

adopted from me, despite the fact that the allegations sustained and 

petition DOES NOT state that I abused my son and daughters (Minors 1-3). 

Each subsequent social worker never read the Minute Orders and Case History, 

they merely repeated what the previous social worker reported. Each social 

worker cited ‘history,’ as their reasoning for their actions, when they were 

creating a history of a long case that NEVER should have been opened in the 

first place. There was no history, it was one incident in the State of Alabama, that 

did not occur in my son presence, my daughters weren’t even born or conceived, 

that my wife and I got through together that was caused by her being under the 

influence of forced medication that she had a adverse reaction to. That is it. 

There is  no history of violence between me and my children and there is no 

allegation of violence between me and my children.  Not one Petition cites 

violence, altercations, abuse, neglect and/or abandonment by me to any of my 

children, yet each Petition was sustained and every one of my 388 Petitions was 

DENIED. 

Timothy Reeff  was so persistent in trying to keep this case ongoing, that when 

one Petition didn’t work and was dismissed, he filed another Petition against my 

son to keep him from me Please see CT Vol 2 Pg 481).  In this Petition by 
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Timothy Reeff he cites false information to the Court for them to take Action 

against my Family that is contrary to his Court Order duty as a social worker to 

provide Family Reunification Services to my Family. Timothy Reeff never  

provided any services to me and my family, he did not assist in our reunification, 

he instead transferred the Case to Compton, which I never lived in, and my wife 

only lived for approximately 3 months. Timothy Reeff told my wife he transferred 

the case because she moved, but cited in Reports he transferred the Case 

because she was difficult. My wife was living in Compton for almost 2 months 

before the Case was transferred and she has moved to Los Angeles, Inglewood 

and back to Alabama, and the case never transferred out of Compton Office 

despite numerous complaints and petitions to Court, Attorneys, social workers, 

Advisors, and anyone who would listen. The Case was never transferred to 

Alabama, even though I the Case was against me as well. Despite my Protest of 

the Case and its Transfer to Compton West Office, the Case was transferred to 

Compton West and went from Bad to Worse.  

Timothy Reeff petition was sustained on July 9, 2012 in violation of California 

Rules of Court 8.452I-(e) which states Petitioner must serve and file any request 

for augmenting or correcting the record within 5, 7, or 10 days depending on the 

length of the record. Timothy Reeff filed his Petition OVER 7 MONTHS LATER, 

then when Referee Truong didn’t sustain the allegations he wanted sustained, as 

evidence by the dismissal, he petition again on 5/30/12 (Please see Vol 2 Pg 

479-485).  The Petition wasn’t sustained for another 6 weeks after that. A epic 

fail and clear violation of  Due Process. 

Timothy Reeff cited that my child, Minor 1, said “he tried to protect the mother by 

hitting father on one occasion”. (Please see CT Vol 2 Pg 481). Another  time 

http://www.courts.ca.gov/cms/rules/index.cfm?title=eight&linkid=rule8_452
http://www.courts.ca.gov/cms/rules/index.cfm?title=eight&linkid=rule8_452
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DCFS reported that my son stated I hit his mother upstairs, and our home in 

Alabama doesn’t have two stories, the house in Diamond Bar does. 

Minor 1 was 3 years old when he was sent to stay with the grandparents gone 

rogue temporarily and 4 years old when Timothy Reeff was the social worker.  

The above is example of the lies Timothy Reeff and other social workers made 

up to keep this case ongoing and try to make me look bad. When Timothy Reeff  

stated this false information,  my son was already with his grandparents for 

approximately 8 months and  my son being a child should not have even been 

asked about anything like this, if he was asked about his mother and I. The entire 

case the social workers are telling me and my wife not to talk to our children 

about the case, but here they are reporting information that our child allegedly 

said, which he could have only said if they were talking to him about the case or 

us. It like they want our children to have a negative connotation of their own 

parents, when our children don’t have a negative connation of their parents and 

they don’t have a reason to. We love our children, haven’t abused them, our 

children never had to protect one parent from the other, nothing of the sort.  I 

don’t know if my son was actually asked about his mother and I  and made the 

statement, reported,  I just know what was reported and what was reported is 

false because my son wasn’t even with me or his mom, so how could he hit me 

when he isn’t even around me? If my son did state this it was under probing of 

the social workers and grandparents gone rogue which is despicable to do to my 

son and any 4 year old. 

Timothy Reeff didn’t specify the occasion, he just states “on one occasion”. This 

is not specific as the Law requires specificity and it clearly states on each Petition 

Form and under WIC Section 300, Cal. Rules of Court Rule 5.504, states in 

pertinent part for Petitioner to “State supporting facts concisely and number 
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them, a-1, a-2, a-3, etc). There is nothing concise about one occasion, nor 

does one occasion suffice as history. Concise means “expressing or covering 

much in few words; brief in form but comprehensive in scope; succinct; terse. 

”http://www.dictionary.com/browse/concise  . Notice the language used “on one 

occasion” but doesn’t specify a date because the date doesn’t exist since it 

NEVER happened. 

What Timothy Reeff stated, what Dominique O Neil stated and every social 

worker after repeated, was just lies written in the form of a Petition that the Court 

didn’t care enough to check to determine where the alleged acts happened, to 

determine if they first had Jurisdiction, and where the allegations true, the Court 

just took the Social Worker Reports as Gospel and second guessed me. 

. Once Jurisdiction is determined, then the determination is the truth of the 

allegations in the light of all the information. In my case, the Petition was written 

to showcase me as a Batterer, when in fact I was the only one being a friend to 

my wife, when her own family turned their back on her. I NEVER hit my wife, all I 

did was what I was trained to do when I worked at the Hospital when the person 

is in position to hurt themselves or someone else, we were taught at the Hospital 

to restrain the person to prevent the person from harming themselves or others. I 

did what I was trained to do, what I thought was right at the time and called the 

police (Please see CT Vol 1 Pg 158-159) for my wife in Alabama. I would do 

things differently in the same set of circumstances. What I would do differently is 

I wouldn’t send my son to stay with his grandparents, I would have instead sent 

him to stay with my family members who would never think to do what has been 

done to us by Kanika parents. My wife thanks me today for sending our son away 

because she would never forgive herself if she did something to hurt our son, 

under the influence or not, she loves him that much. My son, thankfully,  did not 
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see any of this and she and I are glad he didn’t, he is too young to understand 

that his mother was placed in a mental hospital against her will, forced to take 

medication against her will, and upon her release traveled home to Alabama to 

be with me.  He didn’t know and doesn’t know or understand what ‘forced upon 

medication’ even means. Throughout everything I acted in our son best interest, 

protecting him from actual and/or potential harm. 

The CSW Dominique O Neil, stated that I called her but in reality she called my 

wife and I either answered her phone or called her back. CSW O Neil stated she 

was just seeing how my wife was doing as if she was expressing concern about 

my wife health and wellbeing.  CSW O Neil told me my wife had been admitted 

into a mental health hospital in the State of California and on release got my son 

and came to Alabama. CSW O Neil made a diagnosis of my wife without any 

medical record (Please see CT Vol 1 Pg 25) and she told me my wife was 

diagnosed schizophrenia (Please see CT Vol Pg 26). I did not know that we put 

him in harms way by simply having him stay with his grandparents. The Court 

purposely disregarded the facts of this Case because the Police Report of 

Alabama is evident that my son was in California. 

Referee Truong doesn’t know the dynamics of our family, our history, yet she 

made a sweeping decision that affected my family future. She like Judge Carlos 

Vasquez and Judge Marguerite Downing did not  find out what was truth or lies 

and just accepted for many reasons and  individual purposes what the social 

workers stated, which is not objective or a ‘neutral, detached magistrate. Most 

notably, money, pride, prejudice, discrimination,  and inhumanity controlled this 

case.  
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To hold my family hostage for over 5 years for doing the right thing is ridiculous. 

All the allegations and substantiated allegations all date back to 2011, going on 6 

years ago. That is fundamentally unfair and insane.  

Timothy Reeff flat out lied. My son is not Timothy Reeff responsibility, my son is 

not Tim  iki blood or friend. I never asked , wanted or needed his or anyone 

other than my wife assistance in raising our son.  My son is my legacy, not 

Timothy’s. These falsehoods Petitioned and substantiated by Referee Truong 

were not backed up with anything substantive such as a Police Report as 

required by Law, otherwise it is flat out Defamation of Character.   

As you can see from the Record and Transcripts my son was already here in 

California over 8 months when the first dismissed petition was created by 

Timothy Reeff. When Timothy Reeff created the second petition that was 

sustained, my son was in the State of California for almost a year staying with the 

grandparents gone rogue. (Please see Detention Report  Vol 1 Pg 11),  as 

evidence of the dates that Minor 1 was in Alabama and in the State of California.. 

Furthermore, what right does this social worker have to report falsehoods about 

my relationship with my wife in the State of Alabama? (Please see more details 

below regarding Jurisdiction and social worker licensure.) What right does he 

have to report falsehoods about my wife and I that do not involve any of my 

children? To my understanding the social workers of DCFS handle children and 

family matters that derive from the child being under the Jurisdiction of Children 

Court under WIC Section 300. The falsehood stated deals with domestic violence 

issues and for domestic violence issues, there is a Civil and Criminal Adult Court 

which proscribes Laws, Rules and Procedures to make sure Justice is Served for 

All. For domestic violence matters there is usually a police report or restraining 

order filed in the Court  located closest to where the crime and/or civil matter took 
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place. Domestic Violence, when present , goes through Civil and/or Criminal 

Court  and not in a Children Court, especially not a Children Court  that has no 

Jurisdiction over any adult, or child for that matter that doesn’t fall under WIC 

Section 300. So why was the Petition even substantiated? These are the 

questions that I have asked myself and the Court for over 5 years and now I am 

asking you because the above is what this Case has been about-extreme, 

severe, intentional violations of Laws and Procedure. 

 

Last Minute Information for the Court 

 

Referee Truong, like every Judge that touched this Case, permitted Last Minute 

Information to be submitted. In total there were twenty-five (25), last minute 

information submittals to the Court (Please see Appeal Transcript 

Alphabetical Index CT Vol 1 Page 3-4). The consistent Last Minute Reports, 

did not give me and my counsel time to counter DCFS lies and allegations. 

DCFS actions were all calculated to get to this result based on the fact that there 

was a concurrent plan of Adoption running its course from 10/2011 to date, in 

addition to the Court Order of Family Reunification Services.  

 

Granting DeFacto Parent Status  

 

Adoption by the grandparents gone rogue was the goal and is the goal to date, 

 which is stated all throughout the case history (Please see Petition for Defacto 

Parent Status CT Vol 1 Pg 139-142). Specifically the grandparents gone rogue 

state in CT Vol 1 Pg 141 “”Minor 1 has developed a very strong bond with us (his 

grandparents). We strongly believe that a different finding may result in an order 
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permanently foreclosing or terminating any future contact between Minor 1 and 

us.” This statement is exactly what is happening to me and I am my son 

biological father. This statement is stated in the format and tone as a Parent and 

not a Grandparent because the Grandparents don’t see themselves as 

Grandparents, but instead as Parents of my Children, which is why they Petition 

for “Defacto Parent” Status. “Defacto” literally means “step into the shoes”. The 

grandparents gone rogue want to be in my shoes, they want to be what they are 

not, which is my children parents. The grandparents gone rogue, for whatever 

reason, are not OK with being a supportive role to my wife and I in the raising of 

our children, like normal grandparents. Most grandparents, only have their 

grandchildren on special occasions and/or weekends, but the grandparents gone 

rogue, people who are elderly with elderly ailments, actually Petition the Court to 

be Parents of my young Children. They seek to do what is not natural because it 

is natural for chidren to be raised by their parents and not “Defacto Parents”. 

A Court Order will not change the fact  that I am my children parent because my 

children were created by me and my wife, and no one ever, in the past, present 

or future, can claim that, but the grandparents gone rogue want the Court to 

ignore that I am my children father, a father that has never abused my children, a 

father who has legally recognized rights internationally, nationally, regionally and 

locally and instead give my Rights to them via Court Order  enforced by force so 

that my children stay with them.  This is very strange. 

This statement of the grandparents gone rogue was filed on April 12, 2012 and 

their Petition was granted despite Objection (Please see CT Vol 1 Pg 137-142).   

The statement of April 12, 2012, shows that the petition of Defacto Parent Status 

was out of fear that the grandparents gone rogue would not have contact with my 

son in the future and not in compliance with the DeFacto Parent status that is “a 
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concept judicially created to recognize limited rights in dependency cases for a 

person who has been found by the juvenile court to have assumed, on a day-to-

day basis, the role of a parent, fulfilling the child’s physical and psychological 

needs.” (In re Leticia S.  (2001) 92 Cal.App.4th 378, 381, 111 Cal.Rptr.2d 810: In 

re R.J. (2008) 164 Cal.App.4th 219, 223). My rights are not judicially created, 

they are God Created, Judicially recognized, fundamental rights.  

The petition by the grandparents gone rogue was not out of the best interests of 

Minor 1, it was their own self interest and fear that if the Court did the Right thing, 

followed the Law, granted my 388 Petition or even my wife 388 Petition, then 

they, as grandparents and caretakers, would not have a Right to attend 

proceedings and to see Minor 1.  There is no such thing as Grandparents Rights, 

but there is and has been for a very long time, Parental Rights. My wife and I 

have not interfered with the grandparents role in our children lives, but the 

grandparents have extremely interfered with our rights, role, custody, and even 

talking to our own children. 

The grandparents gone rogue took on the role of adversary even prior to the 

initiation of this case from the date I met their daughter in 2006. When they found 

out their daughter was having my baby, my wife was asked by Katie Grant to 

have a abortion to kill the same child she now claims Defacto Parent status to. 

Whacky. 

From then to now, the grandparents gone rogue have taken on the role of 

adversary at first toward me, later against their daughter and now my son best 

interest.  Since they took on the role of adversary in Case CK89770,, very early 

on, as early as inception of this Case in September 2011 knowing that DCFS had 

a Case Open against their daughter, and knowing that she didn’t know. Knowing 

that DCFS had a Case against me and I didn’t know about it. Knowing that DCFS 
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was gathering information to have the Case Open and not telling me that by 

sending my son to stay with them temporarily, that they were keeping him for the 

purpose of Adopting him and not for Minor 1 best interest or their daughter best 

interest at that time. Then even went so far as having their house assessed and 

themselves assessed for the Concurrent Plan of Adoption as early as 

DECEMBER 2011.  

As a adversary to Family Reunification, adversary to my children talking to their 

parents, adversary to my children seeing their parents and adversary to my 

children being with their parents, then the grandparents gone rogue should not 

have been granted Defacto parent status based on “Defacto parents are not 

part of any adversarial aspect of a dependency case” (In re B.F. (2010) 19 

Cal.App.4th 811, 817, 118 Cal.Rptr.3d 561). Although that is Law, that was not 

the Case of CK89770.  

The Court  granted the grandparents gone rogue Defacto Parent Status in April 

2012 and Willie Grant is up in Court testifying against my 388 Petition, being 

granted in a hearing not even 3 MONTHS LATER! (Please see Minute Order  CT 

Vol 3 Pg 668). How could he know anything about me and what I was or wasn’t 

doing when he was here in the State of California and I was in Alabama? What is 

more adversary than that?  I’ll tell you what else is adversary, what is adversary 

is having your son taken and kept from you, telling your son lies about you and 

your whereabouts, having you followed, paying people to get information on you, 

lying to the social workers about the limited visitation I was getting with my 

children, lying to the Court  on the Stand, not keeping me informed of my children 

whereabouts and activities, just always lying and creeping, trying to find some 

edge some type of information or advantage to keep my children, especially my 

son, that he wish was his son, there with him.  
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I have no control over him and his wife personal affairs, their ability to have 

children or not have children and I don’t want that control. I just know that Minor 1 

is my son, my heir and guaranteed  namesake as my only son. I know I love my 

son in the same manner as I love my daughters and they all are my flesh and 

blood and I love them unconditionally because they are my children.  

My wife was so much her father daughter, so loyal to him and loving of him, that 

she even gave Minor 1 a portion of her father name. She and I never tried to 

interfere with the grandparent/grandchild relationship, but the grandparents gone 

rogue, single handedly drove a wedge in between my parent/child relationship 

with my children, without any justification or cause. That  why it hard to 

understand why Willie Grant was in attendance at every hearing, taking notes, 

presenting information to the Court and just pestering us every chance he got. 

The grandparents gone rogue only know why they have done what they done to 

this family, I just know that its dead wrong on every level and I know because I 

have seen, heard and lived through their treacherous acts.  

Under the direction of Referee Truong, she gave the grandparents gone rogue 

DeFacto Parent Status, giving them access to information and hearings with 

knowledge that they were adversary to me getting my son. Referee Truong was 

the one who granted the DeFacto Parent Status and she was the one who 

oversaw the hearing of which Willie Grant testified.  

There is only one set of rights and those rights are mine, as my son father. When 

the Court granted Defacto “which literally means “step into the shoes”, they 

permitted the grandparents to take parental custody and control over my son, 

and that is not right or fair, especially in light of the fact that I didn’t do anything to 

put my son or my parental rights in jeopardy. Furthermore in “Granted defacto 

status and given standing, with attendant permission to participate in 
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dependency proceedings, does not give the de facto parent the right to have 

a minor placed with him or her [emphasis added], nor does it entitle the de 

facto parent a right to reunification services. For the de facto parent, then 

standing to participate does not give them all the rights and preferences 

accorded the natural parties. (In re Rachel C. 1991) 235 Cal.App.3d 1445, 

disapproved on other grounds in In re Kiesha E. (1993). 

The errors committed by this Court, the grandparents gone rogue granted 

Defacto Parent Status, the social workers lies and failures, is a direct attack on 

Nature. This error by the Court to even grant Defacto Parent status to people 

who have stated that they want to adopt my children, have testified with regards 

to the case, have a vested interest in the case and was given access to the Court 

by having Defacto Parent status, substantially contributed to the Court findings of 

Adoption and keeping my son from me for over 5 years. Everything about the 

grandparents gone rogue, the social workers and the Court has been most 

definitely adversary from the start. There was and still is not any objectivity. 

There has been a lot of lying about my character by people who don’t know me, 

never knew me, which is most definitely adversary. Reporting false information 

about my and their daughter relationship, is most definitely adversary, even being 

open to Adopt your only child children from her and me is most definitely 

adversary and they should not have been granted this Status since they were 

adversary to me even before the case because they wanted to control their 

daughter love life and  I wasn’t who they wanted for their daughter. The type of 

vendetta they have against me and my family, is not a matter that a Court should 

be dealing with. The Court deals with Legal Matters and not Personal Affairs, 

whether or not someone likes the other, but the grandparents gone rogue 

parlayed their distaste for me, which led to distaste for their daughter for being 
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with me, into a over 6 year Case, CK89770. All during the case they did and are 

doing everything in their power to keep me from my only son and daughters. Yet 

from the onset, when I didn’t even know there was a Case and Order, my 

educational rights to my son were already being limited (Please see CT Vol 1 

Page 96-97), and given to the grandparents gone rogue. 

The grandparents gone rogue always had free access to my son prior to this 

case and so did I. Once this case was initiated, the grandparents gone rogue 

continued to have free access to my son and worked it such that I was shut out 

of my son life. I trusted them as my son grandparents and my wife parents that 

even if they didn’t like me, that they wouldn’t let their hate for me, be stronger 

than their love for their blood relatives, especially their only child and daughter, 

Kanika. I was wrong and I have no shame in admitting that I was wrong about 

them, I thought they were of a higher caliber of character than they turned out to 

be. They have most definitely taken it too far though, by purposely doing any and 

every thing to prohibit their only child from experiencing the joys and challenges 

of parenthood, in the same manner as they experienced with her. That is cruel 

and unusual.  I never knew anyone personally who did not have the support of 

their family in raising their family until the grandparents gone rogue did what they 

did and are doing. It just cold blooded.  

What Kanika parents have done and are doing, is foreign to me and my blood 

relatives. My family is bonded by blood, loyalty and respect. I don’t see that with 

Kanika parents at all, they are driven by selfishness, greed and hatred for their 

only child and my children, which are the extension of me and their mother, and 

the Court has involved itself to say this is the best place for my children. If they 

hate me and their daughter, how can they love our children? . Since they went 

this far with their own child, that is 100% their blood and raised by them, then 
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how are they treating my children that are there at their house and have my 

blood? If my children stay with the grandparents gone rogue and  my children 

choose their own route like my wife did,  choosing to  follow her heart  and mind  

to Love me despite the naysaying, badmouthing and badgering of me by her 

family,  then will the grandparents gone rogue, give my children the same 

treatment by literally locking the front door, changing the locks, installing a 

security system to keep them out,  like they did for Kanika? Why are my children 

even caught up in that type of perverted web, that ridiculousness when they have 

their Father, mother, sisters, aunts and uncles that are all here waiting for them 

to be home where they should have always been. Most parents do not want 

turmoil for their children and I don’t want it for mines either. My children deserve 

to have the natural course of Life without interruption, and that is a man, 

Roosevelt, and woman, Kanika, raising their family together without wrongful and 

illegal interference from any third party including Katie and Willie Grant , DCFS 

and Children Court. My children best interest is not magnified and met in the web 

of lies woven together by the Grandparents gone rogue/Defacto 

Parents/Recommended Adopters.. 

Kanika’s parents are using and have used their knowledge of the Law, Money 

and connections to start and keep this case ongoing for over 5 years.   

My son cannot be both Adopted and reunified with me, just like you can’t rule for 

me and against me. From 10/2011, there has been a concurrent plan of Adoption 

of my son by DCFS, that wasn’t Court Ordered, but known by the Court. The 

Grandparents gone rogue have stated on the Record and in filings, that they 

want to adopt my son .Adoption is supposed to be a last resort in Dependency 

Cases, but wasn’t  in this case because the Adopters were picked, notified, 

assessed and recommended before I even knew there was a Case CK89770. 
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Concurrent Plan of Adoption 

 

.IN CONCURRENT PLANNING ASSESSMENT (CPA) PERMANENT 

PLANNING ADOPTION ASSESSMENT DATED 12/30/11 BOX CHECKED 

“CHILD LIKELY TO BE ADOPTED, ON 12/28/2011, MRS GRANT STATES “IF 

MINOR 1 DOES NOT REUNIFY WITH HIS PARENTS “WE WANT TO ADOPT 

HIM” (Please see CT Vol 2 Pg 357)  ON JANUARY 4, 2012 CONCURRENT 

PLANNING AND PERMANENCY/ADOPTABILITY ASSESSMENT WAS 

COMPLETED AND RECOMMENDED ADOPTION OF MINOR 1 (Please see 

CT Vol 2 Pg 307). DCFS AND THE GRANDPARENTS WERE PLANNING 

ADOPTION WITHIN  THREE (3) MONTHS OF INITIATING THE CASE.  

The case was initiated wrongfully on 9/21/11, so not even 3 MONTHS,  in my son 

case  is DCFS recommending adoption and I don’t even know about the Case!. I 

heard about the real possibility of the grandparents gone rogue adopting my son 

from the time Tim Reeff was assigned as the social worker of this Case in 2012. I 

knew time was of the essence, so as soon as I found out about the Case 

CK89770, I Petition to have the Court Order changed, I was denied and then I 

complied with the Court Orders while maintaining that the Court lacked 

Jurisdiction. I made my Position known to the appointed Attorneys assigned to 

me during this lengthy case. The arguments I made and told to the Attorney to 

present were not always presented as requested, which makes getting my son 

home, that much more difficult.  Even when the Appointed Attorneys and I did 

make appropriate, timely arguments, presenting evidence to contrary of 

Adoption, the Court still ignored my requests and went forward with the initial 

Plan of Adoption. 
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Completion of the Court Ordered Case Plan 

 

I maintained, pressed through, went home to Alabama and I completed the Case 

Plan Ordered by Referee Truong (Please see CT Vol 3 Pg 661).  I presented 

Certificates of Completion to the Court  (Please see Certificates of Completion 

CT  Vol 4.Pg 841-842, Vol 5 Pg 1377, 1379-1382, Vol 6 Pg 1479-1480, Vol 9 

Pg 2269-2273).  Each time I Petition the Court to Change the Court Order, I was 

denied. Each time I challenged the Court Jurisdiction, I was denied my Right to 

be free of the Court and raise my children.. Each and every Challenge that could 

be made, I made at some point during this Case and was denied.  

I was essentially Ordered to Complete the same Case Plan, for both my Children 

(Please see CT Vol 3 Pg 661 and CT Vol 6 Pg 1406). I completed both Case 

Plans, as Ordered, in a timely fashion and was Ordered to have my family 

reunification services terminated and my children adopted. What sense does that 

make? Why would the Court Order me to do something, I do it and then say ok, 

we’re terminating your parental rights? On what legal basis is this justifiable? 

NOT ONE LAW CONDONES THE BEHAVIOR OF THE COURT. 

So you see, there was a consistent denial of my rights by the Court in a 

egregious fashion.  So much so that I am writing this Brief OVER 5 YEARS 

LATER, when I did what the Court Ordered to get my son and daughters home. 

So, why am I writing this Appellate Opening Brief, over 5 years later when the 

Court has evidence of my completion and should have accepted the Certificates 

as Completion? Why wasn’t my son returned to my care and Custody and this 

Case dismissed? How do you justify all this time wasted going back and forth to 
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Court, back and forth from Alabama to California, my son growing up without his 

father? I’ll tell you why, DCFS. 

When I came back to California and showed evidence of Completion, DCFS 

wouldn’t accept the evidence of Completion and instead recommended a 

Interstate Compact for the Placement of Children (ICPC), that to date HAS NOT 

BEEN COMPLETED (Please see CT Vol 4 Pg 926). DCFS recommended a 

ICPC, even though a ICPC was not and is not necessary for my son and 

daughter to be returned to my custody and care.  DCFS was able to petition the 

Court in their reports to keep this case ongoing and continued the Case. DCFS 

told me that I didn’t do enough classes and that I needed to do more, so I DID!. 

I went back home and completed more counseling and classes for the sake of 

getting my son home and I presented the Court with additional evidence of 

Completion of the Court Ordered Case Plan that was ordered on 7/19/12 (Please 

see Certificates of Completion CT Vol 4 Pg 976-980) which includes my 

consent to do a background check which Social Worker, Paula Lee stated had to 

be done as a condition to getting this case closed. Then the Court stated in 

Minute Order dated 1/713 (CT Vol 4 Pg 982) the following: 

“THE COURT FINDS THAT FATHER HAS CONSISTENTLY AND 

REGULARLY CONTACTED AND VISITED WITH THE CHILD [MINOR 1], 

THAT HE HAS MADE SIGNIFICANT PROGRESS IN RESOLVING THE 

PROBLEMES THAT LED TO THE CHILD’S [MINOR 1] REMOVAL FROM THE 

HOME, AND THAT HE HAS DEMONSTRATED THE CAPACITY AND ABILITY 

BOTH TO COMPLETE THE OBJECTIVES OF THE TREATMENT PLAN AND 

TO PROVIDE FOR THE CHILD’S [MINOR 1] SAFETY, PROTECTION, 

PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL WELL BEING. THE COURT FINDS THAT 

THERE IS A SUBSTANTIAL PROBABLITY THAT THE CHILD [MINOR 1] 
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WILL BE RETURNED TO THE CUSTODY OF THE FATHER WITHIN THE 

NEXT PERIOD OF REVIEW AND CONTINUES FAMILY REUNIFICATION 

SERVICES TO THE FATHER ONLY.” 

The above findings of the Court was over FOUR (4) YEARS AGO. The Superior 

Court did not even follow its own Orders. How did this Case go from continued 

Family Reunification Services, with a substantial probability of return to my 

custody the next period of review to the case ongoing for another FOUR YEARS 

ending in termination of family reunification services and Ordering Adoption? The 

Answer to this question is incompetent social workers and corrupt Judges. I did 

my part a long time ago. I knew then I was in for the fight of my Life for my son, 

when I completed the Case Plan TWICE! I showed evidence of Completion, 

TWICE, and my son still wasn’t returned. DCFS recommended the ICPC and 

they never completed it, acknowledging that there was another place in another 

State for my son to be, yet they dug in and wasted taxpayer dollars by continuing 

this one case for over 5 years to keep a child from his father that never abused 

him.  

There are many cases where there is significant evidence of physical and sexual 

abuse and DCFS turns a blind eye, but they kept laser focus on this Case, a 

Case that never should have happened in the first place.  

The Superior Court exercised Jurisdiction where it didn’t have over my son, 

Ordered me to a Case Plan without any allegation of wrongdoing to my son, I 

completed the Case Plan in Alabama came back with proof, gave all the contact 

information of the Counselors as requested and still my son is detained from me. 

How is that Just and Fair? What right or Law justifies the action of the Court? The 

Case continued until now, some FOUR (4) YEARS  later with Judge Downing 

stating her only option is to choose adoption. Really, after I have been fighting for 
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my son for over 5 years total, the only option you see is Adoption, is she Blind? I 

presume if I did nothing, didn’t come to get my son, didn’t complete the Court 

Ordered Case Plan, didn’t present proof of Completion of the Case Plan, then my 

son would have been returned, right?. That how backwards the Court was and is, 

consistently inconsistent.   

 

Timeline of a WIC Petitioned Case 

 

When I showed evidence of completion, the case was  just over a year old at that 

time and was in violation of WIC Section 361.5, which outlines the timeline of 

removal and Court Ordered Services, stating in pertinent part, “If a child is 

three years of age or older at the time of removal, court ordered services 

shall not exceed 12 months. The time limit for reunification is  specific 

unless the court states that a substantial probability of return exists or that 

reasonable efforts to reunify the family have not been made: 

WIC 361.5 would be applicable to my son portion of the case since he was just 

shy of 4 years old when this case was Opened on 9/21/11 (Minor 1 birth date is 

9/24/07), however, it wouldn’t be applicable with regards to time of removal 

because I did not know he was removed from me in a legal manner. His removal 

from me wasn’t a removal in the legal sense. My son was never legally removed 

from my care and custody, he has been illegally kept from me, which is his Right 

and mine to be together.   

For Case CK89770, the 12 month timeline would start from my first petition to the 

Court which was March 2012. If the Court respected its own Order and would 

have returned my son to my care and custody as stated above  right then and 

there.(Please see directly above analysis), then this Appellant Brief wouldn’t be 
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written right now.  The Minute Order of 1/7/13 stating “Substantial Probability 

of Return (WIC 366.21(g)) was within that 12 month timeframe, but instead there 

was a blatant disregard for the Law and the case was continued for ANOTHER 

FIVE YEARS. NO WHERE IS IT OK TO HAVE A CASE OPEN FOR MORE 

THAN FIVE YEARS. 

Although I am discussing each of my children separately, Minor 2 deserves 

honorable mention here because WIC Section 361.5, most definitely is applicable 

to her since she also wasn’t legally Removed from me, she has been illegally 

kept from me in the same manner as her brother, from birth to date.  The Court 

took Jurisdiction over Minor 2 when she was 2 days Old and has maintained 

Jurisdiction over her to date, she is 4 YEARS OLD. DCFS and the Court violated 

WIC Section 361.5, because the Case for Minor 2 was not supposed to go on 

beyond 8/15/2013, instead it continued on until 8/16/16, THREE YEARS 

BEYOND WIC SECTION 361.5. Like Minor 1, there are no allegations of abuse, 

neglect, and/or abandonment by me, my children father,  against my daughter, 

Minor 2. I proved I was Minor 2 father when the Court had already exercised 

illegal and wrongful Jurisdiction over her. Despite the fact that it is IMPOSSIBLE, 

 for me to have harmed Minor 2 based on the fact that she has never been with 

me her entire life, the Court still Ordered me to a Court Ordered Case Plan as a 

condition for me to care and have custody of my daughter without governmental 

interference. The Court Order for Minor 2 was Ordered 15 MONTHS AFTER 

MINOR 2 WAS BORN! 

The timeline is  one of many laws, statutes, and common sense that this Case 

CK89770 has violated. The caregivers, in this case, the grandparents gone 

rogue, have gotten  so bonded with my children, that they actually have 

convinced themselves that my children are theirs and that they must fight as long 
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as it takes to “act in their best interest”, which is bizarre to me since they aren’t 

and will never be our children parents and their only child, their daughter, my 

wife, is our children mother. If the Timeline was adhered to, respected, and 

acknowledged, the grandparents gone rogue would not have been bonded to our 

children in the manner they are now, they would be bonded as grandparents 

only, the way God Nature and the Law intended. 

The timeline is there so that the rights of the parents are acknowledged and the 

child can be home. The timeline is there for the best interest of the child to not be 

away from home so long that their affected in a adverse way. What this Court 

has done to my son and daughters, psychologically, physiologically, physically, 

mentally and spiritually, is tortuous, foolish, and despicable. . How could you do 

this to a 3 year old that wasn’t even abused, a newborn who was never abused 

and a 9-month old that was never abused? 

The timeline wasn’t acknowledged and respected from the onset of this case 

because it is presumed that the parent would know that their child was removed 

to know that Court Ordered services have begun and that there is a need to be in 

Court. That is not the Case here and I should be given deference for that. It took 

the Court over 4 months to even Court Order me to a Case Plan, when my 388 

Petition was filed in March 2012. So in actuality services weren’t ordered until 

7/9/13. From the date DCFS was ordered to reunify our family and provide 

services for me, they did everything but that. Lack of Services is one reason to 

extend a Case beyond the Time Limit for Reunification, but no reasonable 

person will ever find over 5 years as reasonable.  

At that moment I Petition the Court, my son should have been given back to me. 

When I completed the Case Plan the first time, my son should have been given 

to me. When I completed the Case Plan the second time, my son should have 
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been given to me, but he wasn’t, I completed the Case Plan, still no SON.  The 

hearing that my son was supposed to be returned at on 3/26/13, the Matter is 

Continued since DCFS didn’t submit a Report, DCFS is Ordered to Initiate a 

ICPC, which they eventually did Initiate to appease the Court, but never 

completed it, purposefully, the Court finally acknowledges I am Minor 2 Father 

after I petitioned since before her Birth and Officially December 2012 (Please see 

CT Vol 4 Pg 1002-1003),  but she isn’t returned to my care and custody. The 

Court presumes me as Minor 2 father, when I present the Declaration of 

Paternity and Birth Certificate, in violation of Law because according to the 

California Courts, Judicial Branch Home Page and Authority on the matter- 

A properly signed Declaration of Paternity has the same effect as a court 

order establishing paternity for the child, without anyone having to go to 

court.  There was no challenge to the Declaration of Paternity and Birth 

Certificate which was notarized and filed with the State of California establishing 

Paternity to Minor 2, yet, I was deemed her presumed Father, she wasn’t given 

to me once I established Paternity and showed Proof of Paternity, she was just 

kept away from me for her entire Life. I didn’t and couldn’t have harmed her, how 

could I and she wasn’t even with me? Her mother was in California from 2/2012 

until her birth, so the majority of the pregnancy until birth and growing up, she 

was kept from me, so how isn’t that illegal? When Minor 2 was born, I was in the 

process of completing the Court Order Case Plan to get Minor 1 home. I 

completed it, showed proof twice and then they take her too, in much the same 

manner as they did Minor 1, without Jurisdiction, with no regard to me as her 

Father, with no proof of abuse, neglect and/or abandonment, and not even a 

allegation of abuse, neglect and/or abandonment because she was never with 

me.  
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Years pass and I watch my children grow up in the System, through monitored 

visitations, and limited phone calls since the grandparents gone rogue wouldn’t 

even answer the phone when I called, I’m traveling back and forth to Alabama 

and California, doing my best to be present in my children in Alabama lives (I 

have 3 children from my first marriage) and my children with my wife. 

 

Consistent Continuances 

 

On 3/26/13, the Matter is continued for lack of report (Please see CT Vol 4 

Pg 1002), The Matter is continued to 7/17/13 (Please see CT Vol 5 1322-

1323), only to be continued to 8/26/13 (Please see CT Vol.6 1392-1393), only 

to be continued to 9/26/13 (Please see CT Vol 5 Pg 1404), only to be 

continued to 11/4/13 (Please see CT  Vol 5 Pg 1407-1410) due to no fault of 

my own and in all of this I’m going back and forth from Alabama to 

California.. 

The above is just one example of the high level of continuances. This whole case 

is one long continuance for Justice. The continuances were consistent because 

the Court and DCFS didn’t care about the best interest of my son and how much 

time he was missing with his father, they were more concerned with Attorney’s 

vacations, CSW appearances when they already made Reports (that were 

untimely), any and everything other than the fact that my son was growing up 

without his father and being kept from his father unjustly. The Order of Referee 

Truong was on 1/7/13 stating the next hearing my son should be returned, but 

that did not happen, what happened next was another Judge, Judge Carlos 

Vasquez was assigned the Case.  
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ICPC 

 

The first Order to Initiate an ICPC on the Home of Father, Roosevelt 

Williams, in the State of Alabama was on 3/26/13 (Please see CT Vol 4 

Pg1003),  On 8/26/13, the Court reiterated that the PREVIOUS ORDER FOR 

AN ICPC MADE ON JULY 17, 2013, REMAINS IN FULL FORCE AND 

EFFECT,  then on 9/26/13 the Court reiterated AGAIN DCFS IS TO 

REINITIATE AN EXPEDITED ICPC IN THE STATE OF ALABAMA FOR THE 

FOLLOWING PERSON(S): ROOSEVELT WILLIAMS, XX XXXXXXXX XXXX, 

MONROEVILLE, ALABAMA 36460.  

First a ICPC was initiated without justification or cause, as a form of 

discrimination and prejudice toward my right to be with my children. Again, here I 

am under a Court Order of which there is no Jurisdiction. I did everything 

possible to get the ICPC taken care of,  to get my kids home because, yet 

another condition was being placed on my unconditional right to parent my 

children without any governmental or individual interference. The closest I ever 

got to the ICPC being completed was in July 2013. (Please see CT Vol 5 Pg 

1386-1391)  and there was no more initiation, assessment, mention of it after 

that.  

To date, no Alabama social worker or California social worker or similar type of 

Officer has ever completed a assessment of  my residence for the purpose of my 

children being  returned to my care and custody.  

As you can see from the correspondence, the letter by Alabama social worker 

Donna Wasden was dated the same date I emailed her about the update on the 

status of the Expedited ICPC, of which I informed her that my parents, Sandy 

Kidd and Annie Lee Kidd had been fingerprinted and I was fingerprinted AGAIN, 
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in the State of California, all we were waiting for was someone to assess the 

home. She sent the letter stating there was no information, when I faxed her all 

the information she needed and more. These people acted like they had a right 

to dig up in our past, fingerprint us, treat us like criminals, when they did not. It 

like none of the social workers, cared to service this case.  I wasn’t told that I 

needed to be in Alabama for the assessment and how could I when I was 

Ordered to be in Court at the same time (Please see Minute Orders CT Vol 5 

Pg 1201-1202, Pg 1322, 1323).  I can’t be at two places at once and I can’t do 

the social worker job too. These people treated me with such contempt and 

disrespect when all I was, am and are doing is my very best to get my children 

out of this mess called Case Number CK89770. . There was never a appointment 

set or anything in the Order or communicated to me that I needed to be at the 

residence for the ICPC to be completed. Furthermore, why would any of this be 

necessary? The Court and DCFS made it seem like the ICPC was a necessary 

condition to my children being returned to me, when it is not. No other person I 

know, throughout all this time I was Court Ordered to classes, ever had to 

undergo a ICPC, and there were cases when both parents didn’t live in the same 

State. Everything about this Case from the onset has been about everything 

other than the facts. The fact is Minor 1 and Minor 2 are my children and my 

responsibility. I came to California to bring them home, and was met with 

roadblocks along the way, the ICPC was just one of many.   

 

Three Different Officers of the Court, Same Results 

 

Then the Court still maintains Jurisdiction and I’m Ordered to Court on 5/1/13 

after not having my son returned on 3/26/13 which was the next period of review 
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and DCFS did not have the Status Review Report, so the Case was continued. 

There is no more Referee Truong, and there is a New Judge, this time a man by 

the name of Judge Carlos Vasquez assigned to Department 409 (Please see CT 

Vol 4 Pg 1010).  I don’t know if Referee Truong stepped down because she 

accepted a position with County Counsel, creating a conflict of interest with this 

case, if she was threatened or just quit, and I really don’t care because she 

started this Case and was unfair.   

All I know is I am still being Ordered to come to Court regarding CK89770 and 

now two of my children-Minor 1 and Minor 2  have Jurisdiction exercised over 

them without justification or cause, my son because his grandparents,  DCFS 

and Children Court decide to .Open a  Case alleging falsities against my wife  as 

justification for Jurisdiction and then that same lack of courtesy is extended to 

me, when falsities are claimed against me regarding my wife and I relationship in 

the State of Alabama. 

With regard to my daughter, Minor 2 Williams, The petition alleging Dependency 

Court Jurisdiction over my daughter, Minor 2 Williams was initiated on 8/15/2012, 

three days after she was born and over a year prior to Judge Vasquez receiving 

the Case  (Please see CT Vol 3, Pg 672-678), for the purpose of Juvenile 

Dependency Court Jurisdiction over her. The Petition was NOT filed in Procedure 

of initiating a Juvenile Dependency Case (Please see flowchart below for more 

details.) 

Judge Vasquez changes no Orders, just continues the Case. Judge Vasquez 

finds on 5/13/13 (CT Vol 5 Pg 1174): 

“THE DEPARTMENT IS SANCTIONED IN THE AMOUNT OF $200 TO BE 

PAID WITHIN SEVEN DAYS OF TODAYS HEARING; THE COURT ALSO 

INDICATES THAT HE WILL HEAR FURTHER ARGUMENT ON 7-17-13 IN 
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REGARD TO THE REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT REIMBURSE 

FATHER FOR TRAVEL EXPENSES; THE CARETAKERS AND BOTH 

PARTIES ARE ADMONISHED NOT TO DISCUSS THE CASE WITH THE 

CHILDREN AND NOT TO MAKE DISPARAGING COMMENTS ABOUT EACH 

OTHER TO THE CHILDREN; THE SOCIAL WORKER IS TO NOTIFY THE 

PARENTS OF ANY NON EMERGENCY MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS” 

The Department is sanctioned, but never pays even $200 to my knowledge.  The 

amount of the sanction in comparison to how much the social worker makes and 

has made keeping this case Open, is a drop in the bucket. Furthermore the Court 

states we are only to be notified of non-emergency medical appointments, when 

we should have been notified of Emergencies as well, their our children for God’s 

sake. 

The Matter regarding reimbursing me for travel expenses is continued and 

NEVER ADJUIDICATED AND/OR ORDERED TO REIMBURSE ME FOR MY 

TRAVEL EXPENSES.  If this Court simply followed its Own Orders, logic and 

reason and just gave me my kids or not arrest me when I have a Right to get my 

kids, then I wouldn’t be petitioning like I am. 

They didn’t give me kids nor did they reimburse me for my expenses despite the 

fact I showed evidence of both. (Please see Points and Authorities RE: Court 

Authority to Order the Department to Reimburse Father for Expenses 

Incurred as a Result of Multiple Late Reports (CT Vol 5 1261-1320).  

Judge Carlos Vasquez NEVER did  have a hearing to even give me my day in 

Court to present my evidence, which is my Right. I came to court every time a 

date was assigned to CK89770, only missing Court when one of my daughters 

graduated from high school. That’s it, yet I been to Court regarding my Children 

MORE THAN SIXTY (60) TIMES!!. I don’t know how it could even be stated that 
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I don’t have my children best interest at Heart, whoever even thinks that I don’t 

have my children best interest at heart  has blatantly ignored the facts and has 

not acknowledged me traveling back and forth from Alabama to California for my 

children. 

Instead Judge Vasquez decided to either make erroneous rulings and Orders, or 

continue the Case, instead of closing the Case and returning my children to my 

care and custody and Ordering that DCFS reimburse me for the expenses I 

incurred as a result of their intentional, thuggish, reckless and harmful behavior 

toward my family and I. Judge Vasquez had many opportunities to review the 

points and authorities, but decided to be contradictory instead. 

Judge Vasquez Ordered Both parties admonished  not to make disparaging 

remarks about the other. Judge Vasquez must have been referring to DCFS and 

the grandparents gone rogue, since he wasn’t specific as to which parties make 

up “both parties”. I assure you, not one of those parties was me and my wife. For 

sure it wasn’t and couldn’t have been that I made disparaging remarks because I 

was prohibited from talking to my kids and seeing my kids more than my wife, 

then that changed, and she was prohibited then it was we were both prohibited, 

illegally and wrongfully. We have no reason to have ever discussed the Case 

with our children and we really don’t know how much they know or think they 

know about who, what, when, where and why, they are being kept away from 

their parents, how would we know that when our children have been kept from us 

for over 5 years? We don’t know their school, if their sick, how they are feeling, 

all because of this Case. We have never consistently seen our children in 5 years 

and the majority of the time we have seen them, has been under monitored 

supervision. My children don’t understand why they are not with their parents and 

I haven’t been charged with explaining why they aren’t with me, but the 
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grandparents gone rogue  have. My children ask about me where I am and why I 

am not with them, which the grandparents have lied to my children stating 

disparaging remarks about me that aren’t true just to appease my children long 

enough that they won’t ask about me anymore. My son has stated to me 

comments his grandparents have said about me and his mother, I have relayed 

this information to the social worker, but it never made the Social Worker Report 

and that is because DCFS has wanted and still wants to have my children 

Adopted. We always had someone watching us, what we say and what we do, 

and reporting us  inaccurately. We have consistently  called our children  to talk 

to our children and the limited times the grandparents gone rogue would answer 

the phone, they would have the phone on speaker, listening to what we would 

say, which wasn’t much because the calls wouldn’t last more than approximately 

20 minutes, if they even answered the Phone, we got the answering machine 

more than we had conversations with our children. We called every day, and 

would maybe get to talk to our children on average once a week, they never 

called us unless it was to return our call and we let the social workers and court 

knows, and they did nothing.  

We tried to Skype our children and in case you don’t know what that is, its 

modern technology bridging family and loved ones that are apart, forced or 

otherwise, permitting them to communicate via the downloaded application, 

permitting the parties who are signed on to see each other through their devices 

and Skype Application to talk and stay connected.  The Court said no to Skype, 

and that was during Family Reunification Services. There was no specific Order 

stating we couldn’t Skype, but they said we couldn’t even do that  and DCFS was 

Ordered to Reunify our Family What is the Harm of our Children seeing us on 

Skype, we’re already not seeing them daily, that how egregious the Court and 
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DCFS was against us.So the admonishing must have been for DCFS and the 

grandparents gone rogue, not us because we been Right since the beginning 

and we still Right, when you’re Right, you don’t need admonishing or Court 

Orders. The majority of the time our children have been with the grandparents 

gone rogue, and what little time we did have with them, we didn’t focus on the 

case, instead we would ask them about school, their interests, and play. We 

always had eyes and ears on us, like we were criminals or in the wrong, when 

what has been done to us is CRIMINAL. Our kids would communicate to us what 

they heard and saw and we would let the social worker know of which they did 

nothing about it and would instead try to find a way to say we were violating the 

Court Order. 

The Court had to Order common sense  but didn’t bother to exercise it 

themselves. By the time Judge Vasquez was assigned Case CK89770, the Case 

was already Open for 18 MONTHS, a significant amount of time to be away from 

your young children.  

Once the Case was transferred to the Compton Office, the social worker, Paula 

Lee, was consistently late with reports and would not report all the information 

accurately.  She was the poster child of incompetence, as evident by her 

consistent late reports, that even when filed were missing information such that 

the Case was continued. In the meanwhile, I am doing monitored visitation with 

my children at the DCFS Offices, my son hasn’t been returned, and being kept 

from me and my daughter is being kept from me.  

I had already completed the Court Ordered Case Plan by Terry Truong 

dated 7/9/12Please see CT Vol 3 Pg 661) for Minor 1 two times and had 

proven Minor 2 is my daughter in December 2012 ,Referee Truong states I 
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complied with the Case Plan and the next hearing my son should be 

returned to me, his father.  

Judge Vasquez doesn’t address the money I’m losing dealing with this case, he 

doesn’t respect and accept the previous order regarding my son return to my 

care and custody and he keeps my daughter from me without ANY justification or 

cause..  

What happens next in the case is bizarre. Judge Vasquez on 11/4/13, 

literally states the exact opposite of what Referee Truong stated and 

Orders: 

1. Family Reunification Services be terminated as to Minor 1 and Adoption 

Assessment initiated; 

2. Me, Roosevelt Williams, to the same exact Case Plan Referee Truong 

Ordered  me to complete for Minor 1 with the exception of adding Medical 

Training for Minor 2, despite the fact the Case Plan was adhered to, 

completed and accepted by the Court;  

(Please see CT Vol. 6 Pg 1408-1410 and CT Vol 3 Pg 661) 

I immediately appealed the termination of family reunification with my son 

 because the Order didn’t make any sense, legally or logically. I also disagreed 

with Judge Vasquez decision to Court Order me to the same Programs of 

Parenting and Domestic Violence OVER A YEAR AFTER MINOR 2 BIRTH. Why 

did he wait so long and on what grounds did he Order me to Parenting and 

Individual Counseling addressing Domestic Violence, when my daughter, Minor 

2,  was never with me? So what standard was he  using to determine whether or 

not I needed to take Parenting classes again? With regards to domestic violence, 

 I don’t have any issues of Domestic Violence and never did. I have never been 

violent toward my significant others and there is no proof, to date of these 
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outlandish allegations against me that this Court was still holding against me. 

This Court, as stated earlier, has no Jurisdiction to decide matters that did not 

happen and that do not concern children. To date, I do not have any criminal 

record or history, no restraining order, no police report, no one stating that I 

engage in Domestic Violence other than the grandparents gone rogue and 

DCFS, both of which  have a vested interest to assassinate my character and 

make me out to be someone I’m not for the purpose of Adopting my children from 

me.  Known criminals with felonies on their Records, still have Parental Rights, 

just like I do, but this Court completely disregarded that altogether. 

The Attorney of Record at the time, Rosezetta Upshaw, even presented 

arguments to the Court that the allegations of domestic violence had not been 

adjudicated and to deny me my right to my daughter for allegations that took 

place prior to her birth is violative of Due Process, but Judge Vasquez didn’t 

care. Consistently the Court and DCFS alleged that I did things that I testified 

under penalty of perjury that I didn’t do and that the Petitions, never alleged. 

Judge Vasquez went so far as to Court Order me to a Case Plan for my 

Daughter without a Petition by DCFS or police Officer alleging I did any wrong or 

crime. He like Referee Truong just did what they wanted because they wanted 

without any regard for the Law. 

Here I am, having a Judge tell me he is Ordering my Family Reunification 

Services terminated, which wasn’t so bad since DCFS never provided any 

service to me anyway. The crazy part was that the Court was telling DCFS to 

prepare for Adoption (Please see CT Vol 6 Pg 1408).  This man that does not 

know me or my son, and yet he is preparing my son to be adopted, just like Terry 

Truong did, a mere 3 months after the case was initially Opened without my 

knowledge.  
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I have been traveling back and forth from Alabama for the sole purpose of getting 

my son home. This Judge, Carlos Vasquez, decides this is best for my son, with 

knowledge that I haven’t even been alleged to abuse, abandon or neglect my 

son, with knowledge that I am not a resident of the State of California and 

therefore my children are not residents of the State of California, with knowledge 

that I have been back and forth between the States of California and Alabama 

and the expenses incurred, with knowledge that I completed the Case Plan and 

that it was Ordered the next hearing that my son be returned, with knowledge 

that I was visiting my son at the DCFS, monitored with no issues during the 

visitations, with knowledge that I was waiting for the proper Order to be entered 

so my family can return home without further governmental interference.,  

I completed the Court Ordered Case Plan, so why wasn’t he returned to my 

custody immediately? I was just forced to see my children on a schedule when I 

am entitled to see my children all the time. Judge Vasquez sided with DCFS 

instead of his Own  Court, Department 409 Court Order. He did not remain 

objective and neutral and contradicted his own Orders 

So then I go back to Alabama again, and complete another Case Plan Ordered 

by this Children Court to get Minor 2 home (Please see CT Vol 6 Pg 1479-

1480). 

My wife and I Appeal Judge Vasquez termination of Family Reunification 

Services and are denied again, but this time by the Appellate Court. 

Then another wrong takes place. DCFS petitions this time to have my daughter 

Minor 3 Williams taken from my wife and I care and custody. Of course the Court 

sides with DCFS and doesn’t look at the facts (Please see CT Vol 6 Pg 

1535,1563-1565, 1570). 
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Although this Appeal is about my two children-Minor 1 and Minor 2 Williams, it is 

just as much about Minor 3 Williams because when DCFS petition the Court to 

take Jurisdiction of Minor 3 out of retaliation to a Complaint I filed against the 

Social Worker at that time,  Lia Jones, she retaliated against my family and 

 Petition the Court to take Jurisdiction over my daughter, Minor 3 Williams, who 

was 9 months old at the time. When Lia Jones Petition the Court, she repeated 

what the Previous Petition stated regarding Minor 1 (Please see CT Vol 2 Pg 

489 and compare to CT Vol 6 Pg 1538). She added more lies to fatten the Case 

with her wrongful and outlandish allegations and then added a WIC Section 

300(j), as well (Please see CT Vol 1539).   

When the new case was Opened against Minor 3, Minor 1 and Minor 2 Case was 

transferred from Department 409, where the case was ruled over by Referee 

Truong and Judge Carlos Vasquez for TWO YEARS AND EIGHT MONTHS, to 

Judge Downing in Department 407 who has ruled over the Case from 5/12/14 to 

8/16/16. 

I can’t say when Judge Downing received the Case it went from Bad to Worse, 

because all the Judges were Bad, all the Social Workers were Bad and of 

course, the grandparents gone rogue, have been consistent in being the opposite 

of loving parents and in-laws. 

When the case was Open against Minor 3, again, she wasn’t removed from me, 

but she was removed from her Mother at the DCFS Office. I was also at the 

Office at the time and like my wife, we were asked to meet Lia Jones to discuss 

the status and future of the Case. There were Police Officers at the Building 

when we arrived and my daughter was taken out of her mother arms.  

DCFS tried to get Jurisdiction over Minor 3 when she was first born and during 

the November 4, 2013 Hearing Judge Vasquez Ordered that it was OK for DCFS 
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to access her despite my wife objections, despite a Petition, despite any legal 

justification or cause.   Minor 3 was found to be healthy and no issues, so they 

left her alone, for awhile, until I started to complain about the lack of services I 

was receiving from DCFS. 

The Petition used to take Jurisdiction over Minor 3, like the previous Petitions, 

does not allege that I abused, neglected and/or abandoned my daughter, it 

instead claims, that unsubstantiated allegations from 2011 and 2012 are 

sufficient for taking my daughter from  me and her mother after we both 

completed all Court Ordered Case Plans to get Case CK89770 closed and when, 

she like Minor 2, wasn’t even Born when the Case was illegally and wrongfully 

filed. DCFS waited NINE MONTHS, to bring a Petition to the Court. My daughter 

, Minor 3, was from her mother and father in 2014 and keeping her from us going 

on THREE YEARS AND COUNTING,  AS WELL AS THE FAILURE OF THE 

COURT TO RETURN MINOR 1 AND MINOR 2 HOME FOR OVER FIVE 

YEARS AND COUNTING AS GOOD CAUSE FOR THE COURT TO TAKE 

JURISDICTION OVER MINOR 3. 

In addition to the wrongful and illegal Petition being granted and exercising 

Jurisdiction, in the same manner as Procedure was not followed for Minor 1 and 

Minor 2, Procedure was not followed in taking Minor 3.   

WIC Section 315 states “If a minor has been taken into custody under this 

article and not released to a parent or guardian, the juvenile court shall 

hold a hearing (which shall be referred to as a “detention hearing”) to 

determine whether the minor shall be further detained. This hearing shall 

be held AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, but in any event before the expiration of 

the next judicial day after a petition to declare the minor a dependent child 
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has been filed. If the hearing is not held within the period prescribed by this 

section, the minor shall be RELEASED from custody.” 

Social Worker Liar Jones filed the initial Petition seeking the Court to exercise 

Jurisdiction of Minor 3 on 5/12/14 (Please see CT Vol 6 Pg 1535).  The initial 

Detention Hearing of Minor 3 did not take place until 5/22/14 (Please see CT Vol 

6 Pg 1583).  According to www.advokids.org/legal-tools/juvenile-court-

process/, *a judicial  hour or judicial day is an hour or day that court is in 

session. The Court is not in session on weekends and there was no holiday that 

the Court was closed. The Court chose to disregard WIC Section 315 and 

violated the Law by not having a timely hearing and releasing Minor 3 to our 

Custody in accordance to the Law based on the fact that there was no abuse to 

Minor 3, which their own MAT ASSESSMENT AND MEDICAL EXAMINATION 

CONFIRMED (Please see CT Vol 6 Pg 1572), and despite the fact that 

Procedure wasn’t followed due to the fact TEN JUDICIAL DAYS PASED 

BEFORE A DETENTION HEARING WAS HELD, AND WIC SECTION 315 

STATES If the hearing is not held within the period prescribed by this 

section, the minor shall be RELEASED from custody.  

DCFS alleged in their Pre-Release Investigation which led to Minor 3 being 

detained and Minor 1 and Minor 2 portion of the Case transferred to 

Department 407,  information that was alleged back in April 26, 2012 that 

was NEVER adjudicated nor was it sustained. (Please see CT Vol 7 Pg 

1603-1604). 

The above actions by the Court and DCFS led to me being Court Ordered again 

to a Case Plan, again but this time to a 52 Week Domestic Violence Program, 

Mental Health Counseling, a 730 Mental Health Evaluation and Individual 

http://www.advokids.org/legal-tools/juvenile-court-process/
http://www.advokids.org/legal-tools/juvenile-court-process/
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Counseling to address Anger management and Domestic Violence (Please see 

CT Vol 7 Pg 1805,1809).  

The Judge was so discriminatory and prejudicial, that she Ordered me to be 

evaluated when my Mental Health has never been in question. What question 

had been addressed to me throughout the Case is whether or not I engage in 

Domestic Violence with my wife, Kanika? The answer is EMPHATICALLY NO!!. I 

don’t beat on my wife, I never have and never will, even when she wasn’t my 

wife, and I never physically abused her or engaged in any other type of abuse. I 

never been convicted or petitioned to have committed Domestic Violence, but 

now I am being Court Ordered to a 52 WEEK PROGRAM,  that is intended for 

the most violent of Offenders, and even then upon completion, they are given 

their kids back, but not me. Furthermore, my children never witnessed abuse, 

they can’t witness what didn’t happen and how could they witness anything when 

they have been kept from me? The allegations against me were not new 

allegations, they were the same allegations dating back to 2012, how is that Fair 

and Just? Despite the illegal and wrongful acts of DCFS, the COURT and the 

grandparents gone rogue (Please see CT Vol 7 Pg 1599),  my responsibilities 

and duties are to my Children.  

So despite the grandparents gone rogue stating falsities about their daughter 

being a single parent, which is impossible since I been with their daughter over 

10 years, we are married (opposite of single) and even prior to marriage were in 

a committed relationship, of which I fathered all our children, and have always 

provided for her and our children in every way-financially, emotionally, physically, 

spiritually and mentally as a Man and Father. The other comments regarding 

abuse, I presume are about me since it states “over the last few years” and I 

have been together with Kanika over 10 years. I don’t know what abuse, if any, 
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Kanika experienced before me because she never told me about any physical 

abuse or domestic violence type of relationship. What Kanika tells me and has 

told me about her Life, with me and before me, I hold in the utmost confidence, 

she is my Friend and my Wife. I know she hasn’t experienced any abuse from 

me, but what her parents have done to her, have said to her, and is most 

definitely abusive and sickening.. As her husband and my children involved, of 

course I don’t like it, but I always tell her their her parents so she still must 

respect them. My In-laws don’t know me, never have gotten to know me, so 

everything they say about me and Kanika relationship are lies. At the time the 

disparaging comments made by the grandparents gone rogue, were made about 

their daughter, which there are numerous, but the specific ones dated May 22, 

2014, Kanika barely had any contact with both her parents and what contact she 

did have was for the sake of our children. She tried to work on building a 

relationship with her parents, despite them telling her to her face, they want to 

adopt her children. It became too much and in Summer 2015, after her father 

tried to Sue her in another Court regarding a separate matter outside of Children 

Court, she stopped hoping that her parents would be the parents she grew up 

with and accepted that they are the people who have conspired, lied, cheated 

against her and I for the purpose of adopting our children. I support my wife in 

her decision making and have stayed focus on the best interest of my children.  

I appealed Judge Downing findings and Orders (Please see CT Vol 7 Pg 1812), 

the Appellate Court denied me my Right to Minor 3. I filed the first of many WIC 

388 Petitions (Please see CT Vol 7 Pg 1819-1842) and each Petition was 

denied by Judge Downing. I completed the Case Plan for Minor 3 (Please see 

CT Vol 9 Pg 2269-2273). 
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On 9/29/14 (Please see CT Vol 8 Pg 1874), the Court has the WIC Section 

366.22 Review Hearing for Minor 2 that was supposed to be held no later than 

2/15/14 in compliance with WIC Section 366.22 which states “...the 

permanency review hearing shall occur within 18 months after the child 

was originally removed from the physical custody of his or her parent 

...After considering the admissible and relevant evidence, the court shall 

order the return of the child to the physical custody of his or her parent r 

legal guardian unless the court finds, by a preponderance of the evidence, 

that the return of child would create a substantial risk of detriment to the 

..child..The social worker have the burden of establishing detriment...The 

failure of the parent to participate regularly and make substantive progress 

in court-ordered treatment programs shall be prima facie evidence that 

return would be detrimental...Whether or not the child is returned to his or 

her parent, the court shall specify the factual basis for its decision. If the 

child is not returned to a parent, the court shall specify the factual basis for 

its conclusion that return would be detrimental. 

WIC 366.22, Hearing for Minor 2 took place and it was founded for me, that 

DCFS did not provide reasonable services for the possible return of Minor 2 to 

me and  Family Reunification Services were Ordered  to continue, as for my 

 wife, she was found to be in compliance with the case plan, but the Court 

Ordered Family Reunification services terminated. I bring this up because the 

Court consistently made contradictory rulings and orders in this case. 

The Court consistently took the Social Worker Report into consideration, but 

didn’t take the relevant evidence I presented into consideration.  

Here, the Court admitted DCFS was not servicing the Case properly, but still 

didn’t make the appropriate Order. Judge Downing knew that I wasn’t receiving 
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Services, that I completed the Court Order Case Plan for Minor 1 and Minor 2, 

was enrolled in 52 Week Program to get Minor 3 home, but still stated that 

Return of Minor 2 to me provided a substantial risk of detriment. What is 

detrimental are the lies that were told to get the Case to this point and the failure 

of the Court to follow the Law. Judge Downing never specified why she wasn’t 

returning Minor 2 just that she wasn’t returning her. She never specified the 

factual basis for the conclusion that she was drawing, she just made arbitrary, 

contradictory rulings, time and time again. Whenever she had the opportunity. 

She would make one ruling that made sense, and three Orders that made no 

sense at all, completely contradicting herself and prolonging the Case, only to 

Order Adoption. She knew I wasn’t being treated fairly by DCFS whose Delivery 

Service Log had one lie after another. For example, social worker, Angelique 

Hawley Rawles reported on (CT Vol 8 Pg 1869), that my wife went to LAPD 

Southwest Division to get a restraining Order against me, which is not true. My 

wife went to the LAPD Southwest Division, which I drove her to, to report the 

Social Worker threatening to take our daughter Minor 3 from us if she didn’t get a 

restraining order on me. The social worker at the time, Lia Jones, threatened to 

take Minor 3, which she did and make sure she never gets her back (were her 

words), and put a AMBER Alert on my wife and child, if she attempted to leave 

the State with Minor 3. My wife told the Southwest Division Representative what 

Lia Jones said and the Representative asked my wife had I threatened her, she 

said NO, the Representative asked had I threatened Minor 3, she said NO, the 

Representative, said well you can’t get a restraining order on him. My wife told 

the Representative can you tell the social worker and Court what you are saying 

here. The person said she couldn’t go to Court, but gave her a Card with the 

Time and Date and her Name on it. My wife presented this information to the 
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Court at the Detention Hearing for Minor 3. My wife never went to the LAPD prior 

to Minor 3 being illegally detained as reported in the Delivered Services Log.  

The Case has periodic Review Hearings, there is consistent Continuances due to 

no fault of mine,  I am enrolled in the 52 Week Program, approved by DCFS in 

California, and I have a Visitation Schedule with all three of my children with my 

Aunt Eula as the Monitor or DCFS (Human Services Aide (I ) Worker Ms 

Rashawn, and the Court Orders that I can visit my children with my wife on 

4/14/15 (Please see CT Vol 9 Pg 2121).  The section regarding Visitation was 

the only thing that changed in over 5 months of going to Court and having the 

Case continued. The issue of Visitation was also a contradictory one throughout 

the Case because sometimes it was stated that we, my wife and I, could visit our 

children together and other times it was not. 

Then I presented my evidence in preparation for Trial, showing a lot, but not all, 

that had been done in effort to get my children home (Please see CT Vol 9 Pg 

2145-2184). NOTE: My wife completion information is included, the way the 

transcripts were placed together, it all compacted together and not separated).  

Around March 2015, CK89770 was assigned to yet another social worker, the 

seventh social worker, Gerald Udenezue. Gerald wasn’t on the Case long, but 

his lies, like the other social workers, had a lingering effect. The lie that led to the 

biggest lie, was reported by CSW Gerald in the Last Minute Information for the 

Court on 4/14/15. Each social worker submitted Last Minute Reports Often,, 

prohibiting me and my Counsel time  to present evidence to contradict their last 

minute lies or no Report at All, causing the Case to be Continued. Gerald chose 

the former, to Report Last Minute Lies to the Court on April 14 , 2015 (Please 

see CT Vol 8 Pg 2108-2110).  When we were released from Court, I TEXTED 
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CSW Gerald Udenezue about his lies, what I said via text is on (CT Vol 9 Pg 

2140-2144).  

I learned over time that the social workers will take your words and twist them, so 

my communications with them were very sparingly over the phone, and always 

informing the social worker that the call was being recorded, usually when I 

stated the call was being recorded, they would get off the phone immediately and 

email me, which was what I wanted so there was no misunderstanding or 

misinterpretation. 98% of my communication with the social workers throughout 

this Case has been via text and email (I have every email I ever sent about this 

case and what was sent back to me) because the social workers assigned to 

Case CK89770 are untrustworthy, lack integrity and just flat out Liars.  

My last phone conversation with Gerald was in regards to my son being sick at 

the visitation and he reported lies, so of course I didn’t want to talk to him, so he 

could spread more lies, but he managed to do just that without me even talking to 

him.  

Like previous social workers, Gerald made erroneous bogus recommendations 

about my visitations and about me as a Father without knowing me, without 

adhering to the recommendations of licensed counselors, without listening to 

those who do know me,   without  ever observing me with my children, without 

reading this case history and without respecting me as my children Father.  

Specifically on June 10, 2015, Gerald took the stand and stated the 

following: 

 

Attorney:  Can you please examine the documents, tell me, have you ever seen 

it before or a copy of that document? 

Gerald: I think I have seen it. (RT Vol 1 Pg 226) 
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“Gerald: Lately, based on what the Grandparents have indicated, but like about 

a month ago there was a problem, which either parent addressed objectively 

Attorney: Where is that in this Report, sir? 

Gerald: It’s—if you can look at the Last Minute of the Last Progress Report, I 

believe there’s a copy of it” 

Attorney:What problems are you referring to, sir? What alleged Problem? 

Gerald: In terms of what happened to one of the sons at the visit. 

Attorney: I’m talking about with regard to Mother’s visit with Minor 3 

Gerald : Well Minor 3 was there. I’m talking about what happened at the Visit 

Attorney: What happened, sir? 

Gerald:  It’s reflected on the Progress Report 

Attorney: Were you there? 

Gerald:  I was not there. 

Attorney: Okay 

The Court:  Well Mr. Udenezue, you’re saying something happened. He’s asking 

you what happened. Don’t refer him to a Report. If you made a decision based 

on something happened, what is the something that you’re talking about? 

Gerald: Well it appears that the son had a problem was hyper ventilating 

subsequent to running track with dad. That was indicated. And then they had to 

seek help. 

The Court: Okay. 

Gerald: So I received a Report from—Dad called me about the Incident and 

subsequently Maternal Grandmother called me. I spoke with her. The Report I 

got was totally different from what dad said to me. 
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The Court: Okay.So you’re saying you got two versions, one from the 

Grandfather and one from the father? 

Gerald: Also Mother and two versions, one from doctor—I also interviewed the 

Child. 

The Court: All Right. Subsequent to that. Next Question, Mr. Hunter. I think we 

figured out what the incident was. 

Attorney: Now have you ever monitored any of the visits between Miss Grant 

and her children? 

Gerald: I have not. 

Attorney: Have you talked to the H.S.A. that has been monitoring Mother, Miss 

Grant’s visits with the Children? 

Gerald: I have not been able to speak with the HSA, I spoke with the Monitor. 

The person monitoring. 

Attorney: And have they relayed any concerns during the visits between Miss 

Grant and the Children? 

Gerald: Well, what was told to me, appears to be a concern what is inconsistent 

with what dad said. 

Attorney: Sir, I’m asking you did the general nature of the mother’s visits, as 

reported by the monitor to you—let me back up. As part of your duty as the CSW, 

you—your---you report to the Court as to the nature of the quality of parents’ 

visits that you’re servicing; correct? 

Gerald: Yes. 

Attorney: And as part of that, you—you—do you normally talk to monitors of the 

parents’ visits before writing reports. 

Gerald: Yes. 

Attorney: Did you do that in this Case? 
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Gerald: Well I didn’t speak with them—I with them—I am Sorry. I spoke with 

them on the day the Report was submitted. 

Attorney: Who’s been monitoring Miss Grant’s visits over the last month? 

Gerald: Miss Eula. Miss Eula Johnson. 

Attorney:  Have you spoken to Miss Eula Johnson about the Mother—the nature 

and quality of mother’s visits since she’s been monitoring them? 

Gerald: I spoke with her on occasion, then I spoke to the Grandparents. They 

indicate that it was fine. So I didn’t need to spoke to her at this point in time.” 

(Please see RT Vol 1 Pg 232-235) 

The above thread is set out so you can see a snippet of what I was dealing with, 

with regard to this particular social worker, who was just one of many 

incompetent social workers.  

When Gerald was asked about the very important, Court Ordered Case Plan 

Document, which states what a Parent must complete in order to get their case 

closed (in normal circumstances, not my case), Gerald said “I think I have seen 

it.”. He didn’t even know for sure what the Case Plan was. The question was 

asked to him by my wife then appointed Attorney, Trane Hunter. Then Gerald 

wants to talk about the visit that took place a month prior, when the Attorney is 

trying to find out what he knows about the nature and quality of my wife visits 

with my children. Gerald wants to put something on the Record negative, when 

he admits that I contacted him, the grandparents contacted him and then there 

was opposing stories. It was never clarified on the Record, what was the real 

story because Judge Downing interjected and started speaking for Gerald, 

saying what he meant, but never said. It was clear though that Gerald never did 

ask the monitor, Eula Johnson, my aunt, and monitor for many of me and my 

wife’s visits, about the visits, of which he admitted he only talked to her on the 
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same day he submitted the last minute report!, but as a CSW it is his duty to talk 

to the monitors and report to the Court the visits. He admitted he also never went 

to one visit, but yet is reporting to the Court how everything is going and putting 

his own personal opinions, when he has no facts to support his reports based on 

the fact that he is not doing his job. The Judge is hearing all of this and still 

makes rulings against me and my wife! What is alarming about this social worker 

and all the social workers, is how much they depended on what the grandparents 

gone rogue stated. Gerald admitted that the grandparents said the visit was 

good, so he didn’t need to go any further with it, when they weren’t even at the 

visits. The above is just one day of many days, nights, weeks, months and years, 

that I endured the Bias of the Social Workers and the Court. 

This hearing was very revealing, but the Judge still wouldn’t do what was right. 

Gerald admitted on the Record that the grandmother (Katie Grant)/Defacto 

Parent/Prospective Adopter of my children, stated the following to Gerald 

(Please see RT Vol. 1 Pg): 

Attorney: Did you ever have a conversation with the grandmother about her 

understanding of what happened with—during the alleged—rather during the 

domestic violence incident? 

The Court: Mr. Hunter, let’s start that all over. 

Attorney: Now isn’t it true that the maternal grandmother called you and you 

guys had—you two had a conversation about the domestic violence between the 

parents in Georgia (Alabama)? 

Ms. Deol: Relevance. 

Ms Gentry: Vague as to time. 

The Court:  Overruled.The Answer is Yes or No. 

Gerald: Yes. 
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Attorney: and she told you that—she reported to you that the—that the—that her 

grandson continued to relive that incident; Correct? 

Gerald: Yes. 

Attorney:  and she reported to you that it bothered her that there was a gun 

involved during this incident; Correct? 

Gerald: Yes. 

Attorney:  and have you ever looked at the sustained Petition from the original 

allegations from Georgia (Alabama) in terms of what the actual language of the 

Petition says? 

Ms Deol: Objection. Vague. 

Ms. Gentry: Misstates. 

The Court: First of all, I’ll sustain those objections, but under 352. 

Attorney: I’ll move on, your Honor. 

The Court: Thank you. 

Here, the Court is in knowledge that the matters being reported by Katie Grant to 

Gerald, are out of their Jurisdiction. They have the State wrong, it is Alabama, 

not Georgia, but neither State is California. Katie Grant is telling the social worker 

lies and the social worker is going along with it without even checking their own 

Reports and Previous social worker reports. That is why I say each of the social 

workers were incompetent because no one read the Petitions, what was 

sustained and what wasn’t, they just did what the previous social worker did, 

which was nothing to reunify the family, submit last minute reports and continue 

the case Gerald admitted where he was getting his information that was the basis 

of his reports and that was the grandparents gone rogue. They went so far as to 

state that there was a gun involved, when even three years prior, when Tim Reeff 

had the Case, there was no mention of a gun. The person who brought up a gun 
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was Katie Grant and Gerald Udenezue reported that and then reported that my 

son continued to relive something he didn’t first live because he was not there, 

which if the social worker and Court were paying attention, they would see that 

the Record reflects that. There was no domestic violence in Alabama or Georgia 

or California, yet the social workers are placing this type of damaging, 

disparaging information in the last minute reports and the Court is allowing it. As 

much as Judge Downing interjected, she never said, these allegations aren’t 

even in the State of California, so they are irrelevant and further these allegations 

were not sustained, so they can not be considered.  

Then with regard to liberalizing visitation Gerald states:”Well now based on my 

observation. I’m the one that bring the issue to, no one should bring it to me in 

terms of liberalizing the visits.” (Please see RT Vol. 1 Pg 237). This is telling of 

the type of person Gerald is because liberalizing the visits isn’t about who tells 

what to who first, its about reunifying the family, and giving the family more time 

together, especially in light of complete compliance. At that time, my wife was in 

complete compliance of her Case Plan and I was in progress of completing a 52 

Week Batterers Program,when I never battered anyone, and still we were doing 

monitored visits with our children. Like I said, every roadblock that could be 

placed, was placed before us. Then he contradicted himself when he stated: 

Gerald: Mother does not speak to her, sir. Mother cannot express herself to you 

directly. She goes through what Father says. When I’m talking to her, Father is 

next to her. Mother—I want mother to speak independently. I cannot, as a social 

worker, recommend child go home where mother cannont act on her, on her 

behalf. 
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Attorney: You reported to the Court and on 4/14/15 that the Mother—that you 

visited the Mother on 4/1915 and she was polite and respectful for the visit; is 

that still true, today? 

Gerald: She visited me. She was respectful. 

Attorney:  You also commended her complying with Court Orders and inquired 

about her, as far as aspirations, did this happen? 

Gerald: Yes.  Yes. 

Attorney:  When you inquired about aspirations, did she respond to you at all or 

did she just say nothing? 

The Court:  Mr. Hunter, your question is becoming argumentative. Two, 

Compound. 

Ms. Gentry:  352. 

Attorney:  When you inquired about her aspirations, was she able to answer 

your question or answer your inquiry? 

Gerald: Yes. 

Attorney:  Was the Father there? 

Gerald: The Father was not there. 

 This is a example of how this Case became about what social workers wanted 

and not about the best interest of our children. Gerald admitted my wife 

completed the case plan, commended her completion,yet there was always a 

“BUT”. This time, it was her not being able to talk independent of me which, if you 

knew my wife, you know she has no problem talking independent of me or with 

me. My wife is my counterpart, but she is also a individual, she respects my 

individuality and I respect hers, yet we share many of the same passions and 

beliefs, so when I speak, she doesn’t have to say anything because I’ve already 

said it or vice versa.I don’t know Gerald personal life and matters and I don’t 
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want to, but he made judgment on my family, on me and my wife, erroneously 

and contradictorily. As you can see above many of his statements were robotic 

as if he were being coached by the grandparents to say things about me and my 

wife, that he had no right to say nor had any knowledge about. For example, he 

talks about his observations, when the only relevant observation would be 

between my children and I, of which he did not observe not one visit. But the 

Court allowed what he said to matter and have relevance on a Children Court 

case. The case became about the social worker and Court opinion of us instead 

of our right to parent our children despite their opinions of us.  

Like Lia Jones retaliated against me when I reported her lack of providing 

services to me and my family for family reunification, Gerald retaliated in the form 

of a Restraining Order, that was granted by Judge Downing claiming I left a 

threatening voicemail  (Please see CT Vol 9 Pg 2187-2194).  When we were in 

Court he stated I threatened him while talking to him, which is what liars do, they 

often change up their story. The Truth is, I didn’t have a conversation with him at 

all. I called him upon the Request of my Counselor who asked me to call him on 

three way so he could ask him why he Reported that he talked to My Counselor, 

when he NEVER talked to Minister Roger Davis about the 52 Week Program I 

was taking and my progress with it. 

Like the allegations against me from the beginning, there was no evidence 

or relevance to my Right to Parent my Children, this case, the longer it stayed 

open, the more bizarre it became. It became more and more about personal 

feelings, character traits, whether or not the social worker liked me, whether or 

not the Judge liked me, and less about my children best interest, my rights as 

their Father, and my children rights to me as my children.  
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There was NO EVIDENCE OF THIS ALLEGED THREATENING VOICEMAIL., 

 yet Judge Downing granted the Restraining Order From a snapshot that was 

taken of me calling Gerald and his Report on June 11, 2015 (Please see CT Vol 

9 Pg 2216), it’s evident that Gerald was using a iPhone because the Interface of 

the Snapshot of my Contact Information is that of a Apple Product, based on the 

Text Font, place of the name and date stamp, and the Option to use FaceTime, a 

intellectual property of Apple Products that is the Option across all Apple Devices 

which are iOS compatible-iPhone, iPad, Mac Pro, that only Apple offers (there is 

no FaceTime on Android Smartphone and Tablet devices). With Apple Phones, 

like any other Smartphone, Android or Windows, the controller of the phone, in 

this CSW Gerald, had the Option to Save the Voicemail with just a click of the 

button. He could have Recorded the Voicemail to another device or Archived the 

Voicemail,  just like any other person with a Smartphone has done and does 

every day when they want to save a voicemail message. The Voicemail 

Application is preloaded on  EVERY IPHONE AND CAN NOT BE DELETED, it 

can be stopped by the User, but not Deleted because it is deemed a essential 

part of the Phone functions. Voicemail goes back to the 1970s and even then 

there was a similar way to Save Voicemails and Repeat them if needed. So why 

wasn’t the alleged voicemail produced by Gerald and why didn’t the Court ask 

him to produce the Voicemail? The answer is Lack of Care, Malicious 

Perversions of Law and putrid disgust of me as a human being and Father, 

despite the fact that no social worker knows me, never knew me, and only met 

me because of this illegal case against me that kept getting continued..  

The Court didn’t care if what Gerald alleged was True, all they cared about was 

continuing this case for profit, assassinating my character to justify having this 
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case open and undecided for so long,  and the interest of the grandparents gone 

rogue who , strangely, want to adopt their grandchildren,  

I didn’t even have a conversation with Gerald, I merely stated “My counselor 

Roger Davis is on the line”  I didn’t leave a voicemail, my counselor did talk to 

him but he did not leave a voicemail. My counselor didn’t threaten him, I didn’t 

threaten him, Gerald  just made up a story and Judge Downing believed it.  

CSW Gerald wasn’t forced  to produce any evidence of his claims, he just made 

a claim, wrote something down, presented it to the Judge, the Judge said OK 

that happened and that was it. There was no regard for the TRUTH!  There was 

no regard for my children that missing priceless time with their Father. Judge 

Downing and CSW Gerald were playing games, like childish immature games, 

not fun, playful games. 

The Conversation between Minister Roger Davis and CSW Gerald wasn’t even 

about Gerald, just like this Case isn’t even about abuse to my children. The brief 

conversation was about what Gerald was doing and not doing. Gerald was lying 

in the Social Worker Reports, saying he talked to the Counselor when he didn’t 

and he wasn’t using his Best Effort to reunify my family, which is what he gets 

paid to do. There is no Job that pays to Separate Families and keeps them 

Separated.  

Judge Downing was  deciding bogus Restraining Orders and my Case, so how is 

it possible for her to remain NEUTRAL AND DETACHED? 

The Court permitted the Restraining Order and the case in general  to be about 

 lying social workers reports, unsubstantiated allegations, frivolous claims, and 

doggish tactics instead of my Rights to my Children. 

My Counselor, Minister Roger Davis, even came to Court to testify that he had a 

conversation on the phone with Mr. Gerald and that he had advised me NOT to 
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talk on the phone with DCFS social workers since the Case had been ongoing for 

so long and it was clear that DCFS has a vendetta against me due to the 

complaints I filed, the Federal Lawsuit I filed, and based on the fact DCFS never 

once recommended return of  any of my children to their Father in over 5 

years of case history. DCFS never recommended return of my children to my 

care and custody, despite the Fact all my children are My children, the Court has 

no Jurisdiction over Me and my Family, I never abused, neglected or abandoned 

my children, I was never alleged to have abandoned, abused or neglected my 

children, I completely complied with the Case Plan, and the fact that I maintained 

contact with my children throughout this  ludicrous invasion of privacy and of 

Rights through  visitation, phone calls, and when informed, I went to Doctor visits 

and soccer games.  

DCFS kept Reporting that  I didn’t comply with the Court Order, when I 

completed it, and now they saying I threatened the social worker I didn’t even talk 

to.  Bizarre. 

Who did talk on the phone with Mr. Gerald, was my Counselor and he did not 

threaten him (Please see CT Vol 9 Pg 2216-2218). 

The Granting of a bogus restraining Order was just one more showing of the 

Court favoritism toward DCFS. Everything the social workers did and said was 

true and everything I did and said was a Lie, based on the Actions of Judge 

Downing, Judge Vasquez and Referee Terry Truong. Even if I presented proof to 

the contrary, DCFS Social Worker Report, the Caretaker Information, and the 

Minute Orders, except the Minute Order that stated the next hearing my son 

would be returned all showcase a conspiracy to Adopt my children from me 

without justification or cause.  
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DCFS took everything to the extreme from the onset of this case, preventing me 

from family. If Gerald didn’t like me as a person, he should have just asked to be 

assigned to another Case instead of lying on me, which was a available 

alternative to lying under penalty of perjury. This entire case, there was always a 

least restrictive measure that could have been taken, but the most restrictive, the 

most sinister, the most difficult to my family, the most roadblocks, the most 

inconvenient, road was always chosen by the Court, DCFS and the grandparents 

gone rogue. 

Gerald couldn’t say how I was as a Father during the visits with my kids because 

he never observed me with my kids. He can’t say how I am as a Father or 

Person because he doesn’t know me and never needed to meet me. Children 

Court is the reason Gerald met me, their failure to close this Case. THE CASE 

WAS OPEN ALMOST FOUR YEARS WHEN GERALD WAS ASSIGNED THE 

CASE. .  

Gerald, like the previous social workers, NEVER  respected me as the Father of 

Minor 1, Minor 2 and Minor 3.  Gerald, like the previous social workers, Reported 

in his social worker report, status review reports, interim reports and Last Minute 

Information for the Court that  I wasn’t complying with the Court Order despite my 

consistent concrete evidence submitted to the Court of completion of every Case 

Plan and Progress of courses Court Ordered along the way.  So, Gerald  issues 

were personal against  me and a part of a deal he made with Mr. Grant, who in 

addition to being a grandparent gone rogue, is a Licensed Attorney who tutors 

students in preparation taking the California State Bar. Gerald was in Law School 

at the time he was assigned the Case in 2015, he was Preparing for the State 

Bar.  I know this because he told my wife and asked her about her California 

State Bar experience when she took the Test. The only reasonable explanation 
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for the severity of lies told by Gerald to the Court, is that he chose to make up 

lies about me regarding my parenting and compliance with the Case, in 

exchange for Bar Exam tips, training and preparation from Willie Grant personally 

and/or his colleagues giving him a perceived advantage to taking and passing 

the hardest State Bar Exam in the Country, the California State Bar Exam. 

Gerald upheld his side of the bargain with the grandparents gone rogue and 

successfully had a Restraining Order against me, sabotaging the Progress I 

reported, assassinating my character, prolonging the Case, buying more time to 

influence the Superior Court, giving the grandparents gone rogue more 

guaranteed time with my children, and a Restraining Order on the Record when it 

came time for Appeal. Only a Masterminded manipulator would even think of this 

and carry it out, and that manipulator, Willie and Katie Grant, are Caretakers to 

my children, influencing them to behave in the same manner due to the 

recommendations of the social worker and the rulings of the Court.  

I even brought the fact that Gerald permitted himself to be manipulated to his 

attention in the text I sent him(CT Vol 9 Pg 2140-2144)  I told Gerald in the text 

that he was being manipulated because he was, and in the meanwhile, while the 

child like grownups-DCFS, grandparents gone rogues and Judge Downing- are 

plotting and scheming, my children are growing up without their parents. Gerald 

took his personal hatred for me, out on the recommendations he made, creating 

roadblocks for my family to be together with his penmanship, which is illegal and 

wrongful.  

Then the last social worker to be assigned to this Case, Laquisha Grandberri, 

followed the path of her colleagues before her and lied in the Reports as well. 

She admitted to me and my wife that what DCFS did and was doing was wrong, 

but still made recommendations that family reunification should be terminated, 
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abused the discretion to liberalize visits when there was no harm to my children, 

believed the grandparents, just the same exact experience I had already been 

experiencing for more than four years at that time.  

While I was attending the 52 Week Program, after OVER FOUR YEARS OF 

CASE HISTORY, Judge Downing Ordered me to unmonitored visitation with my 

children for 3 hours, one day a week. Then the grandparents gone rogue, as 

usual, reported that my wife was at one of the visits, which she wasn’t, and that 

was taken away. To date I have not seen my children for OVER A YEAR AND A 

HALF DUE TO NO FAULT OF MY OWN. 

I filed another 388 Petition (Please see CT Vol 10 Pg 2447-2489). This 388 

Petition outlined the text messages between Gerald and I, the emails between 

the social workers and I, the visitation log, my certificate of completions, letters 

from Counselors,and Minute Order  of 1/7/13. Judge Downing just outright 

denied it, citing that there was no new evidence and the proprosed change of 

order, recognition of sibling relationships, or termination of jurisdiction does not 

promote the best interest of the child.” (Please see CT Vol. 10 Pg 2490. 

 On 2/23/16, Judge Downing denies both me and my wife motions to disqualify 

and recuse  herself, denies my Counsel request to return my children,denies 

liberalization of the vistis  to be with my wife and children, with knowledge that we 

are married and have completed the Case Plan she has ordered for both of us 

(Please see CT Vol 10 Pg 2628).  Additionally when Judge Downing is 

confronted about her bias and knowledge of Willie Grant she states the following: 

The Court: I understand we went to the same Law School, but we didn’t go to 

school. I don’t know your Father…The Record is-We are Done. We’re in Recess. 

Come back at 1:30 if you want the Marsden. (Please see RT Vol 1 Pg 25) 
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The Court: Back on the Record. The Record should reflect the parties are now 

back in the Courtroom that were previously here. I do want to indicate there was 

a comment made--…The Court has denied the Marsden Motion. There was a 

comment made by Mrs. Williams that I apparently know Mr. Grant. Not only 

went to Law School with him, but know him. SO I ASKED MR. GRANT when 

he was at the University of West Los Angeles. He indicated that he apparently 

had gone to the University of West Los Angeles, had graduated ten years before 

I arrived on campus. So we were not in Law School at the same time, although 

we were at the same law school at a time period of time, but not at the same 

time. (Please see RT Vol 1 Pg 34). 

The statements of Judge Downing on the Record, like her rulings, are 

contradictory. Why is she, the Judge presiding over my case of which she is 

bound by Law to be “neutral and detached” talking to Mr. Willie Grant off the 

Record? She said she just talked to him, of  which she called a Recess when she 

was confronted by my wife on the Record about her and Mr. Willie Grant 

personal relationship, either as colleagues, friends or lovers, point being, they 

know each other, we don’t know the extent of their knowledge, but their 

knowledge of each other prohibited Judge Downing to be fair in this case and 

she admitted it. Judge Downing never mentions when she graduated and when 

Willie Grant graduated. They are Alumni though, and a part of the same Bar 

Associations, clubs, etc. as graduates of the same University. There is no 

coincidence that as soon as my wife confronts Judge Downing and her father 

relationship behind the scenes, pulling strings to keep our children from us, she 

calls a recess, talks to Willie Grant, admits she talks to Willie Grant, then comes 

back on the Record stating she doesn’t know Mr. Grant. Once confronted with 

the truth about her knowledge of Willie Grant,  along with every other reason 
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stated above for Judge Downing to to be off this Case, Judge Downing  still 

made erroneous rulings and Orders, that is because of whatever agreement 

between Judge Downing and Willie Grant. Adoption of my children was planned 

out in such a manner that no matter what I did, their plan was Adoption.  

 

On 4/19/16, Judge Downing denied both my Counsel and my wife Counsel 

Motion to be Relieved as Counsel, essentially forcing the Appointed Attorneys 

Villamil and Metzger to represent us, of which neither of us, both the client and 

the Attorney, did not want. Essentially, this action by Judge Downing, violated our 

rights to self representation, fundamental right to assemble, freedom of speech, 

as well as the Attorneys rights as well (Please see CT Vol 11 Pg 2675). 

 

8/16/16 

 

The Case is continued, as usual, until 8/16/16, Judge Downing states the 

following (Please see RT Vol 1 Pg 230-234: 

“The Court makes the following findings. The Court finds that continued 

Jurisdiction is necessary because conditions continue to exist which justified the 

Court taking Jurisdiction pursuant to Welfare and Institutions Code 300.  

 

As stated in the analysis below, the Court must be specific as to why they are 

conducting a act as egregious as Adoption from parents who want their children, 

in light of the fundamental right to parent. Judge Downing states there are 

‘conditions”, that continue to exist, but does not specify what these conditions 

are. The only conditions that I am aware of, is the conditions the Court placed on 

me and my wife to be what we naturally are, which are parents in every way to 
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our children. The Court placed conditions on both of  us to take care and have 

custody of our own children, without any evidence of abuse or allegation that I 

even abused any of my children. 

 

“The Court finds by Clear and Convincing Evidence that these Children are 

Adoptable.” 

It is impossible to find Clear and Convincing Evidence, where there is no 

Evidence. As stated before, there hasn’t even been a allegation of abuse, neglect 

or abandonment, so how is there clear and convincing evidence that my Chldren 

are Adoptable, when the Court never proved that they had Jurisdiction over me 

and my family, nor did they prove that I ever abused, abandoned or neglected my 

children. 

 

“The Court finds it would be detrimental to be returned to the physical custody of 

the Parents.” 

Again, Judge Downing does not specify in what way would it be detrimental to 

return my children to my physical custody. The Law requires specificity and there 

is none here. Furthermore,everything I have done to get my children home, 

shows that I am no detriment, but instead, a passionate father who loves his 

children and will fight for them, instead of just giving up and letting Judge 

Downing define me and my relationship with my family.  

 

“The Court has considered the C-1, B-1 Exception; however, as detailed by Miss 

Gentry, although the Children acknowledge and identify Mr. and Mrs. Williams as 

Mom and Dad, the parents don’t parent.” 
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Judge Downig does admit and does specifiy on  the Record is that our children  

“acknowledge and identify” Mr. and Mrs. Willaims, as Mom and Dad. Which is a 

testament to the bond we have with our children, despite everything the Court, 

social workers and grandparents gone rogue have done to separate us, our 

children still “acknowledge and identify” me and my wife as Mom and Dad. Mom 

and Dad is short for parents. When I Google search parent definition it states “a 

father or mother.”.  Minor 1 and Minor 2 know we are their parents, they just don’t 

know why they can’t be with us and we can’t be with them and they don’t know 

that their grandparents are part of the reason that they can’t be with their parents, 

they don’t know that the social workers are part of the reason, they don’t know 

what is going on and shouldn’t be in the middle of this bogus case, that is not in 

their best interest. My children don’t identify anyone else as their Mom and Dad, 

not even their grandparents. They call their grandparents ‘nana’ and ‘papa’, and 

they know that their grandparents aren’t their parents. So why would Judge 

Downing state that we don’t parent, when a parent is a mother or father? We 

became our children parents at the moment of inception and that continued from 

birth to date. That is how little Judge Downing knows, to say we don’t parent, 

when everything we have done for 5 years, as been because we are parents, if 

we weren’t our children parents we wouldn’t  have the rights to them that we do, 

which are recognized by everyone in the free world except for Judge Downing, 

Ivy Gentry, Willie Grant, Katie Grant, and every DCFS social worker that touched 

this case.  

The issue is care and custody, of which the Court has given our right to care and 

be custodial over our children to their grandparents. Who isn’t a parent to our 

children is anyone other than me and my wife. And we showed it throughout this 

entire case who we are and our children show it as well, when they are permitted 
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to talk to us and be with us, and even when they aren’t with us, we are 

acknowledged and identified for what we are- Minor 1 and Minor 2 Father, 

Roosevelt Williams, Jr.  

 

“These Children—Minor 2, has been raised by her Grandparents her entire Life, 

and although she and brother call her parents Mom and Dad, it is their 

Grandparents that provide the parenting.” 

 

When I Google search ‘parenting definition’ it states ‘be or act as a mother or 

father to (someone)’. 

This has been the whole issue the entire case. The Grandparents have acted as 

if they are which they are not and will never be, which is the parents to my 

children. Minor 2 was raised by her grandparents because she was taken from 

her mother when she was 2 days old and given to her grandmother. I wasn’t 

there, but even if I was there when Minor 2 was born, the way the Court has 

treated me the entire case, they would have taken her from me as well. The plan 

was to take Minor 2 when my wife was here fighting to get Minor 1 and then 

when I came to the State as well. For some odd reason, these grandparents 

want to raise their grandchildren as if they are their biological children. They treat 

their daughter like she is dead and have just completely disregarded her right 

and mines to our children. My children have been raised by their grandparents 

because the Court has prohibited with force, my children from being raised by 

their parents. The Grandparents petition for “DeFacto Parent Status-Step into the 

Shoes of the Parent”, because that is what they want to be, what the Court wants 

them to be, but logic, reason, God, my children and I DO NOT want them to be. 

My children love their grandparents, as grandparents, not parents. They aren’t 
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stupid, their just young, which means they are naïve. But they are getting older 

and have access to information just like any other person does and they will learn 

the Truth and the Truth is I am a Parent,which gives me the Right to Parenting. 

This Court interfered with my Life and felt I didn’t know what I already knew about 

Parenting, when the fact is, I had already raised 3 children before meeting 

Kanika and starting a family with her, so I knew what it takes to Parent and I was 

fine with Parenting with my wife, my children.  The Court had no right to give my 

Right to bring up, raise, look after, take care of and be there for my children to 

anyone else, specifically the grandparents. Taking my children from me illegally 

and giving them to someone else does n’t make that person a Parent, it makes 

them a co-conspirator to a kidnapping. Stealing something or someone that does 

not belong to you, does not make the item or person yours, it makes them stolen. 

 

“The Court is also considering the possibility of trying to do a legal guardianship, 

but since this Court’s Preference is a Permanent Plan and the Court notes that 

trying to Craft a Legal Guardianship Plan, that would not be detrimental to these 

children, in that it would run smooth. They would have Permanency. They would 

not be subject to Mr Williams’ decision not to visit or Mr Williams decision to take 

these child out of the State of California or various other things that Mr Williams 

has done, which have made it difficult for hi m to conduct visitation in the 

Appropriate manner.” 

 

The statement above is why I tried so hard to get this Case out of Judge 

Downing hands. She is extremely biased against me and just hates me as a 

Person and as a Parent. She goes on about her Preference, which is quite 

arbitrary and not objective. She has conducted this Case the entire while in 
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accordance to ‘Preference’ and not  Logic, Legal Precedent. She is just 

unreasonable in her findings and conclusions because they don’t align with the 

facts. What is detrimental to my children is a Judge who doesn’t want children 

who have never been abused by their father, to be with their father, for whatever 

reason. What is detrimental is a Judge that really thinks she has a Right to even 

have a Preference about decisions concerning my children. What is detrimental 

is a Judge that doesn’t bother to read the cases before her because if she looked 

at the facts she would know that I was consistent with visiting my children, 

despite having to travel back and forth from Alabama to California, which is why 

my children know who I am despite every effort by the Court, the grandparents 

and the social worker to erase me from my children lives. The fact is that every 

CSW that monitored my visitation and observed me with my children, had 

positive remarks regarding my visitation (Please see CT Vol 4 Pg 1019-1023, CT 

Vol 9 Pg 2129-2133). The HSA Worker Rashaun Davis reported positive remarks 

to the Court in person, testifying to what she observed regarding my bond with 

my children. Judge Downing disregarded all the positive interactions I had with 

my children that were solidified by social workers who observed me with my 

children, and instead took the word and social worker report  of a social worker 

who never saw me once with my children, CSWs Gerald Udenezue, 

LaKiesha.Granberri and Lia Jones.   

What is detrimental is having a Judge like Judge Downing decide family cases 

because she can but shouldn’t. What is detrimental is a Judge stating that I 

shouldn’t take my children out of the State of California, when they are my 

children and if it weren’t for this case, they would be traveling with me all over the 

country. The grandparents have taken my children out of the State numerous 

times and there was no issue with that, so why would there ever be a issue, with 
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me, my children father, taking them out of the State if I wanted to? This is what I 

been saying the whole life of this case of the consistent disrespect and lack of 

acknowledgement of who I am.  

Again, her statements are vague and subject to more than one definition. Judge 

Downing stated on the Record that there are “various other things” I have done, 

like what? What have I done other than Challenge this Case from the beginning 

to now, do what was Court Ordered, visit my children and still be denied to care 

for them like any other parent does their children. What have I done other than 

travel back and forth to California for over 5 years to get this case closed. What 

have I done other than call my children daily and be denied even talking to them. 

What is she talking about? Judge Downing should look at what she has done, 

how she consistently failed to act in my children best interest, and forced them to 

stay at their grandparents when they want to be with their parents just like any 

other kid does. No one is thinking about my children but me and it is ludcrious to 

think that she was appointed to her position and in position to uphold the Law 

instead of break it. 

 

“The Court has decided that for these children, the best interest, the best plan for 

them is permanency, so the only way the court can achieve permanency is to 

terminate parental rights, because the Court—the evidence does not give the 

Court any confidence that Mr. and Mrs. Grant could care for their grandchildren 

without the parents constantly trying to create problems and the Court notes that 

Mr. Williams cannot even sit in the Court without blurting out things. The Court 

noticed during the length of this Case that we have had various social workers 

and Court Officials who have asked to exit themselves from this Case because 
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dealing with Mr. Williams and Mrs. Willaims has proved to be problematic and 

difficult.” 

 

If you do not see the bias, slant, prejudice, favoritism in the above statement on 

your own, then I will point it out to you. First, why does the Judge want to 

permanently take my children away from me? As stated below and above, 

permanency is supposed to be the last resort and carved out for parents who 

show no interest in maintaining and keeping a relationship with their children. I 

am so far from that type of parent that does not want a relationship with my 

children, that my children still “acknowledge and  identify” me as their father, 

despite not seeing me everyday and not talking to me everyday, being forced to 

visit me, undergo counseling,  and undergo disparaging remarks about me. This 

is because the blood, the bond, the love is so strong between my children and I, 

not even Judge Downing could terminate it. This whole statement Judge 

Downing has taken it upon herself to not act in my children best interest and act 

in her best interest. I believe she was tired of me asserting my Rights every 

chance I got. I challenged her Jurisdiction, I requested her Recusal, I petitioned 

with 388 Petitions, I did everything legally possible to get my children home. I did 

not blurt out when it was not my turn to speak, I did assert challenge to her 

Jurisdiction and challenge to her rulings for lack of Jurisdiction, which is my 

Right. I filed timely motions and that was it. I didn’t disrespect her Courtroom in 

the same way and manner as she disrespected my rights to parent without 

government interference. I went through the proper chain of command to Report 

bad social workers that weren’t servicing the case and I never disrespected them 

in the manner they disrespected me. I believe that my assertion of my rights and 

challenges to the status quo is what caused Judge Downing to rule the way she 
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did because based on the Law and Facts, no Judge would reasonably conclude 

that Adoption is the best option for my children.  Judge Downing acknowledged 

that this Case has been lengthy and there has been various social workers and 

court officials. I do not know the details of why each social worker and court 

official was not on this case, for example, I was told Paula Lee wasn’t the social 

worker anymore because she had Cancer and was taking medical leave, Lia 

Jones I was never told why she wasn’t on the case any more, Tim Reeff said he 

was transferring the case, there was all types of reasons I was told, but to blame 

me and punish my children with having to be with their grandparents,when they 

want to come home, is outrageious. This case is not my fault and its not my 

children fault. I have done everything in a effort to get my children home, which 

required much of me and my wife. We have been through hell and back to get 

our children home, only for this Judge to blame us for the turnover in the DCFS 

Offices, turnover in Appointed Attorneys and Judges. We didn’t ask any of them 

to be in our lives, in fact, we asked them to get out of our lives and they refused, 

so how am I the one “Problematic and Difficult” when Case should not have been 

opened in the first place. How would you feel if someone kept your children from 

you, you challenged their actions, never received relief, did everything in effort to 

get them home, only to be told over 5 years later, you have no right to them and 

the right you say you have, we’re giving those rights to some one else? 

 

“So the Court , finds that, therefore, no exception to Adoption applies in the 

Case; and therefore as to Minor 1, Birth date September 24, 2007, and to Minor 

2 , Birth date 8/10/2012, the Parental Rights of Kanika Dawn Grant and 

Roosevelt Williams, Jr, and Kanika Dawn Grant Willaims, and anyone else that 
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claims to be a Parent to this Child are hereby Terminated, each Child is declared 

free from the custody and control of their parents.” 

 

This last statement by Judge Downing is very telling because she found that 

there is no other exception but Adoption. Not Legal Guardianship, not return of 

our children, she stated her only option was to have our children Adopted in light 

of the facts that we are our children parents, the Court has no jurisdiction over 

us, the Court Ordered Case Plan was complied with and completed, visitation 

was appropriate, I came to every hearing, and each time Petition for my children 

to be with me, but there was no other choice. Then she renamed my daughter 

Minor 2  Grant, when her name is “Minor 2 Williams”. Then she terminated the 

rights of anyone who would lay claim to my children, as if there was any other 

person who had. Each person only has one mother and one father. At this time, 

Judge Downing was aware that my wife name is Kanika Dawn Williams, but yet 

she referred to her as ‘Kanika Dawn Grant’ while she terminated her parental 

rights without her even being present. Then she insinuated that there was 

“anyone else that claims to be Parent to this Child [Minor 1 and Minor 2] and 

terminated their rights too. There has been no person for over 5 years that has 

claimed  to be the Father of my Children because there is no other Father. I am 

it, Roosevelt Williams, is the Father of Minor 1 Williams, Minor 2 Williams and 

Minor 3 Williams, so why even say that when there has been no other person 

that has even come into her Court even claiming  Fatherly parental rights to my 

children, other than their biological father, me. Even if there was someone else, 

Judge Downing made it clear, that their rights are terminated as well, and again, 

as has been stated throughout this entire Appellant Opening Brief, there was 

NOT ONE CLAIM, REASONING, OR CONCLUSION THAT JUDGE DOWNING 
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TERMINATED MY PARENTAL RIGHTS DUE TO PHYSICAL, MENTAL, 

EMOTIONAL ABUSE, NEGLECT OR ABANDONMENT TO MINOR 1 AND 

MINOR 2 WILLIAMS.  

Therefore, how could her conclusion be valid, right or true, if she acted out of 

purely self-interest and not within the confounds of the Law? Judge Downing 

terminated my parental rights specifically due to her personal feelings about me 

and my challenges  to her rulings and Jurisdiction. She like the social workers, 

retaliated against me by abusing her power and discretion, making erroneous, 

non legal findings to terminate my parental rights without even a allegation of 

abuse, neglect or abandonment to any of my children and without any 

Jurisdiction to do so. 

To sum this Case up, I went from having my son stay with his grandparents 

temporarily in California, The stay of my son with his grandparents was stated 

and intended for limited time, and in no way should  be construed as a consent to 

this Case or to his adoption. To being Court Ordered to see my son in California 

and then to Parenting, Individual Counseling and Monitored Visitation because of 

the ignorance, lies, selfish and cruel nature of every person that saw, heard, 

touched, wrote about and hated on my son, opening Case CK89770.My daughter 

Minor 2 was born, given to the grandparents gone rogue, after almost a year of 

her being kept from me, I’m Court Ordered to parenting, individual counseling, 

monitored visitation and to address Minor 2 alleged Special needs. I Petition the 

Court to get a second opinion about Minor 2 alleged Special needs and was 

denied that request and denied access to Minor 2, my daughter. Then my 

daughter Minor 3 is taken from my wife directly and me indirectly, I’m Court 

Ordered to a 730 Mental Health Evaluation, a 52 Week Batterer Program 

intended for Felons and verified through more than hearsay Offenders, and 
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Monitored Visitation. DCFS throughout the entire Case had discretion to 

liberalize visits and I had unmonitored visits with my children for approximately 6 

months for 3 hours one day out the week. The Court had every Opportunity to 

close this case, that was erroneously opened, and Ordered to close it and didn’t. 

 WIC Code Section 300 has been cited in various ways and manners by the 

Plaintiff/Respondent as cause and justification for over 6 years of wrongful and 

illegal intervention, petition, detention, retention and destruction of my parental 

rights, of my children’ rights, and of my rights as a human being. The hands of 

incompetent social worker have been given the right by the Los Angeles County 

DCFS, to use the pen as a sword to carry out a form of slavery, kidnapping, and 

conspiracy along with appointed attorneys and judges. Although extremely 

illegal, after 6 years, the Plaintiff/Respondent managed to put into motion one of 

the largest displays of conspiracy, undue influence, greed and abuse of authority 

and abuse of discretion in United States History.   

 

STATEMENT OF APPEALABILITY 

 

California Code of Civil Procedure Section 904.1 which states in pertinent part : 

(a) An appeal, other than in a limited civil case, is to the court of appeal.  An 

appeal, other than in a limited civil case, may be taken from any of the following: 

(1) From a judgment, except (A) an interlocutory judgment, other than as 

provided in paragraphs (8), (9), and (11), or (B) a judgment of contempt that is 

made final and conclusive by Section 1222; (2) From an order made after a 

judgment made appealable by paragraph (1) and California Code of Civil 

Procedure Section 902 which states, “Any party aggrieved may appeal in the 
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cases prescribed in this title.  A party appealing is known as an appellant, and 

an adverse party as a respondent. 

The Laws of this State protect my Right to Appeal the erroneous Judgment and 

Order of Judge Downing Ordered on August 16, 2016. I am most definitely 

aggrieved in accordance with the https://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/aggrieved definition of the word. Merriam-Webster has 

been defining words since 1828 and defines ‘aggrieved’ as  suffering from an 

infringement or denial of legal rights. In my case, there has been both a 

Infringement AND denial of my legal rights which has led to this Appeal.  

 

 

 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 

1. I am a Human Being and have certain unalienable rights, privileges and/or 

immunities; 

2. My children, Minor 1 and Minor 2 Williams are human beings and have 

certain unalienable rights, privileges and/or immunities; 

3. My children have a right to be with their father; 

4. I have a right to be with my children; 

5. I am Minor 1 and Minor 2 Williams biological father; 

6. I have certain unalienable rights, privileges and/or immunities as the father 

of Minor 1 and Minor 2 Williams;; 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/aggrieved
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/aggrieved
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7. I have certain unalienable rights, privileges and/or immunities as a United 

States Citizen (United States Constitution-Bill of Rights- First 10 

Amendments); 

8. My children have certain unalienable rights, privileges and/or immunities 

as U.S. Citizens United States Constitution-Bill of Rights- First 10 

Amendments; 

9. I have certain unalienable rights, privileges and/or immunities as a resident 

of the State of Alabama State of Alabama Constitution; 

10. My children have certain unalienable rights, privileges and/or 

immunities as residents of the State of Alabama State of Alabama 

Constitution; 

11. No California Court has Jurisdiction (legally) over me; 

12. No California Court has Jurisdiction (legally)over my children; 

13. I NEVER abused, abandoned and/or neglected any of my children; 

14. I NEVER abused, abandoned and/or neglected my wife; 

15. Everything that the State of California, Los Angeles County Children 

Court, DCFS entities and Associations have done to me and my family is 

ILLEGAL AND MORALLY WRONG! 

 

ARGUMENT 

 

Jurisdiction 

 

According to 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Department_of_Children_and_Family_Services_(Los

_Angeles_County)  is “an agency of the government of Los Angeles County. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government_of_Los_Angeles_County
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DCFS’s operations involve investigating child welfare and abuse allegations, 

foster care, and adoption.” As an agency of Los Angeles County, their 

Jurisdiction is limited to Los Angeles County. Yet, in my case, they reached more 

than 3,000 miles away and took unlawful jurisdiction over my family with 

knowledge that I and my children are and have always been residents of the 

State of Alabama.  My address: XX XXXXXXXXX, Monroeville, AL 36460 as well 

as my wife’s is stated on the initial petition (CT, Vol1, pgs 001).  So why  am I 

asserting my rights in a Appellant Opening Brief for a case that  Los Angeles 

County DCFS never had Jurisdiction over in the first place? There is no State or 

Federal Law or Statute that recognizes Dominque O Neil and Norma Jacquez 

social worker exercising Jurisdiction in a whole other State. Specifically, 

Dominique O Neil and Norma Jacquez are not licensed in the State of Alabama 

and therefore cannot petition the State of California Superior Court, Juvenile 

Dependency Division, with regards to me or my wife in any manner, but they did 

and the Court accepted this Petition with knowledge that they have no 

Jurisdiction over me or my wife. (Please see CT, Vol 1, page 001, which 

specifically states me and my wife name and address in the State of Alabama)  

 

Social Worker License 

 

. According 

http://www.socialworklicensure.org/state/social-work-licensure-

california.html#context/api/listings/prefilter,  each state has their own set of 

guidelines that a social worker must complete to be licensed in that state. Also 

according to https://socialworklicensemap.com/faq/#samestate  Frequently 

Asked Question: Is social work licensure the same from one state to another? 

http://www.socialworklicensure.org/state/social-work-licensure-california.html#context/api/listings/prefilter
http://www.socialworklicensure.org/state/social-work-licensure-california.html#context/api/listings/prefilter
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No, each state has its own regulatory board for licensing social workers. While 

some regulations may overlap from state to state, it is important to know exactly 

what your desired licensing board will require of you. 

What does “jurisdiction”• mean in the context of social work licensure? 

Jurisdiction refers to the social work regulatory board in your state or city.  

1. What does “reciprocity” mean in the context of social work 

licensure? Reciprocity is the ability to transfer licensure or certification 

from one state’s regulatory board to another state’s board in order to be 

licensed to work in that state. 

1. Is there a system of reciprocity of social work licensure? Which 

states have reciprocity? There is currently no system of reciprocity 

between states’ regulatory boards. In order to be licensed in a different 

state, you will have to re-apply for licensure with that state’s regulatory 

board. 

The websites addressed above are current © 2011-2017 

SocialWorkLicensure.org All Rights Reserved,,   © 2U, Inc. 2016, respectively. 

The Law was the same in 2011, as it is today in 2017,  CSW Dominique O’Neal 

and Norma Jacquez had no Jurisdiction over me as a resident of the State of 

Alabama, they had knowledge that they had no Jurisdiction or Authority over me, 

yet they petitioned the Superior Court, Juvenile Dependency Division to create 

Case Number CK89770. The Court under authority of Norma Jacquez, went 

along with Dominique O Neal petition, even the Clerk Cynceria Franklin, did not 

address the error. I have never met any of these people so I don’t know if it was 

initially done in error, negligently or intently, I wasn’t even notified that there was 

a hearing taking place, a petition filed, or that my parental rights were in jeopardy 
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and that Case CK89770 was officially created on 9/21/11.  To date I never met 

Dominique O Neil, but she did call me, she didn’t state anything about a case 

being opened, about my kids being adopted and permanently placed with the 

grandparents gone rogue. She didn’t identify herself as a social worker nor 

 intentions to petition for my son to be detained.  I sent her a letter  and it stated 

in pertinent “I, Roosevelt Williams have custody of my son at this time until 

his mother Kanika D. Grant is able to take care of him, and I must be 

notified immediately of any decision the grandparents make concerning my 

son.” (Please see CT, Vol.1, 0042 for full details of the letter NOTE: Letter 

was addressed to Dominique O’ Neil and not in RE: CK89770 because I was 

not aware of her intentions, but I made her aware of my intentions. 

I  initially consented to my son being at his grandparents, just like any other 

person has their kids go to their grandparents and stay for awhile, then come 

back home. I did not ever authorize the detention of my son, as stated by the 

Jurisdictional/Disposition Report on 10/17/11, Please see CT, Vol.1, 0069),  my 

letter to Dominique O Neil, directly contradicts this false report (please see bold 

and underline above and CT for more detail) 

My intent was to have Minor 1 stay temporarily with the grandparents gone 

rogue,  while I help his mother get better from the  illegal and wrongful 3 week 

stint she suffered and  was forced to undergo at UCLA Harbor Mental Hospital in 

Torrance, California. My wife, who was my fiancé’ at the time, was forced to go 

and stay at the hospital for 3 weeks away from our son, who had no idea what 

was going on, and from me, I was in Alabama and had no idea what was going 

on. When I called the Diamond Bar Residence and asked where Kanika was, I 

was told by the grandparents gone rogue, that she was studying for the Bar, in 

reality, she was left to rot away in a Hospital, of which no one knew where she 
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was, except for the people who placed her there. I asked my wife why she didn’t 

call me, she said she couldn’t, the Hospital wouldn’t allow her to use their phone 

and the only other phone was a payphone, of which she didn’t have any money. 

My wife stated that while she was at the Hospital she was forced to take 

medication that she did not want or need. Kanika blacked out and was under 

extreme stress being away from our son and in a place intended for severe 

mental illness, surrounded by people who had more freedoms than her, since 

they were permitted to check themselves in and out. When Kanika was released 

she left the State of California with our son with no intention of coming back. She 

was not aware that DCFS and her parents were plotting at that time to take our 

son from her permanently, but they were (Please see CT Vol.1, 004, which states 

the date of 7/28/11, Katie Grant spoke to Dominique O Neil with regards to Case 

Number CK89770.) . When Kanika was released, the woman I know and Love 

did not look the same, talk the same, she was clearly under some type of 

halluciugens, at least that what I thought. I worked for a hospital for over 18 

years, so I knew something was seriously wrong and I knew she wouldn’t want 

our son to see her in that condition, I didn’t want him to see her in that condition, 

and it was not a good look. She wasn’t physically, mentally or emotionally 

abusive to our son, she just wasn’t her upbeat, loving, kind self, and that all Minor 

1 has ever seen from her, so,  I immediately got in contact with Kanika parents, 

grandparents gone rogue, Willie and Katie Grant, and asked them what was 

going on in California that would cause Kanika to be like this? I asked them to 

please come to Alabama to see about their daughter, they refused to come, my 

wife stated then, that her parents had her committed to the Hospital, they called 

the Police on Her, and are trying to take our Son from her and I. I thought she 

was still under the medication, because that all sounds crazy, so I sent my son to 
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stay with his grandparents gone rogue, that I was not aware had gone rogue, to 

stay temporarily until I figured out what was going on with my wife. It Turns out 

she was Right and I was Right. My wife was Right about her Parents plot, but 

she didn’t know who DCFS was and that they were involved with her parents to 

pull off this heist. Even under the heavy  medication, her motherly instincts and 

intuition were operating on all cylinders. She had vision of what her parents were 

up to and I just couldn’t see it at the time, all I could see was my wife not being 

who I and our son was accustomed to and I wanted to protect my son from that 

and I did, which was the Right decision at the time. However, that decision 

brought me to here and now, with over 5 years of fighting for me and my children 

rights, the lost of a insurmountable amount of time with my children that I NEVER 

get back, birthdays, milestones, all that gone  because of Case CK89770, 

because I did the right thing, I did what was best for my child and I don’t regret it, 

I do regret sending my son to stay with the grandparents gone rogue though. If I 

had to do over, I would have sent him to stay temporarily with my side of the 

family, who doesn’t understand how Kanika parents could do all that they have to 

her and our kids. It’s unconscionable what they have done to her, to me and our 

kids.  

It turns out my wife was misdiagnosed, was having a adverse reaction to the 

forced medication and that was what caused her chemical imbalance. (Please 

see CT Vol.1 0042).  I presented evidence of the Doctor in Alabama, Dr Lane, 

who stated that my wife was misdiagnosed, to not give her medication since she 

is having a adverse reaction to it, this information reported to social worker, once 

I had knowledge that there was a case against me and my wife, is conveniently 

omitted from the Record. 
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What Dominique O’ Neal, Norma Jacquez and Cynceria Franklin did was illegal. I 

presume their intentions were ill since it has been over 5 years of a case against 

my family in the State of California, of which California never had Jurisdiction 

over us via its social worker or its Judge and the social worker failed to follow 

procedure based on the fact that  I was still in the State of Alabama, where we all 

lived, when the case was created and I had no idea that Dominique O Neal was 

opening a case up against me or my wife and trying to take my parental rights 

when I wrote the letter to her dated 9/12/2011. I never called Dominique O’ Neil, 

she called my phone 251-593-7198 and asked me about the safety of my son 

when he was in the State of Alabama. I assured her he was Safe. I just answered 

her questions without truly knowing who she was, which is something I will never 

do again.  

 

Justice and Fairness 

 

How is this fair or Just? Something as serious as my parental rights being in 

Jeopardy for unbeknownst reasons because I have never abused, abandoned or 

neglected any of my children. 

Case CK89770 was initiated by people who have no Jurisdiction or authority over 

me and my family. According to http://www.courts.ca.gov/selfhelp-

childabuse.htm: “ Important: Juvenile dependency cases are very serious. 

They can change your life and the child’s life I know this to be true. The site 

continues “.the juvenile court gets involved in the lives of children when: there are 

concerns that a parent is not able to keep his or her child safe from abuse or 

neglect (and the court starts a juvenile dependency case). The State of 

California, Juvenile Court should have never been concerned about me, I am a 

http://www.courts.ca.gov/selfhelp-childabuse.htm
http://www.courts.ca.gov/selfhelp-childabuse.htm
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man that has already raised 3 adult children without incident. I support my family 

and have never been on Government assistance. I have never abused or 

neglected any of my children nor have I attempted to shift the responsibility of 

parenthood to others. I do not have a criminal history or record, but I am Black in 

America, so despite all these facts, a “very serious” Juvenile Dependency case 

was initiated against me that has changed my life and my children lives.  

 

Procedure 

 

The information which alleges why DCFS opened Case CK89770, stated in bold 

and underlined above within the first paragraph of the Statement of the Case, 

was filed on September 21, 2011, over two (2) months after the initial referral 

was placed with DCFS on 7/19/11 (Please see CT, Vol 1, pg 008). 

According to http://www.courts.ca.gov/1205.htm, the authorative website for the 

California Court System, the following is the way a case starts, the complete 

opposite to the way Case CK89770 started: 

 

1. How does a case start? 

A child abuse and neglect case starts when someone reports a concern that: 

 -You are abusing your child or not taking care of your child properly, 

 -Someone else is abusing your child or not taking care of him or her 

properly and you are not protecting your child from that, or 

 -Your child is in danger of being abused or not taken care of properly 

by you or someone else. 

http://www.courts.ca.gov/1205.htm
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As stated above and throughout this Appellant Brief, I never abused any of my 

children, a report was never initiated against me, I am not a resident of California 

such that the procedure applies, furthermore, the procedure does not apply. 

Reports that a child is being abused or neglected are usually made to the police 

or to social workers. When a child abuse and neglect report is made, the social 

worker or police officer is required to investigate. If a police officer gets notified 

first, he or she will usually turn it over to the social worker for investigation. 

According to the Detention Report (CT Vol. 1,  006-0012), the police were called 

to the Diamond Bar Residence on 7/19/11,  my wife was detained by police then 

sent to UCLA Harbor Medical that day and stayed there for 3 weeks, the report 

said she fled, but she said she got her clothes and our son and left the State with 

no intention of coming back and no knowledge of Case CK89770. To flee, she 

would have to have knowledge that someone was after her, and they were after 

her, DCFS, she just didn’t know it. At no point was there a investigation done on 

me, yet I was named and Ordered to unmonitored visits in the State of California 

and Family Reunification Services (Please see 9/21/11 Minute Order CT, Vol. 1 

0052).  How could this erroneous conclusion be concluded when I wasn’t even in 

the State of California, so how could I have abused him if he is not anywhere in 

my vicinity?  

A social worker investigates by talking to you, your child, people who know you 

and your family, and by looking at where you live. The social worker can talk to 

your child at school without you being present. The social worker does not need 
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a court order to talk to your child at school, as long as there is not a police officer 

present when the social worker talks to your child. After the social worker talks to 

your child at school, he or she has to tell you that s/he interviewed your child at 

school. 

The investigation never was even conducted, it was only when Minor 1 was sent 

back to the State of California did DCFS think it was a good idea to Open up 

Case CK89770. Two months had already passed, so any immediate threat or 

issues perceived by DCFS with regard to my Wife, wouldn’t have been there. 

After investigating the social worker will do one of the following: 

 Not take any action. The social worker will do this if he does not find 

evidence of abuse or neglect that requires court involvement. 

 Offer you what are called voluntary services. These are free 

services that the social worker will help you connect to that are 

designed to help you learn how to parent your child more safely. 

 Leave your child in your care and file a petition with the court that 

asks to the court to open a case to protect your child. 

 Take your child from your care and file a paper with the court, 

called a petition, that asks the court to open a case to protect your 

child. The social worker must file the petition within two court days of 

removing your child. The social worker will take your child from you if 

he thinks the child is in immediate danger in your care. If the social 
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worker takes your child from your care he can place the child with the 

other parent (if you are separated), with a relative, or in a foster home. 

DCFS chose the last option for my child. There were other options, stated above, 

but they chose to Open proceedings against me and violate my human, parental 

and civil rights.  It states above the social worker must file the petition within two 

(2) days of removing my child. This is yet another example of the Court and 

social workers not following their own rules. On their paperwork they state my 

son was detained 9/16/11 @ 5p, but the Petition wasn’t filed until 9/21/11, that is 

more than 2 days, that is 5 days. Furthermore, the social worker NEVER took 

any of my children from my care, they just outright denied me my right to my 

children, prohibited me from coming and going as I pleased with my children, 

 and gave my inherent parental rights as the biological father of Minor 1 and 

Minor 2 to the grandparents gone rogue. 

The initiation of this case started with Minor 1, but we had more children during 

this 5 year of case history, and all but one has been illegally and wrongfully taken 

from us. 

I originally asserted that Minor 2 is my daughter from her Birth on 8/10/12. I was 

not made aware of where she was born since her mother, who is now my wife, 

was livid with me for taking Minor 1 out of our home in Alabama to stay 

temporarily with her parents, grandparents gone rogue. She wanted nothing to 

do with me and maintained no contact with me from the time she left Alabama in 

February 2012 to beyond Minor 2 Birth on 8/10/12. Even when Minor 2 was 

illegally detained, my wife still didn’t let me know. I found out later she was fearful 

that I was going to get Minor 2 and not allow her to be with her in the same 

manner as Minor 1. It turns out there was a lot for us to sort out as a couple, as a 
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family, and as parents, even if we weren’t going to be together, we needed to 

make sure that our children best interest was carried out and fighting DCFS and 

the grandparents gone rogue for our Rights, was not and is not in our children 

best interest. . When Kanika went to live with her aunt and uncle, she began to 

have a change of heart toward me. Her uncle is a Pastor and told her how 

important forgiveness was/is and that she needed to hear me out. I had been 

reaching out to her, but she finally reached back and we were able to talk and 

compare what was being done to both of us to manipulate our relationship, to 

take and keep our kids, and we decided right then to start anew, band together 

and fight this Injustice. We both apologized to each other for what we did wrong 

to one another and decided that what we wanted for our family was not co-

parenting, but  instead marriage to each other and raising our kids together. We 

have stuck together throughout all of this Injustice since October 2012 to Present 

Date.  

We at first tried to right the wrongs that my wife confessed to me and apologized 

to me about. She said she reported to social worker Tim Reeff falsehoods about 

my character to try to make sure that I wouldn’t get the kids.  There was already 

much damage done on her part to assassinate my character. She apologized to 

me, the Court and the social worker for outright lying on me, she explained that 

during the brief reconciliation period she had with her parents, her father, 

specifically, told her to report falsehoods about my character and she did. Willie 

Grant knew that the accusation is enough to make you guilty of whatever the 

reporter says with these social workers and this Court. The lies were never 

investigated and were taken as truth. Each Lie was about domestic violence that 

allegedly took place in the State of Alabama that never did take place. 

Grandfather gone rogue, Willie Grant, went so far as to get our son to lie based 
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on the Detention Report dated 12/31/2099 (this date doesn’t exist) filed on April 

27, 2012, (CT Vol. 2 Pg 0249-0250, of which our son allegedly stated to CSW 

Timothy Reeff “Minor 1 Williams stated at his placement on October 24, 2011 

that he was mad when he was given a ‘whooping by mommy. She always gives 

me a whooping at daddy’s house upstairs whenever she wants to on the butt with 

a hard belt. Daddy has a harder belt. Daddy hits my eye sometimes with his 

hand.” 

Not one of these statements is true. The grandfather and possibly the 

grandmother gone rogue planted these statements in our son and had him 

repeat them when the social worker asked him questions. Minor 1 was already 

detained (without my knowledge) and residing with his grandparents gone rogue 

for approximately two (2) months when this report was made by Tim Reeff. Minor 

1 was all of 4 years old at the time this statement was made, and not a solid 4 

years, since his birthday had just passed on September 24. The Report of my 

Child, Minor 1 statement, was reported in a effort to show me in a negative light 

as well as my wife. It was reported by CSW Tim Reeff for the sole purpose of 

 influencing the Judge, and he swayed the Judge to have our kids stay where 

they were, when his duty was to be unbiased and provide Family Reunification 

Services to me and my Wife. The Judge  just took the Word of the Social Worker 

without looking at the facts and history of this Case.. If the Judge was looking at 

this Report, he wouldn’t have even let the statement of a 4 year old be reported. 

 Something as serious as what was reported, would require cross examination, 

oath and clarity of whether Minor 1 understood what he was saying and who he 

was saying it to. I don’t know if my son actually said these things about me and 

his mother, I just know what was reported.  The California Rules of Court states 

the following and this is applicable to hearings, not false reports by the social 
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worker. This Rule should have been applied in our case.  2017 California Rules 

of Court Rule 5.250. Children’s participation and testimony in family court 

proceedings 

 

(a)Children’s participation 

 

This rule is intended to implement Family Code section 3042. Children’s 

participation in family law matters must be considered on a case-by-case basis. 

No statutory mandate, rule, or practice requires children to participate in court or 

prohibits them from doing so. When a child wishes to participate, the court should 

find a balance between protecting the child, the statutory duty to consider the 

wishes of and input from the child, and the probative value of the child’s input 

while ensuring all parties’ due process rights to challenge evidence relied upon 

by the court in making custody decisions. 

The social workers in this case never acted in my children best interest. They 

consistently placed my children in adult matters that didn’t involve them. The 

statements reported by the social worker allegedly stated by son should not have 

been reported at all due to his young age and ease of influence by the 

grandparents gone rogue. My son was already away from his parents for over 2 

months when he being asked about what did or didn’t happen in Alabama. The 

social worker had no right to even ask him about Alabama, since they have no 

jurisdiction there and the grandparents gone rogue had no right to place 

falsehoods in his head to state to the social worker, but that is exactly what 

happened. There has been much debate about whether or not a child can be 

deemed a competent witness (Please see Federal Rules of Evidence (FRE 

 601).  
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In each analysis, the premise is that the child is on the witness stand, which 

makes Tim Reeff Detention Report dated 12/31/2099 ,outright ILLEGAL. In a 

article published on 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/innocence/readings/myers.html, 

which highlights Articles about show topics and Issues from the critically 

acclaimed Show “Frontline”, The  Article  entitled  The New Era of Skepticism 

Regarding Children’s Credibility written by John E.B. Myers, University of the 

Pacific, McGeorge School of Law from Psychology, Public Policy and Law, 1995 

I American Psychological Association, Inc. 

There is increasing skepticism regarding children’s credibility. Three sources of 

this skepticism are discussed. First, the popular media is increasingly skeptical of 

a child witnesses. Whereas press coverage of child victims during the 1980s was 

largely positive, coverage during the 1990s indicates increasing doubt about 

children’s credibility. Second, some writers in the psychological literature portray 

children in an unnecessarily negative light, contributing to unwarranted 

skepticism. Third, the 1994 decision in State v. Michaels is likely to exaggerate 

doubts about children’s memory and suggestibility.  The Article states in pertinent 

part: The law has long been ambivalent about children’s credibility. In early days 

children were precluded from the witness stand. In Jewish history, for example, 

witnesses had to be “of full age, that is, more than thirteen years old....”3 In 

England, great stock was placed in the oath, and children who did not 

comprehend the divine penalty awaiting perjurers could not testify.4 The 

minimum age may have been 7, and children below that age were “regarded as 

always wanting” the capacity to testify.5   

My child was 4  years old and was taught right then and there to Lie, how is that 

possibly in his best interests? If there was any issue about me and my wife, and 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/innocence/readings/myers.html
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whether or not we laid hands on our son in abusive manner, which neither of us 

has, then this should have been addressed to a Open Court, before a neutral 

detached magistrate, of which the social worker could have been cross 

examined, since my son is too young to be involved in adult like matters. Tim 

Reeff should have been ordered to come to Court to be cross-examined instead 

of permitted to make false reports in a Detention Report to influence the Judge to 

exercise wrongful Jurisdiction over my family. The Court as well as Tim Reeff 

could have and should have conducted a simple Google search of the 

Monroeville, AL address cited in the Petitions the place where the whooping 

allegedly took place, and see that there is no upstairs, it is a one story house. 

The only house that has a upstairs is the Diamond Bar, CA residence that my 

children are at right now, which can also be seen via a simple Google search. It 

is possible that my son did not make these statements and were reported or that 

he did make these statements and they were reported. This information should 

not have ever been reported to influence the Court to Continue to Detain our 

Son. Further, there was only this statement, no police report or medical report 

showing any bruising or other type of harm to our son because there was no belt 

and definitely no hit by me to my son eye. My son wasn’t even in Alabama on 

October 24, 2011, so how could I hit him and he wasn’t there? This social worker 

was permitted to report information from October 24, 2011, in a Continuance 

Detention Report dated April 27, 2012, which is six (6) months later. How could 

the Court let this happen? CSW Tim Reeff was Ordered to help my family 

Reunify, but here he is submitting to the Court why we should stay apart. When 

my son was in Alabama with me, I NEVER hit him, on his butt, his eye, 

anywhere, and it NEVER happened, yet it was reported by the social worker in 

violation of Law, Logic and Reason. The actions taken by the Court, notated and 
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discussed above, are highlighted in an effort for you to see a glimpse of what I 

have endured these past 5 years. With regard to my son portion of the Case, the 

lies continued, the case continued, there was no Family Reunification. Then the 

case took an even worse turn, the case was transferred to Compton DCFS 

Office. That when this Case went from Bad to Worse. The Compton West DCFS 

Office is home to the most incompetent, bribery prone, self-interested, and 

downright nasty people in the World. The Compton DCFS Office has a reputation 

amongst social workers and Offices, as being the worst in the State of California. 

My wife wrote a lengthy email to Tim Reeff, his supervisors, Paula Lee of the 

Compton West Office, and her supervisors, explaining with specificity why the 

case shouldn’t be transferred from Pomona to Compton. My wife was told that 

the case was transferred because she moved to Compton. My wife lived in 

Compton approximately 6 months and then she moved with her Aunt and Uncle 

in Los Angeles, of which she stayed a year, to a Apartment in Inglewood, where 

she stayed a year and then to Alabama with me. With all these moves, the Case 

hasn’t moved from Compton despite my numerous challenges, reports to 

Supervisors- Nilajah Bush, Ms Agee,  Zena Comen, Regional Director- Mr. 

Augustine, Board of Supervisors- Mark Ridley Thomas and Michael D. 

Antonovich, but the Case hasn’t moved from there despite my numerous 

petitions.   

Around the time that my wife and I came together as a family, is about the same 

time that the Case was transferred. The time was little after Minor 2 was born 

and she was detained from her mother at Birth. Again, Minor 2 wasn’t detained 

from me. The Court still was failing to acknowledge me as Minor 2 biological 

father even though I asserted that she was my daughter from the onset of Tim 

Reeff contacting me about Minor 1 in or around April 2012. Although I always 
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asserted that Minor 2 was my daughter, as early as 12/16/12 I filed the 

Statement of Parentage with the Court (Please See CT. Vol 4. Pg 0969-0971). 

The Court never respected my Parentage assertion that was backed up with 

Evidence of a Birth Certificate, according to the Minute Order-3/26/13 (CT Vol. 4 

Pg. 1002)”Roosevelt Williams requests presumed father status as to Minor 2. 

The Court has reviewed the Declaration of Paternity and the Birth Certificate. The 

request is Granted. Mr. Williams is found to be the presumed father of Minor 2.” 

What the Court construed as a Request, was actually a Assertion and one that 

the Law recognizes as such, but the Superior Court headed by Referee Terry 

Truong, from the onset wrongful Detention of my son, Minor 1, to the wrongful 

Detention of my daughter Minor 2, found me as “the presumed father”  I am 

Minor 2 Williams biological father, not her presumed father. I always have been 

her Father and I always will be her father.  According to the Law of the State of 

California, stated in clarity on http://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/free-

books/living-together-book/chapter7-4.html How to Establish Paternity, Here’s an 

overview of common legal issues regarding naming the father of a child when the 

parents are not married. By Frederick Hertz“ In some states, including California, 

the only way that an unmarried father’s name can be placed on a child’s birth 

certificate is if the father signs a voluntary declaration of paternity. If the father is 

not present at the hospital following the birth, the mother will not be able to list 

him as the father on the birth certificate in his absence—the father and mother 

will instead have to sign the voluntary declaration of paternity at a later time, and 

have the father’s name added to the birth certificate later. A voluntary declaration 

of paternity signed by both parents has the same legal effect as a court order, so 

once it is signed and submitted to the appropriate agency, the father’s paternal 

rights are firmly established. Paternity simply means “the state of being a father.” 
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When an unmarried couple has a child, it’s essential that the father’s paternity be 

established as soon as possible after the baby is born. This protects the mother, 

the baby, and especially the father, by greatly reducing the possibility that a 

judge will deny the father custody or visitation of his child, or other rights to which 

fathers are legally entitled. 

Although the Court had evidence of the Voluntary Declaration of Paternity and 

Birth Certificate, showing that I am Minor 2 father, she has NEVER been returned 

to me. Minor 2 is FOUR (4) YEARS and FOUR (4) MONTH OLD!! She has 

NEVER lived with me or her mother her entire Life. How is this justified? This is 

yet another example of DCFS not following its own Rules, Procedures and 

Guidelines, which are clear about the timeline of a Case and Return to Parents 

that have been Ordered to Family Reunification Services. DCFS is suppose to be 

involved where there is  proof of abuse, neglect or abandonment, and not a mere 

preponderance of evidence, if the decision is to remove the child(ren) from their 

home. The Child has Rights, the Parents have Rights, and DCFS has very 

limited, carved out rights to protect a child that has been severely abused, 

neglected and/or abandoned. Nothing that justifies DCFS interference ever 

occurred with either of my children, and specifically with regards to Minor 2, she 

wasn’t even alive outside her mother womb until 8/10/12, her mom and I weren’t 

in the same time and space for the majority of her pregnancy, specifically from 

2/14/12 until her birth in 8/10/12, I didn’t even see my daughter until weeks after 

she was born, during a monitored visit, my first introduction to my baby girl, so 

how could I have possibly harmed her if I wasn’t even around her? Since I didn’t 

harm her, there is no proof of any harm that I caused to her, then why hasn’t she 

ever been returned to my care? The allegations that my wife retracted were 
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never substantiated in the State of Alabama because they NEVER happened. I 

NEVER abused my wife, I NEVER abused any of my children. 

So why wasn’t Minor 2 returned to me once she was taken from her mother? 

Minor 2 has a Right to her Father, in the same manner as I have a Right to my 

Daughter.  

Below is a Chart that illustrates the Timeline and Case Proceedings for a 

Juvenile Dependency Case. The Chart shows how a Case should go, but didn’t 

go for Case CK89770. The Chart is applicable to both Minor 1 and Minor 2 since 

Minor 1 was illegally and wrongfully detained when he was 3 years old, and 

Minor 2 was illegally and wrongfully detained at Birth. The chart is provided by 

http://www.advokids.org/legal-tools/juvenile-court-process/ 

http://www.advokids.org/legal-tools/juvenile-court-process/
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The same way the Court disrespected me with regards to Minor 2, they 

disrespected me in regards to my son Minor 1. They didn’t follow their own 

procedure which is self-evident from the chart above based on the fact that this 

case has OVER FIVE YEARS OF CASE HISTORY. My children should have 

been returned to me and should not have ever been kept away from me. The 

Court and social workers are one BIG FAT CONTRIDICTION. For example, at 

the same time submitting Certificate of Completion on 11/8/12 (Please see CT 

Vol 4 Pg 841-843), The Court is making findings to limit my Right to Make 

Educational Decisions for my child, Please see CT Vol. 4 Pg 838-840). Also, For 

the Record, I have NEVER been permitted to Make Educational Decisions for 

Minor 1 or Minor 2. Even though. From the Start of this case, Minute Order 

9/21/11 (Please see CT Vol. 1 Pg 0051) states THE PARENTS  remain holder of 

educational rights for MINOR 1. So if I held the educational rights to my child, 

even despite the Court taking wrongful and illegal Jurisdiction over my child, 

Minor 1 and myself, then how come I have never been told where my son goes 

to school? Who his teacher is? How come I have NEVER been asked about what 

type of school I think he should attend? How come I haven’t been made aware of 

anything with regards to his upbringing and schooling? Furthermore, Family 

Reunification Services were Ordered to be provided by DCFS (Please see CT 

Vol. 1, Pg 0052), so how come every Detention Report of which there is a total of 

(4) for Initially Detaining (3) Children (Please see CT Vol 1 006-042, CT Vol 2 Pg 

242-285, CT Vol 3 Pg 680-702, and CT Vol 6 1542-1554) and Last Minute 

Report totaling twenty-five (25) (Please see Clerk Transcripts Alphabetical Index 

Pages 3 and 4) 
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Stated information that directly contradicted reunifying my children to my custody 

and care? Additionally, why did the Court continually and consistently permit 

such a high volume of Last Minute Reports? If the Report stated something 

negative about me or my wife, we couldn’t even effectively and efficiently counter 

the allegations because they were presented Last Minute, which gave us no time 

to prepare our arguments.  

From the beginning, the detention report named me as alleged father to my son, 

when I am his biological father, I was at the hospital when he was born, I cut the 

umbilical cord that was his source of Life in his Mother womb, I was the first one 

to hold him after he was Born, and I signed the Birth Certificate as his Biological 

Father, not his presumed Father. I never had my paternity alleged until DCFS 

threw themselves into our lives without our consent, knowledge or control, 

unprovoked, unwarranted and unfounded. The Petition stated that prior to 

intervention my son resided with his mother, when he resided with both of us in 

the State of Alabama and was with his mother in California while she was 

attending Law School. My son never gave up his residency in Alabama and he 

didn’t have to choose, as long as he was with both me and his mother or one of 

us, that all that mattered to us and that was our plan, our choice to decide as a 

family, what was best for us, our prerogative to decide without wrongful or illegal 

interference from DCFS and the Juvenile Court. We were doing fine, until DCFS 

and my mother and father in law, Willie and Katie Grant, also known as 

grandparents gone rogue, turned what was discussed and intended to be a 

temporary stay of our son Minor 1 Williams, at his grandparents house, into a 

more than 5 year case in which Judge Downing wants to Adopt our son and 

daughters away from us without justification or cause to help her friend and 

colleague, Willie Grant, to carry out the most elaborate, manipulative, conspirious 
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scheme in American Legal History. The information stated above in bold and 

underlined with regard to WIC Section 300 Please see (CT) Vol. 1, Pg 001-004 

was stated solely about my wife. There should not have been a case open 

against her, and most definitely not me. DCFS and the Court just attached me to 

Case CK89770 without any knowledge of me as a man or person, and assumed I 

was a either,  both or all of the stereotypes below of black males:  

1. Deadbeat Fathers- A person, usually stereotyped as Black or Mexican, who 

has children with several different women and does not take care of their 

biological children by providing for their family financially, for their children health, 

education and welfare. (Self-Definition) ; or 

2. Felon- one who has committed a felony; archaic: villain  https://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/felon,or a 

3.Drug Dealer 

I disprove all stereotypes and this Case proves that racism, sexism, classism and 

colorism are engrained in the Legal System that was founded on the tradition of 

equality, freedom, Justice for All. I know for a FACT, those freedoms are not 

afforded to people like me who disprove stereotypes and present evidence of the 

contrary (Please see CT Vol 4, Pgs 0976-0980) which shows that I did a 

Background check as early as November 8, 2012 which proved I have NO 

CRIMINAL HISTORY OR CRIMINAL RECORD. It also proves that this Court and 

social worker has no respect for my right to privacy since it has my Social 

Security Number exposed for anyone that attains these documents to see, 

making it very easy for some to commit Identity Theft and Stalk Me. I did a 

Background Check and the grandparents gone rogue, to date, have NEVER 

been fingerprinted, yet they have been assessed by DCFS and the Court as 

being sufficient caretakers of my children, how do they know that? It doesn’t 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/felon,or
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/felon,or
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matter because the grandparents gone rogue fit the narrative that they want, 

instead of taking themselves, DCFS, Court and grandparents gone rogue, out of 

the picture altogether and just have what is Right, Just and Fair, and that is For 

me and my Family to be together without this Case CK89770 on our shoulders. 

There was no mention of any information regarding me and why my son was 

detained from me. The only mention of me in the initial detention report alleges 

me as my son father and states my address (Please see CT pg 001). I was not 

even in the State of California when my son was brought to the attention of 

DCFS, when he was detained on 9/16/11 5:00 pm, when this Case was filed, I 

had no knowledge or notice that there was a intent to detain nor did I know who 

the Los Angeles County DCFS was and why they would want to detain my son, 

nor was I made aware that proceeding were taking place.  

 According to the Detention Report dated 9/21/11 there is acknowledgement that 

my son Minor 1, his mother and I are family it states: “This family consists of 

Mother, Kanika Grant, father, Roosevelt Williams, and the child, Minor 1 Grant, 

age 3. On 7/19/11, a 5 day referral from the child abuse hotline. The child Minor 

1 (age 3) is an alleged victim of emotional abuse (due to mother’s mental illness) 

by mother, Kanika Grant.” (CT pg 0008).  This  statement is the beginning and 

end of acknowledging that we are in fact a family. This is a mere statement that 

has not been followed with appropriate action by the Court, social workers and 

anyone who has been made aware of Case CK89770. 

http://policy.dcfs.lacounty.gov/default.htm#Child_Protection_Hotline.htm#ChildPr

otectionHotlineCalls, which states what the policy is for reports of child abuse via 

phone, and nowhere does it state that it is OK, to take someone child from them 

when they have NEVER abused their child.   

about:blank
about:blank
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At the time of the filing of the petitions against Roosevelt and Kanika Williams, 

neither Roosevelt nor Kanika were residents of the State of California, which is 

discussed above in Jurisdiction. . Kanika, my wife and mother of our children, 

Minor 1 and Minor 2 Williams, which are the subject of this Brief,  was bi-coastal 

between our residence in Monroeville, Alabama and her home that she shared 

with her parents, my in-laws, before they went rogue, in Diamond Bar, California. 

My wife renounced her residency, loyalty, and respect for California in 2011 and 

intended her permanent residency to be only in Alabama, no longer bi-coastal, to 

be with me and our family, in the State of Alabama.  I NEVER resided in 

California, and this was known by the social workers and Court at the time of 

filing the initial petition:, which states both Roosevelt and Kanika (Grant) Williams 

address as XX XXXXXXXXX XXXX, Monroeville, AL 36460 at the time this case 

was first initiated.  

This Case was passed along by Three Different Officers of the Court. First 

Referee Truong opened the Case and kept it Open until she decided to work for 

the Los Angeles County District Attorney Office in March 2013. The most 

significant Order that hasn’t been respected to this Date is noted in the Minute 

Order 3/26/13 which states  then when Referee Truong stepped down, this case 

was passed to Carlos Vasquez, also of Department 409. Judge Vasquez had this 

case opened from March 2013-May 2014. The most significant ruling he made, 

which hasn’t been respected to date is to reimburse me for having to come back 

and forth to Court, traveling from Alabama to California, only to have the Case 

continued since the Compton West Office consistently failed to have timely 

Reports to the Court and the Court kept choosing to Continue the Case instead 

of returning my children to the care and Custody of their Father. Then the Case 

was transferred to Judge Downing in Department 407 in May 2014, when my 
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daughter Minor 3 was illegally and wrongfully taken. Judge Downing chose to 

have  Case CK89770 transferred to her Courtroom by having the two ongoing 

cases of Minor 1 and Minor 2 Williams, transferred to her Courtroom, after 

deciding to detain our daughter Minor 3 Williams who had been in our care and 

Custody from birth until she was 9 months. When Minor 3 was brought to Judge 

Downing attention by Lia Jones, social worker assigned our case after 

Dominique O’Neal and Tim Reeff of the Pomona Office and Paula Lee of the 

Compton Office, she acted out of Retaliation to my reporting her to her 

Supervisor Zena Comen. I told Zena Comen the truth, that Lia Jones was being 

biased, that she acknowledged Kanika as the mother of our children, but never 

acknowledged me, that CSW Lia Jones favored the Grandparents based on the 

fact they were kept up to date about the case, and were not required to keep me 

informed about their educational progress, their doctor appointments and visits, 

Church activities, their whereabouts in the State of California or in Alabama, her 

 treatment toward me as my children father, her failure to set up scheduled 

Visitation as Court Ordered, her failure to even Respect my children and family 

lose of my father enough for my children to attend their grandfather funeral, her , 

and her failure in general as a person toward me. Days after I reported Lia Jones 

to her Supervisor, she petition the Court to take Jurisdiction over Minor 3 

Williams, when she was 9 months old. The social worker, Paula Lee tried to take 

Jurisdiction over Minor 3 when she was first born. Paula Lee, petition the Court to 

do a assessment of Minor 3, which I objected to. Judge Vasquez overruled the 

objection and Ordered Minor 3 as a newborn to be assessed. She was assessed 

and found to be perfectly healthy with no signs of abuse. Even when the Case 

was Opened by Judge Downing for Jurisdiction over Minor 3 Williams when she 

was 9 months old, a MAT ASSESSMENT was conducted and found she was 
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perfectly healthy and no signs of abuse, yet Judge Downing still opened a case 

on Minor 3 under WIC 300, and the unsubstantiated claims of domestic violence 

between me and my wife. Judge Downing essentially decided a case she knew 

nothing about because Minor 1 and Minor 2 portion of the case was already 

ongoing for 3 years when she decided to have the cases transferred to her 

Courtroom. The Court Orders and Case Plan she assigned was supposed to be 

for Minor 3, but she applied her Orders to all of our kids, even though I had 

already completed the Case Plan of both Referee Truong and Judge Vasquez 

two different times. I also completed the Case Plan and followed Judge Downing 

Court Orders, yet she decided to erroneously terminate my parental rights to 

Minor 1 and Minor 2 Williams, in light of these facts. She like Lia Jones retaliated 

against me after numerous challenges to her lack of Jurisdiction over me and my 

family, my petition to the Judicial Counsel, and my filing of a Federal Lawsuit 

against her. With all this, her rulings should not be considered to be in 

compliance with Law and Facts as required by Law, it’s a woman who has 

forgotten her Oath and Duty to be Objective and Rule logically, she chose to 

instead rule for her friend, Willie Grant, who graduated from the same Law 

School and is a part of the same clubs and Associations. She dishonored the 

Court and lacks integrity by ruling as she did, just to serve the perverted wishes 

of a grandparent gone rogue, not many people would put their career on the line 

for someone they don’t know or don’t care about, and Judge Downing is no 

different, she does know Willie Grant and she does care about him and not my 

kids or me. She is planning on retiring soon, so this all has taken place right on 

time, as they all planned it, criminal acts being carried out by Judicial Officers 

that have done the unimaginable to my family. 
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Direct Challenges to Judge Downing 

 

Preemptory Challenge (CCP Section 170.6) and Denial of Right of Self-

Representation  

On 10/19/15, I filed a Preemptory Challenge to Judicial Officer (Code of Civil 

Procedure (CCP Section 170.6 which states “I am a party…to this special 

proceeding. The judicial officer named above, before whom the trail of, or a 

hearing in, this case pending, or to whom it has been assigned, is 

prejudiced against the party…or the interest of the party…, so that 

declarant cannot, or believes that he or she cannot, have a fair and 

impartial trial or hearing before the judicial officer.”(Please see CT Vol 9 Pg 

2379).   

I filed a challenge against Judge Downing on my own and was intending on 

exercising my Right to Self Representation, but Judge Downing consistently and 

continually denied me that Right, forcing  Appointed Counsel to Represent me 

against my and the Attorney Will. 

The Rule on Self Representation is clear and summarized on  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pro_se_legal_representation_in_the_United_States#

In_civil_court which states: 

“Most U.S. states have a constitutional provision that either expressly or by 

interpretation allows an individual to represent one’s own cause in the courts of 

that state. In many instances, state constitutional provisions regarding the right to 

petition the government for redress of grievances have been so interpreted. The 

U.S. Judiciary Act, the Code of Conduct for United States Judges,[8] the Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure, the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, the Federal 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pro_se_legal_representation_in_the_United_States#In_civil_court
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pro_se_legal_representation_in_the_United_States#In_civil_court
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_U.S._State_constitutional_provisions_allowing_self-representation_in_state_courts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_to_petition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_to_petition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pro_se_legal_representation_in_the_United_States#cite_note-8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Rules_of_Civil_Procedure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Rules_of_Civil_Procedure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Rules_of_Criminal_Procedure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Rules_of_Evidence
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Rules of Evidence and the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure address the 

rights of the self-represented litigant in several places. 

Section 1654 of title 28 of the United States Code provides: “In all courts of the 

United States the parties may plead and conduct their own cases personally or 

by counsel as, by the rules of such courts, respectively, are permitted to manage 

and conduct causes therein.” 

Laws and organizations charged with regulating judicial conduct may also 

affect pro se litigants. For example, The State of California Judicial Council has 

addressed through published materials the need of the Judiciary to act in the 

interests of fairness to self-represented litigants.[9] The California rules express a 

preference for resolution of every case on the merits, even if resolution requires 

excusing inadvertence by a pro se litigant that would otherwise result in a 

dismissal. The Judicial Council justifies this position based on the idea that 

“Judges are charged with ascertaining the truth, not just playing referee... A 

lawsuit is not a game, where the party with the cleverest lawyer prevails 

regardless of the merits.”[10] It suggests “the court should take whatever 

measures may be reasonable and necessary to insure a fair trial” and says 

“There is only one reported case in the U.S. finding a judge’s specific 

accommodations have gone too far.” The committee notes to the Federal Rules 

of Civil Procedure rule 56 on summary judgments notes that “Many courts take 

extra care with pro se litigants, advising them of the need to respond and the risk 

of losing by summary judgment if an adequate response is not filed. And the 

court may seek to reassure itself by some examination of the record before 

granting summary judgment against a pro se litigant.”[11] Additionally, 

http://www.courts.ca.gov/1076.htm under the tab “Representing Yourself” states 

“There are several reasons why people represent themselves without a lawyer:… 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Rules_of_Appellate_Procedure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pro_se_legal_representation_in_the_United_States#cite_note-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pro_se_legal_representation_in_the_United_States#cite_note-10
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pro_se_legal_representation_in_the_United_States#cite_note-11
http://www.courts.ca.gov/1076.htm
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Whatever the reason, you have the right to represent yourself, to be your own 

lawyer in all cases in California. 

Lastly, “the Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution (Article VI, 

Clause 2) establishes that the Constitution, federal laws made pursuant to it, and 

treaties made under its authority, constitute the supreme law of the land. It 

provides that state courts are bound by the supreme law; in case of conflict 

between federal and state law, the federal law must be applied.” 

(https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supremacy_Clause)  

So why did Judge Downing so blatantly disregard the Rule that anyone can Self-

Represent themselves in any Court in the State of California? Because of her 

Bias, Prejudice and Special Relationship with the Grandparents. She as Judge is 

charged with knowing the Laws stated above and applying the Law fairly to every 

case assigned to her and/or transferred to her Department. She flat out lied and 

went against the Law, but her actions tell the true story. Judge Downing denied 

my preemptory challenge, stating it wasn’t timely, when there is only one Rule 

with regards to time and that Rule is stated in CCP Section 170(a)(2). That Rule 

does not deny a good faith claim of a party, me, right to get this Judge off the 

case. It like she was just on a rampage to stay on this case, when even my 

previous Attorney, requested to be relieved once they found out about the 

complaint against them in the District Court naming them as Defendants (Please 

see CT Vol.10 Pg 2431-2432), why didn’t Judge Downing do the same? Why 

wouldn’t she just Recuse herself unless she had some other interest of her own 

or of another, her friend Willie Grant, to carry out? I presented evidence that 

Judge Downing and Willie Grant went to the same Law School and are a part of 

the same Lawyer Organizations, of course she denied everything. With all these 

challenges, why not just recuse yourself from the case to make sure that I do 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supremacy_Clause
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receive fairness. Judge Downing had more reason to remove herself from this 

Case, than she did have reason to keep the Case in her Department, so to keep 

the Case ongoing, make erroneous bogus rulings, findings and Orders, doesn’t 

make any sense.  

There were more challenges on 2/9/16 (Please see CT Vol. 10 Pg 2540-2581),  

on 2/23/16 (Please see CT Vol 10 Pg 2615-2626, on 3/10/16 (Please see CT Vol 

10 Pg 2630-2637). 

Each challenge to Jurisdiction and Request of Recusal was denied by Judge 

Downing.  

Judge Downing stated in her Verified Answer of Judge Marguerite D Downing 

dated 2/22/16, that “All statements made by me and all actions taken by me in 

this proceeding have been done in furtherance of what I believe were my judicial 

duties…and I know no facts or circumstances which would require my 

disqualification or recusal in this case.” (Please see CT Vol 10 Pg 2626), were 

written with knowledge that there was a Federal Lawsuit Roosevelt Williams v. 

The State of California, et al, Case Number 2:15-cv-04781-AG-AFM, already filed  

against her and going through the U.S. District Court process. Judge Downing 

also knew that Attorneys, social workers, and other Judges were named in the 

Case, and at least one of the previous Attorneys requested to be Relieved from 

the Record due to the Federal case being filed. Yet, Judge Downing stayed on 

the Case, not giving my family and I a opportunity to have what each American is 

owed, which is a neutral, detached magistrate. 

 Roosevelt Williams, Jr. v The State of California, et al, Case Number CV-04781-

AG-AFM was filed ,6/24/15, and Judge Downing was aware from the onset of the 

case, as well as through the progression of the case and this knowledge is on 

Record when Judge Downing Attorney, Sarah Overton, answered to the Federal 
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Lawsuit on 12/16/15. The fact that Judge Downing had knowledge of the Federal 

Lawsuit against her by me, is a party to the case had in her Department,  She 

was requested to Recuse herself due to the fact that she could not be reasonable 

deemed to be “neutral and detached”, in light of a Federal Lawsuit against her 

naming her as a Defendant. 

Each challenge to Jurisdiction, Judge Downing denied as “untimely” and/or would 

run out of the Courtroom and into the Chambers when I challenged her 

Jurisdiction in Open Court as well as through motions.  

Then on July 12, 2016, I challenged Judge Downing Jurisdiction in Open Court 

by stating via my then Appointed Attorney Ms. Roosjen: 

Ms Roosjen:  Your Honor, prior to calling the Father, I—the Father would like me 

to renew ny Objection to the Court Presiding over this Case. The Father has 

repeatedly asked that the Court Recuse Itself. So he Objects to theCourt’s 

continuing to hear this Case. 

The Court:  All Right. So as you mentioned, he’s making the same objection he 

continues to make. I have the same response. I’m denying the Request. 

Ms. Roosjen: He specifically challenges this Court’s Jurisdiction. 

The Court:  He has done that previously. So Noted. 

Ms Metzger: Mrs. Williams would also join in Father’s Objection, Your Honor. 

The Court: All Right. Same Response.So Miss Roosjen, your next witness? 

Ms. Roosjen:  There is something new my client would like me to bring up. He’s 

also objecting to Minors’ Counsel continuing to participate on this Case, as she is 

named in his Federal Lawsuit. 

The Court: All Right. On her behalf, I note your Objection. But Miss Gentry is 

going to remain Counsel, so your next witness. 
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Ms. Roosjen: Your Honor, prior to calling Mr. Williams, I did provide the Court 

with a lengthy document of 223 Pages, that was provided to me by my client 

today. I allowed other counsel a brief opportunity to review these materials that 

are comprised of emails.My client is asking that those documents be marked as 

Father’s and be admitted into Evidence”(Please see RT Vol 1 Pg 150-151). 

Here, Judge Downing admits that I have made challenges to her Jurisdiciton and 

that I have sought her recusal based on her Bias and Federal Lawsuit that 

names her as a Defendant. She doesn’t allow my evidence to be admitted, but 

she considered every last minute report from the social worker.  

The law says the following regarding Challenges to Jurisdiction: 

 

 When it clearly appears that the court lacks jurisdiction, the court 

has no authority to reach the merits. In such a situation the action 

should be dismissed for want of jurisdiction.” Melo v. United 

States, 505 F. 2d 1026 (1974) 

 The law provides that once State and Federal Jurisdiction has been 

challenged, it must be proven. Main v. Thiboutot, 448 US 1 (1980) 

 Jurisdiction can be challenged at ANY time and once challenged, 

cannot be assumed and must be decided. Basso v. Utah Power & 

Light Co., 495 F 2d 906, 910 (1974). 

Then when I took the Stand to explain why I wasn’t visiting with my children she 

began to show her Bias and Prejudice. 

For example, July 12, 2016, I testified regarding the status of visitation and the 

case and this is what happened: 

Attorney: Do you visit with your Children? 
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Me:  Yes. Until Judge Downing cut the visitation at this time—last time I was here 

in Court. 

Attorney: When was the Last time you had a visit with the Children? 

Me: Probably, like, a month, month and a half ago. 

Attorney: What was the reason that you have not had visits for over a month? 

Me: I was in Alabama. When I returned to Alabama, I sent the social worker an 

email telling her that I did not want to jeopardize the return of my kids because of 

the—them falsifying evidence in the report, saying I did something to my son. 

The Court: All Right. The Court is going to strike all of this answer because it’s 

non responsive. 

Me: I answered what she said. 

The Court: No. Mr. Williams, in a Court of Law, an answer to a question is one 

sentence. 

Me: I answering it in one sentence. I can say it again, your Honor. 

Attorney: Maybe I can just rephrase another question. 

The Court: Please. 

Attorney:  Mr. Williams, is there a specific reason you have not had visitation 

with your children for the past month? 

Me: Yes. 

Attorney:  What is that reason? 

Me:  Judge Downing took my visits back from unmonitored to monitored visits 

because of allegations from the social worker and the maternal grandparents. 

Attorney: And why did you decide not to visit after your visits became 

monitored? 
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Me: Because every time we get close to return my kids, the Courts pads (fatten) 

the Case against me and my wife saying we did something illegal to our kids that 

we didn’t do. 

Attorney: All Right. Let’s talk about visits that you were having before—prior to 

making the decision to stop visits, the allegations, how many times a week were 

you visiting your children? 

Me: Once for four hours on Sunday. 

Attorney: and were those visits supervised or unsupervised? 

Me: Unsupervised 

(Please see RT Vol 1 Pg 153-155). 

 

Attorney:  When it is time to End a visit with Minor 1, based on your observation, 

what kind of emotion does Minor 1 display? 

Me: He Hates it. 

Ms Gentry: Objection. Speculation 

The Court:  Sustained. 

Ms Gentry: Motion to Strike. 

The Court:  Sustained. 

Attorney:  It is a lay opinion. He can testify as to how he perceives the Child to 

React. 

The Court:  Well he’s speculating. I mean if he could testify, he cries or laughs, 

then that is fine. 

Me: The Court will accept that, if I say my son is sad, the Court accept— 

The Court:  Mr. Williams. Mr. Williams, I didn’t ask you a question. 

Me: Your Honor, you are discriminating against me. That’s wrong. That’s wrong. 
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The Court: Mr. Williams, all of this from Mr. Williams, is going to be stricken. 

We’re going to take a break. Miss Roosjen, speak to your client. 

(Please see RT Vol 1 Pg 162-163) 

 

Attorney: Mr. Williams are you aware that the Department is recommending 

termination your Parental Rights and freeing your Children to be adopted by their 

current caretakers? 

Me: That’s for four years, the Court have said that. 

Attorney: Are you aware that is the current recommendation? 

Me: For four years, the social worker, that have been their recommendation….to 

my understanding I supposed to get Preservation. 

The Court:  the question is yes or no. are you in agreement? 

Me:  No I’m not. 

The Court: All Right 

Attorney: Why are you not in agreement? 

Me: Because I am the kids biological falther. I never abused them. Never. 

Nothing.  

The Court: Next Question 

Attorney:  All Right 

Me:  Do you feel that the Department is biased against you? 

Me: Yes. 

Attorney: Okay. Do you feel this Court is also biased against you? 

Me:  Yes. 

The Court:  It’s leading. It’s also not relevant. 

Me:  It’s very relevant. 

The Court:  Mr. Williams. 
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Me: This Court ever (should be has) discriminated against me, Judge 

The Court: Mr. Williams. 

Me: I have a Federal Lawsuit against you. 

The Court: Second Call. The Record is Over. 

(Please see RT Vol 1 Pg 168-170) 

 

Me: Are you aware of CV-04781? I have a Federal Lawsuit against you and your 

Department, Kathleen Taylor 

(Please see RT Vol 1 Pg 175) 

 

Attorney Gentry:  Mr. Williams, is it your testimony, today, that your son, Minor 

1, was lying when he testified that you spank him? 

Me: He is coerced by the grandfather. 

Attorney Gentry: Objection. Non responsive. 

Me: You asked me a question. I gave you the correct answer. 

The Court: Mr. Williams, the Answer is Yes or No. 

 Me: Yes. Are you aware I have a Federal Lawsuit against you? (to Attorney 

Gentry) 

The Court:  Mr. Williams. All Right.  

Attorney Gentry:  Nothing further, Your Honor 

(Please see RT Vol 1 Pg 178) 

 

The Court: All Right. Well this is what I’m going to do, the Court believes I have 

the authority to strike all his (Roosevelt Williams) testimony because he did not 

subject himself to cross examination. and as Mr. Birnie indicated, it is a 

fundamental rule of this process that apparently any witness who testifies 
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directly, is subject to cross examination, and Mr. Willaims has not been—has not 

had the same demeanor in answering questions from this side of the room, that 

he has for you. He’s been argumentative. He—I have had to take four breaks. 

But since I anticipate this case is going to be before the Court of Appeals, I’m 

ultimately the trier of fact, I will just take into consideration when I make a ruling 

on this case, that Mr. Williams took the posture that he did, and the we was not 

cooperative to other counsel and was not respectful. 

(Please see RT Vol 1 Pg 181) 

 

The Court: Next witness, Miss Roosjen. 

Attorney:  Your Honor, I would like to call the Maternal Grandfather, Mr. Grant. 

The Court: All Right,. That Request is going to be denied. At the beginning of 

this case, hearing in limine with respect to witnesses, there was a discussion that 

we were going—that you had the option of calling ether the grandmother or the 

grandfather. Grandmother previously had been called and so for this reason, that 

request at this time, is going to be denied.  

(Please see RT Vol 1 Pg 181-182) 

 

The Court: All Right. All Right. As I indicated to you earlier, Miss Roosjen, before 

we commenced this trial, we went over Mr. Williams Witness List and I indicated 

under 352, I was not going to allow Mr Williams to just call everybody he wanted 

to call. Now with respect to the social worker, the Court previously denied that 

request. I gave you and yourclient an option to call the present witnesses , but 

not all of the pertinent social workers who are servicing this case, and whose 

testimony would be relevant to what is going on now, not with respect to 

reunification services or anything that was previously terminated. So I’m not 
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hearing anything from you that would change. So your request to call Miss O Nei 

and the other three DCFS employees is denied. As to Mr. and Mrs Davis, if they 

were here, you could call them, but they are not here and they are your 

witnesses and so I am going to continue this Matter for you—continue this matter 

for you to get your witnesses here. That’s up to you. 

Attorney:  Your Honor, I would Object because they were Present. I would 

Object. 

(Please see RT Vol 1 Pg 186-187) 

 

The Court: All Right. Well the Court notes that they were subpoenaed. They 

were Ordered back, but I won’t issue a body attachment for them. We’re talking 

about three or four visits in the course of a number of years, if this case has been 

open, that’s not really relevant at this point. 

Me: All my visits have been appropriate, Your Honor. All my visits have been 

appropriate. 

The Court:  Mr. Williams— 

Me: Your Honor, that’s not fair to me, your Honor, or my kids. 

The Court:  Miss. Roosjen, I have previously said you needed to call either Mr. 

Grant or Mrs. Grant, and make a choice. 

Me: That’s not right. We have—that’s our constitutional right. That’s not right to— 

The Court:  You know what— 

Me: It’s our constitutional right. 

The Court:  Court is going to recess this matter— 

Me: She cannot do that. That’s against the Law. 

The Court:  --Because obviously Mr Williams cannot conduct himself. I’ll trail this 

matter until tomorrow. 
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Me:  You Reap what you sew. You got kids? You got children? 

The Court:  Record is Over. 

(Please see RT Vol Pg 188-189) 

 

. I haven’t seen my children since in or around May 2016 and my wife hasn’t 

seen our children for over a year. Judge Downing wouldn’t even accept that I 

was answering the question asked and that she was the reason I wasn’t seeing 

my children not me. She was yo-yoing my family like we aren’t human beings. 

She did the same thing to my wife, extended family reunification services only to 

terminate family reunification and order adoption, she was consistently 

inconsistent. The more I did to get this case closed, to be clear on the Stand, the 

more she discriminated and was biased against me. She was even trying to tell 

me how to testify to what I perceive my son to be at the end of visits. Of course 

he didn’t like it, here we are having fun and then as soon as we get in a groove 

the visit is over or we being watched like a hawk making it uncomfortable to just 

be normal, just be yourself. He wants to be with his father and he expressed it, 

he would get attitudes, he would cry, he would say he didn’t want to go and I 

would have to be strong for him not knowing when I am going to see him again 

and if I do see him again am I going to be Court Ordered to something else 

without justification or cause. It like we couldn’t win, every time we visit, 

something was said or done to prohibit another visit, that not good for my 

children going back and forth like that, its not good for us either. The longer the 

case, the worse it got and she tried to insinuate that it was me being 

irresponsible or just not coming to see my kids, like I abandoned my own 

children, when there is over 6 years of Case History to prove her wrong.  
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The above examples from the Record are illustrative, and in no way exhaustive 

of all that I endured at the hands of Judge Downing. She violated every right I 

hold and when I asserted my rights, she said I was disruptive. She allowed 

Opposing Counsel to be recognized in their fundamental right to cross examine, 

which I made myself available to cross examine, and then she stated that it was 

my fault they couldn’t cross examine me. Opposing Counsel could cross 

examine, but I couldn’t even have all the witnesses and social workers subpoena 

to testify, which is my right. Furthermore, she recognized the Opposing counsel 

rights regarding procedure, but wouldn’t recognize my fundamental right to 

parent my children free from her unfounded Jurisdiction and control. Being in her 

Courtroom was a absolute nightmare. 

Although I  challenged Judge Downing Jurisdiction formally and on the Record, I 

testified under penalty perjury of the bias and prejudice of Judge Downing and 

DCFS, I filed a Federal Lawsuit, I filed a Formal Complaint,  I requested Recusal, 

did a Affidavit of Prejudice, completed all the case plans, did monitored visits for 

over 3 years and unmonitored visits for approximately 6 months, despite all my 

efforts,  a month and four days after I testified to what Judge Downing did 

regarding visitation, she Ordered my parental rights be terminated and my 

children adopted. 

 

Standard of Review 

 

The appropriate standard of Review for violation of fundamental rights is Strict 

Scrutiny.  

According to https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strict_scrutiny U.S. courts apply the 

strict scrutiny standard in two contexts: when a fundamental constitutional right is 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strict_scrutiny
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infringed,[1] particularly those found in the Bill of Rights and those the court has 

deemed a fundamental right protected by the Due Process Clause or “liberty 

clause” of the 14th Amendment, or when a government action applies to a 

“suspect classification,” such as race or national origin. 

To pass strict scrutiny, the law or policy must satisfy three tests: 

 It must be justified by a compelling governmental interest. While the Courts 

have never brightly defined how to determine if an interest is compelling, 

the concept generally refers to something necessary or crucial, as 

opposed to something merely preferred.  

 

In my case, having my children adopted by their grandparents is a mere 

preference of DCFS, the Superior Court and the grandparents. The mere notion 

is ridiculous and is very unnecessary, especially in light of the fact that I am fit to 

parent, ready to parent and don’t need any government or individual to interfere 

with my fundamental right to do so. 

 

 The law or policy must be narrowly tailored to achieve that goal or interest. 

If the government action encompasses too much (overbroad) or fails to 

address essential aspects of the compelling interest, then the rule is not 

considered narrowly tailored. 

 

What Law or policy condones the illegal Adoption of Children? There is no such 

Law. Adoption is supposed to be a last resort, and should not even been a option 

for my family because I want my family. Adoption is for parents who have given 

up their rights freely, with full knowledge and consent that they are giving up their 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strict_scrutiny#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Bill_of_Rights
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fundamental_right
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Due_Process_Clause
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourteenth_Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Suspect_classification
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Race_(classification_of_human_beings)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_origin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government_interest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bright_line_rule
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Narrow_tailoring
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overbreadth_doctrine
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rights to their children. That is not the case here. The case here is my rights have 

been trampled on like a elephant in performing at the Circus.  

 

 The law or policy must be the least restrictive means for achieving that 

interest: there must not be a less restrictive way to effectively achieve the 

compelling government interest.  

 

There are and were many ways to achieve the governmental interest: 1. DCFS, 

the Superior Court and the grandparents gone rogue could have left my family 

alone. 2. DCFS could have followed the rules and procedures of their State 3. 

They could have not exercised jurisdiction  where they have none 4. They could 

have opened the case and then closed it when I petitioned numerous times to 

close it, there are many ways that this case could have gone, but DCFS, 

Superior Court and the grandparents all chose to drag my family through over 5 

years of Case History. 

 

 

Fundamental Rights 

Fundamental Right to Parent/Fundamental Right to Privacy/Fundamental Right 

to Freedom of Religion/Fundamental Right to Assemble- First Amendment 

Sources: Bible, Amendment to Constitution, Statutory, Case Law 

 

The Right to Parent without Government Interference is so archaic and well 

known worldwide, it seems elementary to need to go into detail about why my 

rights outweigh and are superior to any alleged rights of the Los Angeles County 

 Governmental entity, DCFS and Children Court. The Government is responsible 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Least_restrictive_means
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for the health safety and welfare of its residents, and in United States 

Government, a distinction has been made between Federal and State 

Government, of which each State is allotted to provide for the health , safety and 

welfare, of the residents in its Jurisdiction. The interference of Government is 

proscribed in very limited, certain circumstances. The circumstances I described 

above did not and do not warrant Governmental interference 

At first instance, the rights of the Los Angeles County DCFS does not concern or 

affect me, as discussed in detail above in the section relating to Jurisdiction. My 

fundamental rights to parent without governmental intervention are in addition to 

the lack of Jurisdiction.  

The Los Angeles County DCFS and it counterpart, Edmund Edelman Children 

Court has interfered severely with my right to parent and my right to privacy 

without justification or cause. No government entity has a right to break up a 

family because they want to, because they don’t like the parents or any other 

stupid reason, but that is exactly what has happened here. 

My family has a right to be free from any and all Government, Department,  and 

social workers interference, in the same manner as your family does. Your family 

has been together and my family deserves the same. I am no criminal, and even 

criminals get to see and talk to their children during their tenure in prison. I have 

been treated worse than a prisoner. 

DCFS has interrupted the natural progression of my children life, as well as my 

life. I am more concerned what their actions have done to my children, as they 

have missed out on lessons that are intended to pass from generation to 

generation and have in my family until we were so rudely interrupted by DCFS 

interference into our private life and private affairs.. Every parent has a right to 

Parent their own children. Every parent is responsible for their child Life. I and my 
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wife are the only people on the planet that are responsible and the sole reason 

that Minor 1 and Minor 2 Williams are on earth right now. My wife and I love for 

one another, our love for our children, is not anyone business, especially DCFS, 

however, DCFS, has made our private lives, our children, everything about us 

their business and their livelihood. They have made disrespect of parental rights, 

disrespect of individual rights, violation of fundamental rights and liberties, a fully 

fledged Business. They have made matters so private such as who I decide to 

marry and have a family with a Case Number CK89770. They have belittled my 

family to numbers on a page and volumes of Transcripts, denying our humanity, 

our heart and soul for profit. 

For all the people who have been paid and spent as much time as they wanted 

or didn’t want with their family and friends such as the Judges, bailiff, appointed 

Attorneys, social workers, supervisors, interpreters, psychologists, assessors, 

foster parents, caretakers, clerks, and counselors know that what you have done 

to my family is disgusting. My rights as a Parent predate the Incorporating of 

America, the Incorporation of California as a State, the Incorporation of Los 

Angeles  as a County and the formation of DCFS in 1984 (please see 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Department_of_Children_and_Family_Services_(Los

_Angeles_County). What makes DCFS think that Reagan era Department of the 

State has the Right to override millions of years of lineage and legacy that each 

parent passes on to their children?  

DCFS was a answer to the Crack Epidemic of the 80s. My case was open 27 

years and I have NEVER done any drug or drank EVER in my entire life, so why 

am I explaining to you why my rights as a parent are so important? It is because 

Judge Downing and DCFS decided that what they want is more important than 

the Law, Logic, Reason, the Facts, Legacy, blood line and hatred.  
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My rights as a Parent have been Ordained by God. It was God that permitted my 

wife egg to be fertilized by my sperm which created my son Minor 1 and daughter 

Minor 2. The State of California, the State of Alabama, the United States, the 

Grants, not my parents, the social workers, the Judges, NO ONE had 

ANYTHING to do with the private, personal act of my wife and I to create a family 

together. My wife, like every other mother, was charged with the duty and honor, 

to carry our children in her womb for 9 months and the hard task of birthing our 

children and she did that with my love and support. Each child was carried full 

term and born healthy. Before our children were born we loved them and once 

each child was born, we met them face to face. We didn’t ask permission to Love 

each other, come together in unity and create each child because we don’t need 

permission to just be who we are, just like you came to choose your partner, 

regardless of your sexual preference, you chose your partner due to their 

compatibility with you. You did not seek the Government assistance on deciding 

if the person was a good fit for you and neither did I. I followed my heart and 

common sense and started a new chapter in my life with the woman I love 

.https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_to_privacy , states “The right to privacy 

is an element of various legal traditions which may restrain both 

government and private party action that threatens the privacy of 

individuals. Over 150 national constitutions mention this right, Privacy 

uses the theory of natural rights, Natural and legal rights are two types of 

rights. Legal rights are those bestowed onto a person by a given legal 

system (i.e., rights that can be modified, repealed, and restrained by human 

laws). Natural rights are those that are not dependent on the laws or 

customs of any particular culture or government, and therefore universal 
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and inalienable (i.e., rights that cannot be repealed or restrained by human 

laws) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_and_legal_rights.  

Both my natural rights and my legal rights have been violated by the initiation, 

continuation and final decision of Judge Downing to have my children adopted 

from me. I have the Natural Right to raise my children and the legal right as their 

biological father that has NEVER done any form of harm, neglect or 

abandonment to any of my children.  

I am also protected by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948, 

which states in pertinent part: 

A right to privacy is explicitly stated under Article 12 of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights: “No one shall be subjected to arbitrary 

interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to 

attacks upon his honor and reputation. Everyone has the right to the 

protection of the law against such interference or attacks.” https    DCFS 

along with Judge Downing has violated the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights. Each person who touched this case and permitted it to be Open and 

continue on for over 5 YEARS, violated me and my family right to privacy as 

explicitly stated in Article 12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Case 

CK89770 is the perfect example of a Article 12 violation because it has always 

been arbitrary from the start based on the fact I wasn’t even given notice that a 

case was initiated against me, then I was given conditions and ultimatums 

Ordering me to do counseling, parenting and visitation in Order to get my kids 

back and if I didn’t comply I wouldn’t get them back, sort of like a ransom or 

kidnapper blackmailing the parent to do what he wants in order for the parent to 

get their child back. The kidnapper, being dishonest and ill will from the start is 

DCFS, along with Judge Downing, so despite the fact that I completed all case 
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plans and complied with all Court Orders, their Word was not Bond, their Oath 

was disregarded, they didn’t even comply with their own Court Orders and Judge 

Downing Orders my children be adopted from me. What sense does that make? 

If I hadn’t done any class, not appeared to any Court hearing, that I was made 

aware of, did no visitation, then Adoption would be Ordered, but I did everything 

Ordered, challenged the Court Jurisdiction and the Result was still the same, 

how is that Just and Fair? How is that Respecting my Right to Privacy?   

We were Family before our children were born, and once they were born, we 

were blessed with a legacy, a namesake, a son and daughter. I acknowledge 

that there are very LIMITED circumstances that the Government must and 

should intervene into family affairs in Order to protect a child from harm and to 

uphold their duty to provide for the Health, Safety and Welfare of the Citizens of 

the Country. Our Government has carved out a difference between Federal and 

State Government and for the most part, has left the issues of child abuse and 

neglect to the Individual States. The Individual State of California gives money to 

the various counties of the State to handle child abuse cases. My case was Open 

by a social worker who never met me and was not forthright about her intentions 

and who she was. Her name was Dominique O’Neal. She worked and may still 

work for the Los Angeles County DCFS Pomona Office. She wrote a lot of lies 

about my wife to corroborate her decision to Open up this Case in violation of 

Universal Human Rights, U.S. Constitution, California State Laws and 

Procedures, DCFS Laws and Procedures, Logic and Reason.  The Court didn’t 

catch her error and permitted a Case to be Opened against me despite the fact 

that I wasn’t even in the State when DCFS invaded my wife and son right to 

privacy, Dominique O Neal filed the Case two months and two days after 

invading my wife and son right to privacy, I am not a resident of the State of 
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California, but I am my children father, so my children should not have ever been 

detained and always should have been with me, I challenge the Court 

Jurisdiction since I am not a Resident and the challenge should have been 

respected and my children returned to my care and custody IMMEDIATELY, 

instead of being dragged back and forth to Court for OVER 5 YEARS, when I 

completed the Case Plan and Court Order the first time, my children should have 

been returned as reflected in the 11 VOLUME CLERK TRANSCRIPTS , but I 

was named as well and I shouldn’t have even been mentioned since I wasn’t 

even in the State of California when the allegations were made against my wife 

and weren’t substantiated. What little information Dominique O Neal had about 

my wife, lies or truth, were  and Los Angeles County, took Jurisdiction 

In the beginning, there were two people, a Man named Adam and a woman 

named Eve. They were married. Their marriage constituted the First Institution 

Ordained by God. If you don’t believe in God, the Bible, then none of this will 

make sense to you. Even if you don’t believe in God and the Bible, every person 

alive has a One Mother and One Father, including you. I am no different, yet I 

have been treated differently even though I am titled to equal protection under 

the law. As a believer of the words of the Bible which is my right as an American 

citizen under the freedom of religion clause in the First Amendment I believe and 

know that I have a right to be with my children and my children to be with me. Yet 

this has not been so for over 5 years. 

The most recent information regarding the proposed Parental Rights 

Amendment to the United States Constitution, is found on 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/senate-joint-resolution/36 

 and is stated on  Summary: S.J.Res.36 — 114th Congress (2015-2016)All 

Bill Information 
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There is one summary for S.J.Res.36. Bill summaries are authored by CRS. 

Shown Here: 

Introduced in Senate (06/29/2016) 

Constitutional Amendment 

This joint resolution states that: 

the liberty of parents to direct the upbringing, education, and care of their 

children is a fundamental right; 

the parental right to direct education includes the right to choose, as an 

alternative to public education, private, religious, or home schools, and the 

right to make reasonable choices within public schools for one’s child; 

neither the United States nor any state shall infringe upon these rights 

without demonstrating that its governmental interest as applied to the 

person is of the highest order and not otherwise served; 

the parental rights guaranteed by this amendment shall not be denied or 

abridged on account of disability; 

this amendment shall not be construed to apply to a parental action or 

decision that would end life; and 

no treaty may be adopted nor shall any source of international law be 

employed to supersede, modify, interpret, or apply to the rights guaranteed 

by this article. 

 

According to 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parental_Rights_Amendment_to_the_United_States

_Constitution,” the Amendment will allow parents’ rights to direct the upbringing 

of their children, protected from federal interference, wrongful State interference 

and the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child.”  The Proposed 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parental_Rights_Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parental_Rights_Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution
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Amendment has already been referred to the Senate Judiciary Committee, and 

has 5 cosponsors as of July 25, 2016. It is supported by organizations such as 

American Family Association, Concerned Women for America, Focus on the 

Family, Liberty Counsel, and the Traditional Values Coalition. 

When this Bill passed by the Legislature and becomes a Amendment to the 

Constitution, it will make explicit  in the form of a Amendment what the Judiciary 

has made clear and has been known all the while, which is Parents Rights to 

Parent their Children is a Fundamental Right.  As such being a Fundamental 

Right- Strict Scrutiny is applied to any infringement by the Government on 

Fundamental Rights. 

This Court has not demonstrated and proved that their infringement on my rights 

is of the highest order. What was constantly cited was preponderance of the 

evidence, or clear and convincing evidence, when there was and is 

ABSOLUTELY NO SCINTILLA OF EVIDENCE OF ABUSES, NEGLECT OR 

ABANDONMENT TO ANY OF MY CHILDREN. With no evidence of abuse, 

neglect or abandonment, how is the Judge concluding that there is no other 

alternative but to Order Adoption. That is stealing, kidnapping, and not in my 

children best interest nor is it legal findings and conclusions. The Court, DCFS, 

grandparents gone rogue and all they conspired with interests were the only 

ones served because no person ever proved or even alleged that I even caused 

any abuse, neglect and/or abandonment to any of my children.  

The Superior Court, Children Court of Los Angeles County, California, is limited 

to issues concerning abuse, neglect and abandonment within its Jurisdiction, and 

they far reached all the way to a quiet, neighborly community of Monroeville, 

Alabama into private, family matters of the heart concerning my wife temporary 

health issues  and my son temporary stay with his grandparents, interfering with 
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our family in every way possible, and turned it into Case Number CK89770, a 

Case with over 5 years of Case History, a Case of which two parents, Roosevelt 

and Kanika Williams, fight and have fought  for recognition of their Human 

Rights, their Legal Rights, their Parental Rights, to their  three amazing children- 

Minor 1, Minor 2 and Minor 3 Williams,  

The actions of all those opposed to Me and my Wife to be what we are to our 

Children are disgusting and  downright despicable . 

my children have been kept from me for over 5 years because of lack of proof, 

lack of governmental interest, and lack of highest order by Judge Downing, 

Judge Vasquez and Referee Truong.. 

Additionally, my State and my children State, the State of Alabama, according to 

www.parentalrights.org/al, as of:   

 

2016: HB112 proposing a parental rights amendment to the Alabama 

Constitution of 1901, was introduced by Rep. Matt Fridy with 12 cosponsors on 

Feb. 3 

IN THE COURTS - ”Strict Scrutiny” Applied to Parental Rights  

Alabama courts have repeatedly recognized the rights of parents to oversee the 

care of their children as a fundamental right deserving of the strict scrutiny 

standard. 

In Ex parte E.R.G., 73 So.3d 634, 648-49 (Ala. 2011), the Alabama Supreme 

Court ruled that, despite Troxel, “the State must have a compelling interest to 

justify encroaching on the fundamental right of a parent to decide what is in the 

best interests of his or her child,”  (id. At 649). 

 

http://www.parentalrights.org/al
http://alisondb.legislature.state.al.us/alison/SESSBillResult.ASPX?BILL=HB112&WIN_TYPE=BillResult
http://www.parentalrights.org/understanding_the_terms#strict_scrutiny
http://files.bradley.com/files/Uploads/Documents/In%20re-%20E.H.G.%20and%20C.L.G.v.%20E.R.G.%20and%20D.W.G.PDF
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Even though the Parental Rights Amendment has not become a part of the 

Law of the Land yet,  in the same manner as the Bill of Rights, is Law of the 

Land now, the  U.S. Constitution has protected my fundamental right to Parent, 

my Right  to Privacy, and  My Right to Be Left Alone as a United States Citizen. 

Most importantly, my religion, which is Orthodox Christian, is also protected by 

the 1st Amendment, applied to the States via the 14th Amendment, of which 

according to my Faith and Belief, my rights to Parent, pre-date the inception of 

United States as a Nation and as a Government, pre-dates Alabama as a State 

and pre-dates California as a State.  

The Law and my religion guide for Life, the Holy Bible is clear and states the 

following regarding my Fundamental Right to Parent Minor 1 and Minor 2 

Williams and my Individual Rights as a United States Citizen: 

 “CHILDREN obey your PARENTS in the Lord, for this is right. Honor 

your FATHER and MOTHER,  that it may go well with you and that you 

may live long in the land. FATHERS, do not provoke your children to 

anger, but bring them up in the discipline and instruction of the Lord” 

(Holy Bible, English Standard Version, Ephesians 6:1-4); 

 “Listen to your FATHER who gave you life, and do not despise your 

MOTHER when she is old (Holy Bible, English Standard Version, 

Proverbs 23:22) 

 “But if a widow has children or grandchildren, let them first learn to 

show godliness to their own household and to make some return to 

their PARENTS, for this is pleasing in the sight of God” (Holy Bible, 

English Standard version, 1 Timothy 5:4); 

 That “natural bonds of affection lead parents  to act in the best 

interests of their children.” (Purham v. J.R. 442 US 584 (1979); 
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 ‘The child is NOT the mere creature of the State; those who nurture 

him and direct his destiny have the right, coupled with the high duty, 

to recognize and prepare him for additional obligations.” (Pierce v 

Society of Sisters, 268 US 510 (1925); 

 “Primary role of the parents in the upbringing of their children is no 

established beyond debate as an enduring American tradition.” 

Wisconsin v Yoder 40 US 205 (1972); 

 The 10th Amendment does not permit the States to violate individual 

rights. The Supreme Court in Meyer v Nebraska 262 U.S. 390 (1923) 

found that the personal liberty protections of the Bill of Rights limit 

both state and federal governments; 

 “In a long line of cases, we have held that, in addition to the specific 

freedoms protected by the Bill of Rights, the ‘liberty’ specially 

protected by the Due Process Clause includes the right...to direct the 

education and upbringing of one’s children” (citing Meyer and 

Pierce)).In light of this extensive precedent, it cannot now be doubted 

that the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment protects 

the fundamental right of parents to make decisions concerning the 

care, custody, and control of their children. (emphasis added). 

Washington v. Glucksberg, 521 U.S. 702 (1997). 

 

Troxel v. Granville 

 

 Troxel v. Granville, 530 U.S. 57 (2000),[1] is a case in which the Supreme 

Court of the United States, citing a constitutional right of parents to rear 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Case_citation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Troxel_v._Granville#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supreme_Court_of_the_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supreme_Court_of_the_United_States
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their children, struck down a Washington state law that allowed any third 

party to petition state courts for child visitation rights over parental 

objections. 

Holding 

The custody, care and nurture of the child reside first in the parents, whose 

primary function and freedom include preparation for obligations the state can 

neither supply nor hinder. A law that allows anyone to petition a court for child 

visitation rights over parental objections unconstitutionally infringes on parents’ 

fundamental right to rear their children. 

In the case of Troxel v. Granville, the United States Supreme Court stated that 

“the interest of parents in the care, custody and control of their children—is 

perhaps the oldest of the fundamental liberty interests recognized by this 

Court.”[2] The Supreme Court also made it clear that this fundamental right is 

implicated in grandparent visitation cases. The plurality opinion stated at the 

outset that statutes allowing grandparent visitation orders to be imposed over 

parental objection “present questions of constitutional import.” The Supreme 

Court flatly declared that “the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment 

protects the fundamental right of parents to make decisions concerning the care, 

custody, and control of their children”, and struck down the Washington visitation 

statute because it unconstitutionally infringed on that fundamental parental right. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Troxel_v._Granville 

 

This Case was set out because it is a recent case of which the Court ruled in 

favor of the parents over the grandparents. Here, the grandparents petition the 

Washington state court asserting they had a right to visitation of their 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Supreme_Court
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Troxel_v._Granville#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Troxel_v._Granville
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grandchildren based on the Washington visitation statute. The Washington 

visitation statute was struck down as unconstitutional because of the 

infringement on the fundamental right to parent  because Washington and the 

grandparents attempted to trump the fundamental rights of the Parent , in the 

same manner as DCFS, the Court and grandparents gone rogue, have 

attempted the same to me and my wife. The grandparents gone rogue petition 

the Court in the same manner as Troxel, but instead of citing a Washington 

statute to give them a right that the law has already asserted time and time again 

belongs to the parents, they tried to assert that my wife and I are unfit parents so 

that they could be “de facto parents” and ultimately adopt our children. The 

problem with that theory, is that its flawed and it doesn’t work based on the facts 

that I am my children father  and I love each of my children the same. The truth 

of the matter is that I have never harmed any of my children and I never will 

abuse, abandon and/or neglect any of my children because that not my character 

or personality to do so, I don’t engage in activities that would alter my thinking or 

actions such as drugs or drinking and I never have, meaning I have full control 

over my thoughts, words and actions, which is why I am confident I will never 

abuse, abandon or neglect any of my children.  

I am 43 years old now, I have matured and learned a lot from Life and my 

mistakes in Life and it is my Right, duty, desire and Responsibility to teach what I 

have learned to my children. I have  never been  alleged to harm my children and 

I am more than fit to parent my children without government and grandparents 

gone rogue wrongful and illegal interference. The Judgment placed on me as a 

Father and Person, is Unwarranted, unjustified and unconstitutional.  I have gone 

my whole life without depending on the Government, I never had food stamps, 

government aid of any kind and I don’t want or need it. I never asked the 
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Grandparents gone Rogue for their support of my Family financially, I only asked 

them to emotionally support their daughter and watch our son for a short time 

until their daughter got better, that was it. I didn’t ask them to Adopt my son and 

daughters and to exclude me from their life and upbringing. I didn’t ask them to 

Open up this Case with the social worker, that was their choice.  I never asked 

the grandparents gone rogue for not one cent in the care of my children, anything 

they did or didn’t do for their daughter or their grandchildren was their choice and 

in no was a reflection on my capabilities to provide for my family. I am a Man, I 

work for everything I have, I love my family and as the Man being the Head of my 

Household, I provide for my family in every way, with the help of my wife, working 

hard, being a protective citizen, a good role model, not smoking, not drinking, not 

committing crimes,  being a good husband, a good father, a good son, a good 

brother and a good friend.  

My Creator and I define me, no one else.  

With the above being said and in light of Troxel, it is clear that the grandparents 

gone rogue were using the Court and social workers as a means of defining me, 

defaming me, my capabilities to be that which I am and have been. They even 

went so far as to assassinate the character of their only child, their daughter, my 

wife and mother of Minor 1 and Minor 2 William, Kanika Williams. The level of 

greed, evil and intention to carry out such a sinister plan hasn’t been seen since 

Judas betrayed Jesus Christ for thirty pieces of silver (Holy Bible, New 

International Version, Matthew 26:15). Jesus knew who betrayed him (Holy 

Bible, New International Version John 6:64, John 13:11) and my wife and I 

know who has betrayed our children. 

The Supreme Court decisions have been consistent over time finding in the favor 

of me, a Father, and other parents similarly situated. Parents like me find 
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ourselves at a crossroads with the same Government that asserts that there is 

“Liberty and Justice for All”, waiting for “Justice for All”, to include me and my 

family.  

A Amendment will be passed to assert the fundamental right of parents for as 

long as America is a Country. My hope is that the Amendment will eradicate 

frivolous cases like mines, but if the State of California has anything to say about 

it, especially Los Angeles County DCFS, I’m sure the Amendment will be 

challenged, and even if it is passed, ignored as the entire Bill of Rights, Due 

Process Clause, Equal Protection Clause, State Law, Alabama State Laws, 

Universal Law, Moral Law, any and every law that exists, was ignored and 

intentionally disregarded and disrespected in my case. 

The fact that the grandparents gone rogue along with the social workers and 

Superior Court completely disregarded the decision of Troxel is self-evident of a 

high level of conspiracy, kickbacks, and complete disregard for the Law, or in the 

alternative, taking the Law into their own hands, manipulating the Court and 

social workers to report lies all in an effort to pull off a illegal kidnapping of my 

children. 

CONCLUSION 

In Concussion, based on the information provided in this Opening Brief, the 

Appellate Court should do the following: 

1. Conclude the decision of Judge Downing on 8/16/16 prejudicial error 

and/or reversible error to have my children adopted by the grandparents 

gone rogue, Willie and Katie Grant, in direct opposition of Logic, Reason, 

Law and God, the reversal should end in my favor; 
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2. Conclude any and all children court proceedings relating to my children-

Minor 1, Minor 2, and Minor 3 Williams, dismissed with prejudice and 

FOREVER closed; and 

3. Provide me with the IMMEDIATE date, time and location of the Police 

Station and/or neutral location where my children-Minor 1, Minor 2 and 

Minor 3 Williams, will be for the sole purpose of me, Roosevelt Williams, 

their father,  picking them up, taking them, placing them in the car, 

transporting my children back HOME without anymore present or future 

threats, harassment, tracking, background checks, stalking, illegal and 

wrongful governmental interference of any kind. 

Date: 3/2/17       Respectfully submitted, 

         
      Roosevelt Williams, Jr. 
      3655 Oak Grove Road,  

      Monroeville, AL 36460 

      williamsroosevelt@msn.com 

      (251)593-7198 

      Pro-Se Litigant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:williamsroosevelt@msn.com
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

NOTICE OF ELECTRONIC FILING 

Children and Family Services v K.W., et al 

In the Court of Appeal of the State of California  

In and for the Second Appellate District, Division Four  

 Court of Appeal No.: B277764 

 

 This is to certify that I, Roosevelt Williams Jr., this  2nd day of March, 2017 filed 

electronically the foregoing documents described as: 

 

APPELLANT OPENING BRIEF 

SUBMITTED UNDER CHALLENGE OF JURISDICTION AND UNDER PROTEST 

 

 1._x__ (BY ELECTRONIC FILING) I electronically filed with the Clerk of the Court a true 

and correct copy of the original as indicated above on the www.courts.ca.gov/2dca.htm Court 

system for the Second Appellate District, Division Four. 

 

       2. I certify that THREE (3) Copies of the true and correct copy of the original as indicated 

above was served either in person or by mail to the Clerk of Court, Second Appellate District, 

Division Four. 

 

      3. I certify that a copy of the Appellant Opening Brief Submitted Under Challenge of 

Jurisdiction and any attachments was served either in person or by mail, on the persons listed 

below: 

Signature:    Date: March 2, 2017 
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Name      Address    Date Served 

1. Children and Family Services  Office of County Counsel    3/2/17 

    Plaintiff and Respondent   Edelman’s Children Court 

      201 Centre Plaza Dr., Ste 1 

      Monterey Park, CA 91754 

 

2.Matias Alcaraz, Jr    Los Angeles Dependency   3/2/17 

   W.G. & K.G.-Other    Lawyers, Inc. 

      1000 Corporate Center Dr., Ste 400 

      Monterey Park, CA 91754  

 

3.Ivy Gentry     Children;s Law Center, Unit 3  3/2/17 

  K.G.- Overview Party   201 Centre Plaza Dr, Ste 9 

      Monterey Park, CA 91754-2178 

 

4. Edelman Children Court   201 Centre Plaza Drive, #2700 3/2/17 

    Department 407    Monterey Park, CA 91754 

    Attn: Judge Downing  

 

 


